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Time for a Change
"The journal is thus not perceived as an internationally oriented paper, but as the "Ger-
man voice" among the trade journals." This is a quote from an internal memo I sent twelve 
years ago to the then head of the Bonn branch of the publishing house E.S. Mittler & Sohn 
(today: Mittler Report Verlag) under the heading "Thoughts on a new conception for ESD” 
and: "The title of the magazine is worth its weight in gold, however, the content should 
also deliver what the title promises." 
At that time, European Security & Defence (ESD) was published only four times a year with 
content that was essentially translated articles from its German-language sister magazine 
"Europäische Sicherheit" (ES). Distribution was mainly via the attaché desks at the German 
embassies.
There were practically no subscribers, and the willingness of industry to support the journal 
was declining. The objective could therefore be thought of as transferring ES's concept 
to ESD at the European level: no longer locked into a national focus on Germany, but 
balanced coverage of political, military and armament issues with an emphasis on the Eu-
ropean NATO nations as well as NATO itself, the international armament agencies and - oc-
casionally - the EU.
Fortunately, this suggestion was taken up, and I was allowed to accompany the develop-
ment of the journal into one of Europe's most successful defence and security periodicals 
today - first as head of marketing and for the last two years as the editor. At 67, I have now 
reached retirement age and it is time to pass on the baton – which I am doing herewith.
I would like to ask all readers, authors, advertisers and colleagues to continue the good and 
successful cooperation with my successor Mark Cazalet and to show him the same trust 
with which you have supported my work and the development of the magazine. It is time 
for a change.

Kind regards,
Jürgen Hensel

…and a Note from the incoming Editor

Thank you Jürgen! As Jürgen retires, all of us at Mittler Report wish him the very best, and 
my personal thanks go out to him for showing me the ropes at ESD and helping me to 
make the transition from writing and editing books to working on magazines. There has 
been a lot to learn, but it has been an enjoyable learning process, in no small part thanks to 
our outgoing editor. 
For our readers who are not yet familiar with me, I previously worked as a Senior Research 
Analyst on the Land Warfare team at Janes. During this time, I served as the Air Defence 
Editor for Janes: Artillery and Air Defence, and prior to that was the Editor for Janes: Fire-
power Survivability and Mobility. Before Janes, I worked a stint at the International Institute 
for Strategic Studies (IISS). My research focus areas include land warfare, air defence, as 
well as vehicle and armament design.
Looking ahead, I am greatly looking forward to building upon what Jürgen has managed 
to do with the magazine, and making ESD be the very best it can be. 

All the best,
Mark Cazalet
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   Hensoldt and Rafael to  
Cooperate on Providing  
Electronic Warfare Capabili-
ties to the German Luftwaffe
(ck) On 18 October 2022, Hensoldt and 
Rafael Advanced Defense Systems signed 
a cooperation agreement to jointly offer 
airborne electronic warfare (EW) capabili-
ties to the Luftwaffe. The two have agreed 
to jointly integrate Rafael’s SKY SHIELD air-
borne EW pod with Hensoldt’s KALÆTRON 
Attack airborne electronic attack (EA) sys-
tem. This capability supports the Luftwaffe's 
decision to adapt the Eurofighter TYPHOON 

   Schiebel CAMCOPTER S-100 
Demonstrates Anti-Submarine 
Warfare Capability 
(ck) A Schiebel CAMCOPTER S-100 demon-
strated its Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW), 
Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnais-
sance (ISR) and cargo delivery capabilities 
at the annual NATO exercise Dynamic Mes-
senger 2022 in Portugal. The demonstration 
scenario was the surveillance and protection 
of approaches to a strategic port. With a 
barrier of sonobuoys already laid, the S-100 
equipped with a Wescam MX-8 EO/IR sen-

sor in the nose and the Thales BlueScan so-
nar data processing system, was deployed to 
monitor data from the sonobuoys and relay 
it to a command post ashore, permitting the 
detection and classification of possible en-
emy submarines.
At the same NATO exercise, the S-100 also 
demonstrated the ability automatically to de-
tect and identify small objects at sea in vari-
ous sea states, as part of ISR and SAR mis-
sions, for which it was equipped with Over-
watch Imaging PT-8 OCEANWATCH and a 
Wescam MX-10 camera-based sensors. The 
CAMCOPTER S-100 also delivered medical 
supplies from the port to a ship nearby, using 
its suspended cargo delivery net.

   Peli Products Launches  
New Long Case 
(ck) Peli Products, a manufacturer of rug-
ged protective cases, launched their longest 
injection-moulded case, the Peli AIR 1755 
case. The new case is 145 cm in length, with 
a 140 cm interior length, making it suited for 
carrying a variety of items, including guns, 
survey stands, and camera equipment. 

Made of lightweight HPX2 polymer, the 
Peli 1755 case features a double-hand over-
moulded handle and wheels with stainless 
steel bearings for easy mobility. The Peli 1755 
case is waterproof and dustproof with an 
IP67 rating, and provides durable protection 
for the case’s contents.
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   Safran Launches Optronic 
System for Surface Vessels 
(ck) Drawing on feedback from users in 
remote theatres of operations, Safran Elec-
tronics & Defense is launching VIGY 4, a new 
optronic sight for surface vessels. This sight is 
the latest addition to the company’s family of 
naval optronic systems. VIGY 4 is a compact 

gyrostabilised multi-sensor observation sys-
tem with a Shortwave Infrared (SWIR) chan-
nel, which can see through mist and fog. The 
system can be coupled with a sector surveil-
lance module to create a simple and effec-
tive surveillance system. It is also designed to 
control light- and medium-calibre weapons. 
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   Israel Shipyards Unveils 
New Corvette Design
(ck) Israel Shipyards has developed a new 
corvette designated the S-80 class. The 
S-80 is a derivative of the earlier SA’AR 
S-72 design, which has so far been used 
for the Israeli Navy's RESHEF class missile 
boats. The new S-80 corvette is intended 
to be a multi-role vessel and compared 
with the earlier S-72 design it features 

greater capacity for payload, weapon sys-
tems and broader electronic warfare (EW) 
capabilities, along with greater range and 
endurance. The vessel is 80 m long, pow-
ered by four diesel engines and two shaft 
lines, providing a maximum speed of over 
28 knots, and is equipped with a variable-
pitch propeller system. The S-80 can be 
operated as a corvette or as an Offshore 
Patrol Vessel (OPV) version, depending on 
user requirement.
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   US Marine Corps Conducts 
Third Test using Rafael's  
TAMIR Interceptor
(ck) The US Marine Corps (USMC) has car-
ried out a successful test of their prototype 
Medium Range Intercept Capability (MRIC) 
air defence system, which integrates Rafael's 
TAMIR missiles used on the IRON DOME sys-
tem. The live-fire test at White Sands Training 
Area in New Mexico was the third in a series 
of tests run as part of the MRIC development 
programme for the USMC. The programme 
essentially aims to develop a more mobile 
variant of the IRON DOME system for the 
USMC. This latest test also demonstrated 
the ability continuously to launch TAMIR 
missiles from a mobile launcher unit devel-
oped by the USMC. The TAMIR is capable of 

intercepting cruise missiles, unmanned aerial 
vehicles, a variety of rockets, mortars and 
precision-guided munitions (PGMs). 
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Signing of the teaming agree-
ment: (from left to right):  
Celia Pelaz, Chief Strategy Officer  
HENSOLDT, Maj. Gen. (ret) Yoav 
Har-Even, President & CEO  
RAFAEL, Thomas Müller, CEO  
HENSOLDT, Dr. Ran Gozali, Execu-
tive Vice President, GM Land & 
Naval Division RAFAEL.
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into an EA platform. The new EA pod uses 
the existing interfaces of the LITENING Pod, 
which has already been combat-proven on 
the TYPHOON, thus simplifying the integra-
tion efforts. 
HENSOLDT has developed the KALÆTRON 
ATTACK Airborne Jamming System which 
recently confirmed its effectiveness against 
enemy air defence radars. It is part of HEN-
SOLDT's digital KALÆTRON product family, 
which is used in self-protection and signal 
intelligence systems in the German armed 
forces. In addition to cognitive software el-
ements, the core comprises a broadband 
sensor and software defined jammer. The 
jammer can be integrated into common 
pod formats or directly into bodies of vari-
ous aerial platforms. The system uses arti-
ficial intelligence (AI) algorithms to classify 
unknown threats.
RAFAEL's SKY SHIELD ESCORT Jammer is 
a military-off-the-shelf solution which has 
already been delivered to several custom-
ers worldwide, allowing for easy integration 
onto fast jet platforms. By using Active Elec-
tronically Scanned Array (AESA), technol-
ogy, the wideband jamming pod covers a 

high frequency range, and SKY SHIELD can 
generate simultaneous jamming and decep-
tion transmissions against multiple threats.

   Comprehensive Solution for 
Electronic Warfare
(gwh) At Euronaval 2022, Rohde & Schwarz 
(R&S) unveiled a new marine electronic sup-
port (ES) solution for naval vessels conduct-
ing electronic warfare (EW). By combining 
specialised antennas for receiving electronic 
signals across the entire spectrum in an in-

tegrated antenna mast, the new solution 
allows for an automated approach to pro-
cessing radar and communications signals 
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for situational awareness and self-protection 
in a single system.
The integrated antenna mast allows the an-
tennas to have optimal reception and mutual 
interference is minimised. Reception gaps 
due to interference in azimuth are avoided. 
In the protected housing, all electronics are 
protected from vibrations, saltwater and 
temperature fluctuations. The solution is 
suitable for retrofitting into existing hard-
ware.
The scaleable naval EW solution detects, 
identifies and localises radar emissions and 
intercepts hostile communications. Combin-
ing the results provides an expanded picture 
across the electromagnetic spectrum. The 
high sensitivity and accuracy allows for in-
creased range and early warning capability, 
protecting naval vessels from time-critical 
threats.
The new R&S Marine ES solution is already 
in use with an unspecified user. Under the 
name KORA, R&S supplied an earlier ver-
sion of this system for the new F126 frigate. 
KORA detects, identifies and tracks complex 
and broadband radar emissions as well as 
communications signals.
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   ECA Group and iXblue 
become Exail
(ck) Following the acquisition of iXblue by 
Group Gorgé at the end of September 2022,  
ECA Group and iXblue will be operating un-
der a joint brand called Exail. With this alli-

ance, Exail becomes a high-tech company 
specialising in robotics, maritime navigation, 
aerospace and photonics technologies. The 
company will be able to provide technolo-
gies ranging from components and sensors 
to products and complex systems. With the 
merger, Exail is aiming to become a major 
player capable of meeting the requirements 
of larger markets. 
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   Saab Begins Delivery of 
Lightweight Torpedo to Sweden
(mc) Saab has made the first deliveries of the 
Saab Lightweight Torpedo to Sweden’s de-
fence procurement agency (FMV). The FMV 
is now undertaking final verification of the 
torpedo system to ensure it meets their re-
quirements, before commissioning with the 
Royal Swedish Navy. The new lightweight 
torpedo was ordered by Sweden in 2016, 
and by Finland in 2018.

The Saab Lightweight Torpedo, named 
Torped 47 by the Swedish Armed Forces, 
is Sweden's new lightweight torpedo sys-
tem for defence against foreign subma-
rines. The torpedo is intended primarily for 
Swedish submarines and Visby corvettes, 
but it is also prepared for integration on 
helicopters. 
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   Rheinmetall Delivers First 
LYNX IFV to Hungary
(ck) Rheinmetall handed over the first LYNX 
infantry fighting vehicle (IFV) to the Hungar-
ian armed forces on 15 October 2022. In 
total, 209 LYNX IFVs are on order so far, with 

the vehicle due to become the backbone of 
the Hungarian armoured infantry force.
In September 2020, the Hungarian Ministry 
of Defence awarded Rheinmetall a contract 
for the supply of combat vehicles and ac-
cessories worth more than EUR 2 Bn. The 
scope of the contract also includes ammu-
nition and logistics services as well as nine 
BERGEPANZER BPz3 BÜFFEL armoured re-
covery vehicles (ARVs), nine armoured vehi-
cle launched bridges (AVLBs), and 16 trucks.
Hungary is the first NATO and EU member 
state to receive the LYNX. The LYNX KF41 
for the Hungarian armed forces will be deliv-
ered in seven variants: IFV, Command Post,  
armoured reconnaissance, artillery observer, 
mortar carrier, medical vehicle and driver 
training variants. The contract also includes 
other Rheinmetall services such as simula-
tors, training, spare parts and maintenance 
services.

The LYNX vehicles will be equipped with the 
30 mm LANCE manned turret developed by 
Rheinmetall and the StrikeShield active pro-
tection system (APS).
In an initial production phase, Hungary will 
receive 46 German-built LYNX infantry fight-
ing vehicles. Rheinmetall plans to produce 
the remaining vehicles in Hungary from the 
end of 2023. To this end, the Hungarian gov-
ernment and Rheinmetall agreed in August 
2020 to establish a joint venture responsible 
for LYNX production in Hungary, which is 
currently being built in Zalaegerszeg. 
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   Poland to Procure South  
Korean K239 CHUNMOO  
Missile Artillery
(Kristóf Nagy) The Polish Armed Forces will 
procure K239 CHUNMOO rocket artillery sys-
tems from South Korea, Polish Defence Min-
ister Mariusz Błaszczak announced recently. 
With the K239 CHUNMOO, the Polish Land 
Forces continue their series of procurements 
and cooperation with the South Korean de-
fence industry. An agreement has already 
been reached with Hanwha Group for the 
delivery of 212 K9A1 self-propelled howitzers. 
In addition, Hyundai Rotem will supply the 
K2 main battle tank to Poland, which will be 
manufactured with the participation of Polish 
industry.

In May 2020, Poland announced the pur-
chase of 500 M142 HIMARS rocket artillery 
systems from the United States. As with 
the HIMARS system, Polish industry will 
participate to some degree in the produc-
tion of the K239. The reason for the K239 
procurement, according to Błaszczak, is the 
rapid availability of the South Korean system, 
which is expected to be in service as early as 
2023. The HIMARS systems are to be inte-
grated into the armed forces at a later date.
In August 2020, Błaszczak expressed inter-
est in the Korean multiple rocket launchers. 
Both the procurement of the M142 HIMARS, 
which had already been decided at that time, 
and the K239 CHUNMOO system, which 
has now been announced, represent not 
only a quantitative but above all a qualitative 
improvement in Polish rocket artillery. The 
latter previously had Soviet 122 mm systems.
The K239 CHUNMOO multiple rocket 
launcher has been in service with the South 
Korean armed forces since 2014 and is manu-
factured by the Hanwha Group. The platform 
is an all-terrain 8×8 truck designated K239L. 
It features an armoured cab and a Hyundai 
Doosan six-cylinder air-cooled diesel engine. 
According to the manufacturer, the 360° ro-
tating launcher can accommodate missiles 
of various calibres. For example, the launcher 
can accommodate 20 rockets of 130 mm 
calibre or six rockets in 227 mm or 239 mm 
calibres. The latter 239 mm rockets can be 
equipped with GPS guidance to enable pre-
cision strikes out to 160 km. 
In his announcement, Blaszczak also stated 
that in 2023 Poland would start receiving 
systems with an effective range of up to 300 
km. Although the Minister did not mention 
the system in question by name, the range 
figure is understood to refer to the MGM-
140 Army Tactical Missile System (ATACMS) 
series of missiles.
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   MISSION MASTER with  
FIELDRANGER Remote Weapon 
Station 
(gwh) With the new CXT, Rheinmetall's 
MISSION MASTER family of autonomous 
unmanned ground vehicles (A-UGV) has 
seen a new addition. At AUSA, Rheinmetall 
unveiled the new MISSION MASTER, which 
also features a new Remote Weapon Station 
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(RWS). The new RWS is armed with a 7.62 
mm M134D twin Gatling gun from Dillon 
Aero and is provided with a fire control sys-
tem which includes a radar sensor, allowing 
the system to be used for both Counter-UAV 
defence and close fire support.

The MISSION MASTER CXT features a hybrid 
powertrain that enables silent and amphibi-
ous transport of payloads of up to 1,000 kg 
in difficult terrain. Thanks to the combined 
power of a diesel engine and a quiet elec-
tric motor, the A-UGV has an overall range 
of 450 km (including 50 km with batteries). 
With tyre pressure control, traction can be 
adapted to the terrain. 
In terms of dimensions, the A-UGV is sufficient-
ly small to be carried as an internal load in a 
range of aircraft, including CH-47s, CH-53s and 
C-130s, as well as commercial airliners. It can 
also be towed with a NATO A-frame and trans-
ported by sea or rail. A noteworthy feature of 
the MISSION MASTER is vehicle control using 
a tablet and the PATH Autonomy Kit. The kit 
enables autonomous, semi-autonomous and 
follow-me driving, and automatic and semi-
automatic deployment of the weapon station, 
with the operator as the constant controller.  
Variants of the MISSION MASTER are in early 
or preliminary procurement phases with vari-
ous armed forces.
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   Egyptian Navy Accepts First 
Frigate from thyssenkrupp 
Marine Systems
(jh) Thyssenkrupp Marine Systems has hand-
ed over the first-of-class MEKO A-200 EN to 
the Navy of the Arab Republic of Egypt. Four 
ships have been ordered, with the first three 
units produced in Germany and the fourth 
vessel built by Alexandria Shipyard in Egypt. 
The first-of-class Al-Aziz was accepted by 
the Egyptian Navy within 38 months of the 
contract becoming effective.

Besides the handover ceremony, the celebra-
tions included the naming of a second ME-
KO A-200 EN frigate for the Egyptian Navy. 
The Chief of Staff of the Egyptian Navy, Vice 
Admiral Ashraf Ibrahim Atwa, named the 
warship Al-Qadeer.
After short but intensive negotiations that 
started in May 2018, the contract for the 
four frigates was signed in September 2018, 
with project work formally starting in August 
2019. First steel cutting took place in Sep-
tember 2019 and first-of-class was launched 
in April 2021. 
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   RTsys to Deliver AUVs to 
the Slovenian Navy
(jh) RTsys has Announced a contract 
awarded by the Slovenian Navy for the sup-

ply of one COMET-MCM 
AUV and two NEMOSENS 
micro-AUVs, These three 
autonomous vehicles will 
be added to the existing 
of SONADIVE handheld 
sonar units and therefore 
are expected to give to the 
EOD Diving Department of 
the Slovenian armed forces 
full capabilities for mine 
countermeasures from very 
shallow water up to 300 m 
depth.
The COMET-MCM is de-
signed to cover large un-
derwater areas with both 
high-definition sonar 
imaging and TV camera 
capabilities, offering real-
time tracking and posi-
tioning. Alternatively, the 
man portable and modular 
NEMOSENS micro-AUVs 
reportedly offer the same 
capabilities in the areas of 
live tracking and accuracy 
positioning for operations 
in very shallow water (less 
than 5 m), like beaching 
operations, rapid envi-
ronmental assessment or 
identification and localisa-
tion of underwater mines. 
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   Rohde & Schwarz Awarded 
SOVERON Contract for the  
Portuguese Army
(jh) Rohde & Schwarz and EID have estab-
lished a strategic partnership for the digitisa-
tion programme of the Portuguese armed 
forces, EID will supply its Dismounted Soldier 
System solution to the Portuguese Army, lo-

cally developed and produced. Both compa-
nies will enhance their cooperation by sup-
plying the SOVERON HR handheld Software 
Defined Radio as part of the Dismounted 
Soldier Communications System. 
The handheld radio is part of the SOVERON 
ecosystem, designed for mobile use by dis-
mounted soldiers. In combination with the 
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SOVERON VR vehicular radio, the SOVERON 
HR handheld radio forms a connection to the 
higher echelons on the battlefield to provide 
a common operational picture in nearly real-
time. 

   Delivery Complete of  
the First IRIS-T SLM Battery  
to Ukraine
(mc) On 11 October 2022, Ukraine’s Defence 
Minister Oleksii Reznikov announced that 
the first of four batteries of the Diehl IRIS-T 
SLM modern air defence system had been 
delivered to Ukraine. The move came follow-
ing a German Ministry of Defence statement 
the day before condemning the recent Rus-
sian missile attacks on Kyiv and several other 
cities in Ukraine.

The ministry stated that Russia's behaviour 
is another unacceptable escalation, and for 
this reason, it is essential to continue sup-
porting Ukraine in its fight – particularly with 
modern air defence systems. "The renewed 
missile fire on Kyiv and many other cities 
makes it clear how important the rapid de-
livery of air defence systems to Ukraine is," 
Lambrecht said. Russia's strikes on cities have 
mainly been used to terrorise Ukraine’s civil-
ian population. 
The IRIS-T SLM system is a medium-range 
system intended to provide protection 
against aircraft and missiles at ranges out 
to 40 km and altitudes up to 20 km. This 
should enable coverage of larger urban ar-
eas. While Ukraine already has a number of 
inherited Soviet air defence systems which 
have performed fairly well, and has received 
a large quantity of man-portable air defence 
systems (MANPADS), the acquisition of IRIS-
T-SLM provides some advantages. Firstly, 
IRIS-T-SLM comes with more modern sen-
sors and command-and-control than many 
of Ukraine’s existing systems, which could 
help improve detection ranges and response 
times. Secondly, in many ways air defence is 
a numbers game, and the increased quantity 
of sensors and effectors will also be a key 
factor in forming an effective defence.
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   Damen Starts Construction 
of Two OPVs for the Pakistan 
Navy
(jh) Celebrating the start of the construction 
of a second batch of two Offshore Patrol 
Vessels (OPV) for the Pakistan Navy, the 

Chief of Staff, Admiral Muhammad Amjad 
Khan Niazi, started the steel cutting of the 
second vessel at Damen Shipyards Galatí on 
12 October 2022. The keel of the first vessel 
was laid shortly beforehand. 
Together with the keel laying of the first ves-
sel, the first plates of steel were cut for the 
construction of the second of two Damen 
OPV 2600 multi mission patrol vessels. These 
are to provide the Pakistan Navy with an ef-
fective search and rescue capability and al-
low it to safeguard international trade routes 
from piracy and other threats. The ships are 
equipped for extended range and perfor-
mance and feature advanced communica-
tion systems.
This order for two more OPV vessels from 
Damen was issued by the Pakistan Navy 
following experience with two other OPVs 
from Damen. The initial order for the con-
struction of two OPVs was awarded to Da-
men by Pakistan’s Ministry of Defense fol-
lowing a bidding process in which Damen’s 
design and construction proposal was found 
to be the most suited for Pakistan’s maritime 
needs. Two OPV 2300s were delivered In 
February and November 2020. According to 
the company, the performance and capabili-
ties of these vessels, known in the Pakistan 
Navy as the Yarmook class, led to a second 
order. The two bigger OPVs are planned for 
delivery in February and August 2024.
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   Damen to Build Two  
Emergency Response Vessels 
for Romania
 (jh) The General Inspectorate for Emergency 
Situations of the Romanian Government has 
ordered two Damen STAN PATROL 5009 
emergency response vessels. The contract 
was signed by Dan-Paul Iamandi, in the pres-
ence of Minister Lucian Bode and Secretary 
of State Raed Arafat at the Ministry of Inter-
nal affairs in Bucharest on 10O ctober 2022. 
Reportedly, Romania plans to upgrade their 

fleet for emergency response significantly by 
this order.
The order marks the end of a tender process 
that the Romanian Government issued from 
the ‘Vision 2020’ project that aims to im-
prove Romania’s disaster-response capacity 
by purchasing new equipment and training 
staff, aiming to better protect its population 
in emergencies. The programme aligns with 
the national strategy on climate change and 
economic growth based on low emissions. 
The multirole vessels are expected to be 
able to complete missions up to three days 
in rough seas and adverse conditions. The 
range is said to be at least 2000 nautical 
miles at cruising speed. One vessel is a search 
and rescue ship with emphasis on medical 
aid, while the other is a firefighting ship 
equipped to stop fires on vessels and plat-
forms at sea. The first can evacuate at least 

50 people from emergency situations, while 
the firefighting vessel is laid out to take at 
least 30 people on board. Both vessels have 
a winch area for touch and go helicopter op-
erations, rescue boats that can be launched 
fast, have the ability to launch drones and 
waterborne unmanned vehicles and are 
equipped with communication and naviga-
tion instruments to participate in missions 
with other vessels, vehicles and aircraft. The 
instruments are to enable rapid detection of 
objects and people in the water. Both ves-
sels will be finished and equipped at Damen 
Shipyards Galatí.
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   Chess Dynamics Launches 
Maritime Electro-Optical  
Surveillance System
 (jh) Chess Dynamics has launched its next 
generation, digital, electro-optical surveil-
lance system (EOSS) to provide enhanced, 
long-range surveillance and situational 
awareness for maritime environments.
The SEA EAGLE digital EOSS is to enable 
greater flexibility by giving operators the op-
portunity to integrate the system with a wide 
range of additional sensors on a host vessel. 
To ensure best possible operational avail-
ability, its digital architecture is configured 
for modular sensors, while also providing 
end users with options to reconfigure and 
customise the system to meet a variety of 
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   SMARTSHOOTER Awarded 
Contract to Supply SMASH 
3000 Small Arms Fire Control 
Systems to US Army
(mc) On 6 October 2022, SMARTSHOOTER 
announced that its US subsidiary SMART-
SHOOTER Inc. was awarded a contract from 
Atlantic Diving Supply (ADS) to provide their 
SMASH 3000 (which has been previously 

marketed as SMASH 2000L) fire control sys-
tem (FCS) for small arms to the US Army. 
The systems are due to be deployed by US 
Army Divisions to improve the counter-small 
unmanned aerial vehicle (C-sUAV) capabili-
ties of infantry. The company also stated that 
SMASH 3000 is under evaluation by the US 
Marine Corps (USMC) Rapid Capabilities Of-
fice (RCO), with live fire tests conducted in 
early August 2022. 
The SMASH 3000 is an optical fire control 
system for small arms, which uses computer 
vision and artificial intelligence elements to 
improve the accuracy of the infantry weapon 
onto which it is mounted. The optic is capa-
ble of day or night operation, and is provided 
with a drone mode, to enable the shooter to 
engage small UAVs using small arms.

mission profiles, ultimately offering a greater 
range of sensing capability, Chess Dynamics 
emphasises.
The SEA EAGLE system has in-built video 
tracking and target classification through Vi-
sion4ce’s CHARM modules and AI technol-
ogy. The system filters the information and 
only flags objects that are deemed genuine 
risks or threats to the operator. 
The system can also be deployed from 
crewed or uncrewed surface vessels and can 
be configured with features such as wipers 
to avoid salt spray in maritime applications.
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   Mehler Vario System to 
Supply More Protective Vests 
to Sweden
(jh) Mehler Vario System has been awarded 
a follow-on contract for ballistic protective 
vests for the armed forces of Sweden.
The contract was awarded by the Swedish 
Defence Procurement Agency FMV and 
calls for Mehler Vario System to increase the 
quantities of ballistic protective vests it has 
been delivering. 
Prior to the award of the new contract, Me-
hler had already delivered several thousand 
protective vests for Sweden’s military. Ac-
cording to the company, the new contract 
covers the delivery of ballistic vests up to a 
total value around EUR 180 M.
The FMV indicated it awarded the procure-
ment contract to replenish and expand its 
armed forces’ current inventory of body ar-
mour. 

   General Dynamics to  
Present AbramsX MBT with  
Hybrid Power Pack
(gwh) At AUSA 2022, General Dynamics 
the AbramsX, a further development of the 
ABRAMS main battle tank (MBT) family that 
has been in service since the mid-1980s, with 
more than 8,000 units in the USA, Australia, 
the Middle East, North Africa and Greece.
According to General Dynamics, the combat 
weight of the AbramsX technology demon-
strator has been significantly reduced. The 
new hybrid power pack from Cummins re-
duces fuel consumption by 50% while main-

taining the same tactical range. This improves 
mobility and transportability. The AbramsX 
hybrid power pack improves limited watch 
capability and even allows for some silent 
mobility, while also supporting the US Ar-
my's climate and electrification strategies. 
The main armament integrated into the 
unmanned turret is the lighter, lower recoil 
XM360 120 mm smoothbore gun fed by a 
new autoloader. In terms of secondary ar-
mament, the tank is fitted with a turret roof-
mounted remote weapon station (RWS) with 
a 30 mm automatic cannon, thought to be 
the XM914, chambered in 30 mm × 113.
The crew is reduced to three, with AI-enabled 
automation to reduce cognitive workload, as 
well as improve the command and fire con-
trol system effectiveness. These capabilities 
will also enable manned/unmanned teaming 
(MUM-T) and vehicle autonomy. The vehi-
cle also appeared to have been fitted with 
the TROPHY active protection system (APS) 
at the outset. General Dynamics sees the 
AbramsX and as a stepping stone between 
the current-generation ABRAMS SEPv3 and 
SEPv4 variants to a future MBT design. 

Perhaps the most significant departure is the 
AbramsX’s move away from a gas turbine 
propulsion system. Cummins has developed 
the Advanced Combat Engine (ACE) for the 
US Army, a modular and scaleable diesel en-
gine solution designed for hybrid propulsion. 
According to Cummins, a new opposed pis-
ton design enables power density and heat 
dissipation that is not available in the current 
market. The technology increases power 
density (kW/kg) by 50%, reduces heat loss 
by 20%, and lowers fuel consumption by 
13%, Cummins said. With the modular de-
sign, power ratings of between 550 kW (738 
hp) and 1,100 kW (1,475 hp) can be attained, 
depending on the number of cylinders. It is 
not yet known which power level has been 
chosen, nor are the design of the e-drive with 
the structure of the hybrid solution, power of 
the e-motors, or the lectric storage.
With the AbramsX, General Dynamics is 
going some way towards catching up with 
the latest developments in MBT technology. 
Over the past six months, Rheinmetall has 
presented the PANTHER KF51, KNDS the En-
hanced Main Battle Tank (EMBT) and Hyun-
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K2 BLACK PANTHER Variants as well as their 
NG MBT future tank concept.
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   Spain’s SASEMAR Awards 
Schiebel Contract for Develop-
ment of CAMCOPTER S-100 
for SAR Missions
(mc) On 6 October 2022, Schiebel an-
nounced that they had been awarded a 
“multi-million” Euro contract for the further 
development and delivery of CAMCOPTER 
S-100 Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) by 
Spain’s Maritime Safety and Rescue Society 
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(SASEMAR), as part of its SAR search-and-
rescue (SAR) programme. The quantity of 
CAMCOPTER S-100s to be delivered was not 
specified, nor was an approximate timescale.
In addition to delivery of the UAVs, the con-
tract provides for the integration of various 
sensor payloads, including an Overwatch 
Imaging PT-8DN Optoelectronic sensor, a 
Trakka TC-300 Optoelectronic/Infrared (IR) 
sensor, an Aeromon BH-12 Emission Meas-
uring Device, and a set of SENSIA Gas Imag-
ing Devices. These payloads are due to be in-
tegrated to meet SASEMAR’s requirements 
for carrying out SAR missions, as well as vari-
ous other operations, such as the detection 
of various drifting objects and detection of 
polluting substances. According to Schiebel, 
the project also includes a data collection 
and distribution system for combining infor-
mation from the S-100 sensors, the manned 
AW139 and CN235 helicopters, as well as 
sensor data from two ships.
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   Nammo to Develop 120 mm 
Ammunition for K2 MBT
(Thomas Nielsen) According to a Nammo 
press release the company has recently 
secured an agreement with the South 
Korea’s Hyundai Rotem Company (HRC), 
to develop 120 mm ammunition for the 
Korean company's K2 BLACK PANTHER 
Main Battle Tank (MBT). The initial value 
of the agreement is USD 5 M, and covers 
the integration, qualification and develop-
ment parts of the agreement. Should the 
agreement later be expanded to include 

the delivery of production ammunition to 
K2 users, the value is expected to increase 
to over USD 100 M.
Nammo is a long-time producer of 120 
mm tank ammunition, with their large-
calibre division offering high explosive, 
kinetic armour piercing, canister and train-
ing munitions, many of which are insensi-
tive munition (IM) compliant.
The new agreement with HRC will initially 
focus on integrating existing Nammo am-
munition types with the K2 MBT. The 120 
mm/L55 smoothbore gun fitted to the K2 is 
already compatible with NATO standard 120 
mm × 570 combustible-case ammunition, 
but in order to ensure safe and effective use 
in a ‘new’ gun, a series of qualification tests 
is required, for example to develop ballistic 

data for the ammunition when fired from 
the K2's gun. Given that the K2 is fitted with 
an autoloader, it is important for the K2 to 
ensure physical compatibility between the 
Nammo ammunition and the autoloader, 
and also to ensure that the rounds can be 
recognised by the loading system, since the 
K2 autoloader uses a barcode printed on 
the ammunition to automatically identify 
the munition type.
Longer-term, Nammo will cooperate with 
HRC to finalise development of a program-
mable fuze, integrated with the fire control 
system (FCS) of the K2. Combined with the 
existing Nammo high explosive (HE) am-
munition, this could for example provide 
the ammunition with an air-burst capabil-
ity, enabling the K2 to effectively defeat a 
broad range of battlefield targets, including 
infantry and light armoured vehicles in defi-
lade. The first successful test shot with the 
new programmable fuze was conducted 
last winter, at a test range in Norway.
The timing of the agreement is almost 
certainly not a coincidence. In November 
2020, the Norwegian Defence Minister 
presented plans to field a new Norwegian 
MBT starting in 2025. Norway has oper-
ated the German LEOPARD 2A4NO MBT 
since 2003, but a further upgrade of these 
in-service vehicles was considered uneco-
nomical. After an initial down-selection, 
the current candidates for the new Nor-
wegian MBT are the LEOPARD 2A7 and 
the South Korean K2. Initial discussions 
in this regard between the governments 
of Norway, Germany and South Korea fo-
cussed, among other things, on defence 
cooperation, but it is unknown if the cur-
rent agreement between Nammo and 
HRC is an outgrowth of this. 
What is certain is that Nammo having the 
capacity locally to produce qualified am-
munition for a potential new MBT increases 
assurance of supply, and could help to pre-
empt or alleviate potential concerns over 
choosing an MBT that is produced more 
than 7,000 km away. Additional encour-
agement for the agreement has undoubt-
edly been Poland's recent decision to buy 
K2 MBTs, with an initial order having been 
placed for 180 tanks, and a reported intent 
to procure up to 1,000 in total. This further 
increases the potential size of the European 
market for ammunition for the K2. 
The marketing advantages of the agree-
ment to HRC are also evident. Having a 
well-known, local producer such as Nam-
mo in a position to supply ammunition 
which has already been qualified for the 
K2 will further prepare the Korean tank for 
the European market.

   General Atomics Delivers 
First PROTECTOR RG Mk1 UAV 
to RAF
(mc) On 6 October 2022, General Atomics 
Aeronautical Systems (GA-ASI) announced 
that they had handed over the first PRO-
TECTOR RG Mk1 Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 
(UAV) to the UK’s Royal Air Force (RAF), 
following the completion of the UAV’s ac-
ceptance test procedures. The aircraft was 
accepted by Air Vice Marshal Simon Ellard, 
Director Combat Air at Defence Equipment 
and Support (DE&S), the procurement arm 
of the UK Ministry of Defence. Ellard stated 
that the UAV would be handed over at RAF 
Waddington during 2023. 
The PROTECTOR RG Mk1 is a variant of 
GA-ASI’s MQ-9B SkyGuardian/SeaGuard-
ian which has been configured to meet the 
requirements of the RAF, which was the 
launch customer of the MQ-9B.
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   Ultra Electronics to Provide 
Sonar for CSC
(mc) On 4 October 2022, Ultra Electronics 
Maritime Systems was awarded a contract 
by Lockheed Martin Canada to provide hull-
mounted sonar systems for the first three 
ships of the Canadian Surface Combatant 
(CSC) frigate programme. The contract was 
valued at USD 19.5 M and work on the con-
tract will take place at Ultra’s facility in Dart-
mouth, Canada.
Irving Shipbuilding is the prime contractor 
for the CSC programme, with 15 frigates 
planned under the programme, at an esti-
mated cost of USD 50-60 Bn. It represents 
Canada’s largest military shipbuilding pro-

gramme since WWII. Lockheed Martin Can-
ada is responsible for design and integration 
work, and operates as part of a consortium 
of companies, including BAE Systems, CAE, 
L3 Harris, MDA, and Ultra Electronics. Their 
winning bid was selected on 8 February 
2022, and is based on BAE Systems’ Type 26 
Global Combat Ship frigate design. 
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   Naval Group to Strengthen 
Cooperation with Greek  
industry 
(ck) At the Euronaval 2022 exhibition in 
Paris, Naval Group signed several con-
tracts with Greek companies as part of 
the Frégate de Défense et d'Intervention 
(FDI) frigate programme for the Hellenic 
Navy (HN). Naval Group was awarded the 
contract in March 2022, and as part of its 
bid, the company promised solid partici-
pation from Greek industry. Major parts 
of the FDI will now be manufactured in 

Greece; for example the hull blocks will 
be built by Salamis Shipyards. In addi-
tion, Naval Group has signed three coop-
eration agreements with Miltech, Prisma 
and IDE Intracom, paving the way for 
long-term partnerships. To date, Naval 
Group has signed approximately twenty 
contracts with fifteen Greek companies 
since the launch of the FDI programme.

   Accelleron Completes  
Spin-off from Former Parent 
Company ABB
(mc) On 3 October 2022, Accelleron In-
dustries AG, a Swiss provider of high-
power turbochargers announced that its 

spin-off from their now former parent 
company ABB has been completed. The 
company stated that their shares have 
already been cleared to start trading on 
the SIX Swiss Exchange in Zurich, under 
the ticker symbol "ACLN". The listing fol-
lows the approval for the spin-off by ABB 

   Groupe Gorgé Acquires  
iXblue
(mc) On 29 September 2022, Groupe 
Gorgé announced that they have com-
pleted their acquisition of iXblue and 
kicked off the process of merging iXblue 
with ECA Group, who were previously 
absorbed into Groupe Gorgé as a subsidi-
ary in December 2020. ECA group stated 
that the companies will benefit from a 
global workforce of 1,500 people and 
will achieve an annual turnover of EUR 
250 M. The capabilities of the newly-en-
larged ECA Group extend to the fields of 
robotics, maritime, navigation, aerospace 
and photonics.

   Naval Group and IIT Goa 
Sign Collaboration Agreement 
to Improve the Resolution of 
Underwater Sensors
(mc) On 27 September 2022, Naval Group 
and the Indian Institute of Technology Goa 
(IIT Goa) signed a collaboration agreement 

to undertake joint research and develop-
ment efforts to improve underwater sen-
sor fidelity. The R&D project aims to study 
the signal-to-noise ratio of underwater 
sensors, by analysing raw data collected 
by sensors using either neural networks 
or Artificial Intelligence, with the aim of 
developing improved sensors. 
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shareholders at ABB’s Extraordinary Gen-
eral Shareholders Meeting on 7 Septem-
ber 2022. Accelleron is headquartered 
in Baden, Switzerland and active in 50 
countries across the globe.
As an independent business, Accelleron 
will now focus on implementing its own, 
independent growth strategy, building 
upon Accelleron’s position in the heavy-
duty turbocharger market, supporting 
various industries, including the marine, 
energy and rail/off-highway sectors.
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   Rafael Acquires Pearson  
Engineering
(mc) On 28 September 2022, Rafael Ad-
vanced Defense Systems announced that 
they had completed the acquisition of UK 
company Pearson Engineering, based at 
Armstrong Works in Newcastle. 
The acquisition was conducted under a 
stock purchase agreement (SPA) which 

transferred 100% of the ownership to 
Rafael, and included the acquisition of 
Pearson Engineering’s subsidiary Respon-
sive Engineering. While Rafael did not 
provide many further details regarding 
the long-term strategy behind the pur-
chase, the acquisition now gives Rafael 
UK-based manufacturing, assembly, in-
tegration, and test services for armoured 
vehicle programmes.
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   Terma to Acquire Portion of 
Atos’ Space Business
(mc) On 23 September 2022, Terma an-
nounced that they would acquire Atos’ 
satellite ground testing business. The ac-

quisition covers three main applications: 
Payload Testing, Radio Frequency (RF) Sub-
system Testing, and Power Testing. Com-
bined with Terma’s Central Check-out Sys-
tem, CCS5, it provides an electrical ground 
support equipment (EGSE) system used for 
functional and performance testing of a 
space system, ensuring the spacecraft is 
functioning correctly. Terma stated that the 
acquisition would add key competencies to 
their space portfolio, while Atos is due to 
focus more on its other space activities, in 
line with its transformation strategy.
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LAND 159, otherwise known as the ‘Le-
thality System Project’, has, according 

to the Australian Department of Defence, 
the objective to: “Equip the Australian 
Defence Force (ADF) with next-genera-

tion weapon systems, surveillance and 
target acquisitions ancillaries, ammuni-
tions, facilities and training and support 
systems. The Lethality System Project will 
ensure ADF ground combatants maintain 
a capability advantage over potential ad-
versaries to beyond 2030.” The Lethality 
Systems Project is a comprehensive se-
ries of small arms and support weapons 
acquisition programmes in a multitude 
of categories, and is broadly divided into 
three tranches. 
Tranche 1 is divided into two separate ca-
pability streams, the ADF Sniper System 
and the ADF Close Combat System. The 
ADF Sniper System consists of a medium-
range anti-personnel sniper capability, a 
long-range anti-personnel sniper capa-
bility, an anti-materiel sniper capability, 
a sniper surveillance capability and what 
is described as a ‘Sniper Soldier Combat 
Ensemble.’ The ADF Close Combat Sys-
tem consists of what is described as a 
‘Low Profile Weapon System,’ a sidearm 
weapon system, a hand-to-hand combat 
system (fighting knife), a shotgun system 
and an assault breeching system. Tranche 
1 is expected to run from FY 22/23 
through to FY 24/25.
Tranche 2, which is expected to run from 
FY 24/25 to FY 26/27, also consists of 
three other separate capability streams, 
the first of which is a close combat as-
sault rifle, this would replace the Thales 
Australia EF88 5.56 × 45 mm system cur-
rently in service. The second capability 
stream is for a family of machine guns, 
a light machine gun, a medium machine 
gun and a heavy machine gun. The light 
machine gun will replace the FN MINIMI 
(F89) in 5.56 × 45 mm and the MAXIMI in 
7.62 × 51 mm, the medium machine gun 
will replace the FN MAG (GPMG) in 7.62 
× 51 mm and the heavy machine gun will 
replace the Browning M2HB in 12.7 × 99 
mm (.50 BMG). 
The third capability stream in Tranche 
2 is for a Direct Fire Support Weapon 

and a family of grenades. This covers a 
short-range direct fire support weapon, 
in this context an M72 Light Anti-Tank 
Weapon (LAW) replacement, as well as a 
medium-range direct fire support weap-
on to replace the CARL GUSTAF M3. 
With regards to the latter, the Austral-
ian Army was conducting tests with the 
CARL GUSTAF M4 in 2021. There is also 
a requirement for a long-range direct fire 
support weapon, which will most likely 
be a missile system, given the Austral-
ian Army currently operates the JAVELIN 
system in this application. Also required 
is a lightweight mortar, this would re-
place current 60 mm and 81 mm mortar 
systems. The last element to be consid-
ered is the acquisition of a new family 
of grenades, this would replace the F1 
fragmentation grenade, and other types 
required would include different types of 
smoke, stun, anti-riot agents and incendi-
ary natures, amongst others. 
The last element to be considered is 
Tranche 3 which is expected to run from 
FY 26/27 to FY 28/29. This consists of 
two separate capability streams, the first 
covers munitions including a lightweight 
automatic grenade launcher (AGL), as 
well as less-than-lethal munitions and 
command detonated munitions. The last 
capability stream covers what are called 
‘Emergent Weapons,’ requirements in 
this area are for unmanned weapon sys-
tems and loitering munitions.

Tranche 1 Contract Award

The path to the contract award for Lethal-
ity System Project (LAND 159) Tranche 
1 was actually rather interesting as the 
Australian authorities looked to gener-
ate a different kind of acquisition process 
that had something described as ‘strate-
gic and innovative contractual arrange-
ments,’ in a Request for Information (RFI) 
issued in November 2017. Then in Janu-
ary 2019, a Request for Proposals (RFP) 

Australia’s Lethality System Project  
for Next-Generation Small Arms
David Saw

Australia is in the midst of an extensive programme aimed at procuring the next generation  

of small arms for its land forces. Thus far, several new weapons at the lighter end have already  

been selected, but many choices remain at the heavier end of the spectrum.

The Lethality System Project 
(LAND 159) is a major effort to 
equip the Australian Defence 
Force (ADF) with next generation 
weapon systems from fighting 
knives to sniper rifles, mortars 
and long range direct fire support 
weapons. Shown here is an in-
fantry soldier from 3rd Battalion, 
Royal Australian Regiment (RAR).
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was released that sought “innovative 
Supplier Engagement Model solutions for 
the delivery and support of capability.” 
In June 2019 three companies had been 
selected as potential industry partners for 
the programme, with the next stage of 

the process being a response to a Lim-
ited Request for Tender (LRFT). Eventually 
NIOA were appointed as prime contrac-
tor, their responsibility was to deliver the 
first stage of the Tranche 1 project. NIOA 
describes itself as: “Australia’s largest 
fully privately-owned prime contractor 
for the supply of weapons and munitions 
for ADF, NZDF and selected Law Enforce-
ment markets.”
For the Lethality Systems Project, NIOA 
worked with Defence Australia, provid-
ing such services as requirements analy-
sis, identifying suitable solutions to the 
requirement and evaluating proposals 
from contractors. In terms of this pro-
ject, NIOA will act as prime contractor, 
with the weapon system suppliers as sub-
contractors. NIOA is also playing a major 
role as Australia seeks to develop sover-
eign capability in critical areas. They have 
a joint venture company with Rheinmet-
all, Rheinmetall NIOA Munitions (RNM), 
which is manufacturing artillery projec-
tiles domestically and more recently have 
announced a teaming arrangement with 
Diehl, under which NIOA will manufac-
ture Diehl’s family of 127 mm naval am-
munition in Australia, following a tech-
nology transfer programme. 

Selected Systems

The Long Range Anti-Personnel (LRAP) 
Sniper Capability requirement saw the se-
lection of the Accuracy International AX-
SR, which will be used in a multi-calibre 

format, with .338 Lapua Magnum (8.6 × 
70 mm), .300 Norma Magnum (7.83 × 64 
mm) and 7.62 × 51 mm NATO available. 
The Anti-Material (AM) Sniper Capabil-
ity will be met by the Barrett M107A1 in 
12.7 × 99 mm (.50 BMG). The Sniper Sur-
veillance Capability will see the acquisi-
tion of Safran JIM multifunction infrared 
binoculars and Steiner laser rangefinding 
binoculars. 
The Sidearm Weapon System is to replace 
the Mk3 version of the Browning Hi-Pow-
er pistol, the base variant of which was 
originally designed by John Browning for 
FN in Belgium to meet a French military 
requirement in the early 1920s. Browning 
was assisted by Dieudonné Saive, who 
would later go on to design the FN FAL, 
who designed the magazine for the new 
weapon. After Browning’s death in 1926, 
the design rights for the new pistol was 
sold to FN and Saive continued to develop 
the pistol. With the expiry of the patents 
held by Colt on the M1911pistol, another 
Browning design, Saive was able to com-
bine the features of both pistols to create 
the Hi-Power. 
Although it was the French Army re-
quirement that led to the genesis of the 
Hi-Power, it was Belgium that became 

the first military customer in 1935. This 
9 × 19 mm calibre pistol would remain 
in production at FN until 2018. Good 
though the Hi-Power was, pistol design 
has moved on, hence Australia’s need 
for a newer weapon. The system se-
lected was the SIG Sauer P320 XCarry 
Pro, again chambered in 9 × 19 mm. The 
P320 also provides the basis for the M17/
M18 US Army Modular Handgun System 
(MHS), with the MHS being adopted in 
2017.
The Combat Shotgun System require-
ment was met by the Benelli M3A1 and 
this will replace the existing Remington 
870. The Hand-to-Hand Fighting System 
requirement will be met by Australian 
company ZU Bladeworx’s Double-Edged 
Fighting Knife. The last significant ele-
ment of the of the Lethality System Pro-
ject (LAND 159) Tranche 1 contract is 
the Personal Defence Weapon (PDW) 
System. This requirement has been 
awarded to the SIG Sauer MCX which 
will chambered in the .300 Blackout 
(.300 BLK) cartridge.
The MCX in .300 BLK (7.62 × 35 mm) is 
an interesting choice for PDW, but it is a 
choice that has been gaining traction in 
recent years, especially amongst Special 
Forces. Earlier this year, United States 
Special Operations Command (USSO-
COM) selected the SIG Sauer MCX RAT-
TLER to meet its PDW requirement, with 
the weapon to use two calibres in the 
form of 5.56 × 45 mm and .300BLK. 
Back in 2015 the Netherlands issued a 
requirement for a PDW in .300BLK for 
Special Forces, selecting the SIG Sauer 
MCX in late 2016. British Special Forces 
also use the MCX in .300BLK.

What Next?

It will be interesting to see how the Aus-
tralians decide to proceed in Tranche 2 
of the Lethality System Project, specifi-
cally as regards the Close Combat As-
sault Rifle and the Family of Machine 
Guns. They can take the safe route and 
stick to the standard 5.56 × 45 mm 
and 7.62 × 51 mm cartridges, although 
they could also opt for composite-cased 
rounds to reduce ammunition weight, 
such as those offered by True Velocity, 
which are reportedly being evaluated in 
Australia. For 12.7 × 99 mm, NAMMO 
offer the MAC polymer cased round, 
which is up to 30% lighter than con-
ventional rounds. These polymer-cased 
rounds are already being used by the 
US military. 
Another alternative is to look at the US 
Army Next Generation Squad Weapons 

The Personal Defence Weapon System requirement in Tranche 1 of the 
Lethality System Project has been won by the SIG Sauer MCX cham-
bered in .300 Blackout (.300 BLK). The MCX has already been selected  
by Netherlands, British and US Special Forces all in the .300 BLK  
(7.62 × 35 mm) cartridge.
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(NGSW) programme awarded earlier this 
year, consisting of an M4/M4A1 carbine 
replacement in the form of the Next Gen-
eration Squad Weapon-Rifle (NGSW-R) 
and a replacement of the M249 Squad 
Automatic Weapon (SAW), US version 
of the MINIMI, in the form of the Next 
Generation Squad Weapon-Automatic 
Rifle (NGSW-AR). SIG Sauer won the 
programme with the XM5 selected for 
NGSW-R and the XM250 for NGSW-
AR, both of which use the new US 6.8 
× 51mm Common Cartridge, with its hy-
brid metallic case. Then comes the ques-
tion of which calibre to opt for in a future 
medium machine gun?
The Lethality System Project represents 
a comprehensive effort to modernise 
Australia’s small arms capabilities. With 
the Tranche 1 underway, the focus will 
shift to the much more complicated ca-
pabilities to be acquired under Tranche 
2. This will represent a much more chal-
lenging task in formulating requirements 
and selecting the systems to meet those 
requirements.  L

The Accuracy International AX-SR sniper rifle has been selected to meet 
the Australian Long Range Anti-Personnel (LRAP) Sniper Capability re-
quirement. AX-SR is a multi-calibre system that can switch between .338 
Lapua Magnum (8.6 × 70 mm), .300 Norma Magnum (7.83 × 64 mm) and 
7.62 × 51 mm NATO.
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A Long History

When the first surface-to-air missiles 
(SAMs) entered service some 70 years ago, 
these typically had ranges of around 50 
km, so were in what we would now consid-
er the medium-range category, and were 
often intended to defend cities or impor-
tant military facilities. Although movable, 
in practice they were transportable rather 
than mobile. Lighter and more mobile sys-
tems followed, with ranges of up to 10 km. 
These were fielded to protect high-value 
relocatable assets, and in shorter-range 
forms to protect mobile formations. The 
emergence of man-portable weapons with 
ranges of up to 5 km or more completed 
this short-range coverage.
As missile systems evolved, the maximum 
range of the heaviest category increased. The 
MIM-14 NIKE HERCULES fielded by the USA 
in 1958 had a range of 140 km, while the 
BLOODHOUND Mk2 deployed in 1964 by 
the UK could manage 190 km. These levels 
of performance were eclipsed in 1959 by the 
Boeing CIM-10 BOMARC which had a range 
of 400 km in its original BOMARC A ver-
sion, followed in 1961 by the 700 km-range 
BOMARC B. The longest-range system cre-
ated by what was then the Soviet Union was 
the 300 km-range NPO Almaz S-200 (SA-5 
'Gammon') introduced in 1966.
This quest for long range created problems 
for the designers of SAM systems. For a 

start, more powerful and longer-lasting pro-
pulsion systems were essential. One solution 
was to use a rocket booster to provide the 
initial impulse, then rely on an air-breathing 
powerplant such as a ramjet. Designs that 
relied on rocket propulsion inevitably be-
come larger and heavier in order to meet 
ever-increasing demands for range. A SAM 
with a range of 400 km will be similar in size 
and weight to a tactical ballistic missile in the 
same performance class.
Early medium-range SAM systems such 
as the NIKE AJAX and S-75 DVINA (SA-2 
'Guideline') used radar-based command 
guidance, and this was retained for the 
NIKE HERCULES. Target and missile were 
both tracked by radar. Guidance commands 

were generated by ground-based electron-
ics, which in those days were bulky and 
power-hungry, and these commands were 
then transmitted to the missile either via the 
radar beam that was tracking the missile, or 
by means of a dedicated radio link.
This technique proved less effective at 
longer ranges, where the radar beam 
would become ever-wider, reducing the 
accuracy of target tracking. Some form 
of terminal homing was needed, and the 
most common solution was to fit the mis-
sile with a seeker designed to exploit the ra-
dar energy reflected by the target. Known 
as semi-active radar homing (SARH), this 
technique became a common solution for 
many types of medium and longer-range 

Long-range SAMs Reshape  
Modern Air Tactics
Doug Richardson

For Russian and Ukrainian pilots tasked with combat missions in the current conflict between their respec-

tive counties, the Almaz-Antey S-300P (SA-10 'Grumble') surface-to-air missile (SAM) system must be a 

constant worry. In service with both sides, it has a mobility and range that makes enemy coverage of the 

contested airspace hard for either side to predict. As Europe once more gears itself up for the possibility of 

armed conflict with a peer/near-peer opponent, obtaining meaningful long-range air defence capabilities 

has become more important than ever. 
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CIM-10 BOMARC A missiles in their vertical launch position at the 
USAF’s BOMARC Battery site No.1 in New Jersey during October 1960. 
The BOMARC A variant missile used liquid-fuel rocket propulsion for its 
boost phase, following which the missile’s two ramjet engines kicked in 
to provide sustained thrust. 

Au th o r
Following an earlier career in  
engineering, Doug Richardson is a  
defence journalist specialising in  
topics such as aircraft, missiles, and 
military electronics.
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SAMs, but requires the services of a radar 
system or a dedicated radar illuminator to 
illuminate the target throughout the dura-
tion of the engagement. 

The Emergence of Modern 
Guidance

Raytheon's MIM-104 PATRIOT was the first 
SAM to use what is often referred to as track-
via-missile (TVM) guidance. Instead of using 
data from a nose-mounted SARH seeker to 
generate guidance commands using on-
board electronics, the missile transmits seek-
er-derived relative bearing and velocity data 
for the target back to the ground-based fire 
unit, which then computes the optimal tra-
jectory for interception, and transmits this 
to the missile. A similar technique known 
as Seeker Aided Ground Guidance (SAGG) 
is used by some Russian missiles, and may 
involve less processing of the seeker-derived 
data by the missile prior to transmission to 
the ground. If the ground-based radar uses 
phased-array technology, it may be able to 
conduct simultaneous TVM engagements 
against multiple targets.
If extreme ranges are required, the missile 
cannot rely on the radar services of the site 
that launched it. One potential solution is 
rely on data from other radars and sensors, 
a concept used by the US Navy's COOPER-
ATIVE ENGAGEMENT CAPABILITY (CEC). 
However, this depends on the availability of 
reliable and jam-resistant datalinks, and the 
computing power needed to combine mul-
tiple data streams into a single, integrated 
real-time air picture.
The use of an active-radar seeker removes 
the need for a ground-based fire-control 
system (FCS) or radar illuminator to con-

tinuously track each target. The missile can 
be given an initial target track and pre-
dicted intercept course, then launched. It is 
not necessary for the target to have been 
tracked by a battery's ground-based radar; 
given sufficient networking from other 
components of an integrated air defence 
system (IADS), missiles can be launched 
against targets not being tracked locally.
The small size of an active-radar seeker 
limits its power output and antenna gain, 
and thus the maximum range at which it 
can detect and track a target. However, if 
the target can be illuminated by the launch 
site, the seeker can operate in SARH mode 
before making a final transition to active 

mode. Once the missile seeker head goes 
active, it must acquire the target, but this 
may not be easy during long-range en-
gagements in which the target is out of 
range of the battery radar, or is at a low 
altitude that does not offer a direct line-of-
sight back to the battery radar, known as 
being below the radar horizon. An active 
seeker mounted on a long-range SAM is 
probably going to be activated at a time 
when the missile is flying the downward 
part of a near-ballistic trajectory, and the 
on-board software will have to determine 
which, if any, of the detectable objects is 
the desired target.
Map-style diagrams showing a potential 
400 km range for a SAM system may look 
impressive in a news report or a compa-
ny brochure, but will almost certainly be 
over-optimistic, ignoring real-world factors 
that can limit long-range capability. One 
problem with all long-range SAM systems 
is that the earth's curvature creates a radar 
horizon that prevents the radar from ob-
serving long-range targets that are flying 
at lower altitudes. Terrain features such as 
hills, mountains, or tall buildings may also 
restrict the range of altitudes at which tar-
gets can be detected.
To overcome this problem, some Russian 
SAM systems have the option of mount-
ing their radars on a mast. For example, 
the 76N6 ('Clam Shell') low-altitude acqui-
sition radar used with the S-300 can be 
mounted on a 40V6M or 40V6MD mast 
which raises the radar's FA-51MU antenna 
head subsystem, and hence antenna bore-
sight, to heights of around 24m and 38m 
respectively. Although masts do provide 

The 76N6 ('Clam Shell') low-altitude acquisition radar used by the S-300 
can be mounted on a tall radar mast such as the 24 m 40V6M pictured. 
Doing so lowers the radar horizon and enables the radar to detect low-
er-altitude targets at much greater distances.
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With the arrival of the Lower Tier Air and Missile Defense Sensor 
(LTAMDS), PATRIOT systems equipped with the radar will be able to 
search for and track targets through 360°. The LTAMDS is equipped with 
three antenna arrays, consisting of a large primary array facing forward 
and two smaller secondary arrays covering the sides and rear.
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The PATRIOT Warfighter-Machine Interface (WMI) introduces an im-
proved user interface (UI) using elements derived from more modern 
software and gaming. The WMI is part of Patriot software Post Deploy-
ment Build 8.1, which is scheduled to reach initial operational capability 
with the US Army in 2023.
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some improvement in low-altitude cover-
age, a penalty must be paid in terms of 
longer setup and takedown times, an un-
desirable situation in a world where 'shoot 
and scoot' tactics are an essential aid to 
survivability. 

US and European Efforts

The PATRIOT family has now been selected 
by 18 nations, including eight members of 
NATO. It has become the weapon of choice 
for most NATO allies who wish to deploy 
long-range SAM systems. Switzerland was 
the most recent country to adopt PATRIOT, 
and Raytheon Technologies has teamed up 
with Swiss companies Mercury Systems, 
Rheinmetall Air Defence, and RUAG. It in-
tends to work with RUAG to set up the 
first PATRIOT European regional centre for 
maintenance, repair & overhaul.
First tested in November 2015, Post-De-
ployment Build 8.1 (PDB-8.1) is intended 
to improve the PATRIOT system's ability to 
destroy threats. Romania is the first user 
due to receive PDB-8.1 standard hardware, 
but the upgrade can be retrofitted into ex-
isting fire units.
One significant part of PDB-8.1 is the in-
troduction of a new Warfighter-Machine 
Interface (WMI). This introduces user in-
terface (UI) features such as 3D visuals, 
easy-to-read status pages, and search 
functions that are similar to features of-
ten found in video games, so will be fa-
miliar to the new generation of recruits. 
Tests have shown that the WMI improves 
operator reaction time and reduces the 
potential for errors during engagements, 
and additionally, operator training time 
is also reduced. In 2018, the US Army 

decided to field the WMI with all 60 of 
its PATRIOT fire units and at both the bat-
talion- and battery-level command and 
control level, with initial operational ca-
pability expected in 2023.
The UK opted not to replace its BLOOD-
HOUND long-range SAMs when these 
were phased out in 1991, but France and 
Italy went the European route when they 
developed and fielded the EUROSAM 
SOL-AIR MOYENNE-PORTÉE/TERRESTRE 
(SAMP/T) system based on ASTER 15 and 
ASTER 30 vertically-launched missiles. This 
was designed to cope with aircraft, UAVs, 
cruise missiles, standoff missiles, anti-ra-

diation missiles, and tactical ballistic mis-
siles. Naval systems such as the SYSTÈME 
ANTI-AIR MISSILE (SAAM) and PRINCIPAL 
ANTI AIR MISSILE SYSTEM (PAAMS) were 
also developed to use the same missiles, 
and have been adopted by ten navies, but 
the land-based SAMP/T has only attracted 
three customers – the French Air Force, the 
Italian Army, and the Republic of Singa-
pore Air Force. An upgraded version of the 
ARABEL long-range radar was developed 
under the ASTER 30 Block 1 upgrade pro-
gramme, and gave the system the ability 
to intercept ballistic missiles with a range 
of up to 600 km.

Doppler radar 
tracking solutions 
for missile defense 
When precision really matters

weibelradars.com
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The follow-on ASTER 30 Block 1NT missile 
is the same size and weight as the ear-
lier version, and uses the same solid-pro-
pellant booster, but incorporates a new 
seeker operating in the Ka-band (26.5–40 
GHz), and a new weapon controller. The 
new seeker provides greater acquisition 
range, and can acquire targets of lower 
radar cross-section (RCS). The move to a 
higher frequency also provides a narrower 
antenna beamwidth, and increased accu-
racy of target localisation, as well as an 

increased probability of direct impact. If a 
fire unit is equipped with the new missile 
as well as the earlier version (which uses a 
Ku-band seeker operating at 12-18 GHz), 
this will increase the system's potential 
resistance to electronic countermeasures.

Soviet and Russian  
Long-Range Air Defences 

When used in combat, Russia's S-200 long-
range SAM has not been a great success. 

Having received S-200 systems in 1985, on 
24 March 1986 Libya attempted to engage 
Grumman F-14 Tomcats operating over 
the Gulf of Sidra, which Libya considered 
part of its territorial waters. In retaliation 
for these unsuccessful attacks, the US 
Navy launched Texas Instruments AGM-88 
HARM missiles against the S-200's 5N62 
('Square Pair') fire-control radar.
Syria has used its S-200 systems against 
Israeli aircraft operating in Syrian or 
Lebanese airspace, and has claimed the 
destruction of several of these intruders, 
but the only confirmed kill took place 
on 10 February 2018, when an Israeli F-
16I SUFA crashed in the Jezreel Valley in 
northern Israel. A Syrian S-200 unit at-
tempting to engage four Israeli F-16s that 
had launched standoff missiles after an 
approach over the Mediterranean Sea on 
17 September 2018 shot down a Rus-
sian Il-20M ELINT aircraft that was in the 
same general area. Given the long range 
of the S-200's missiles, these can fly a 
considerable distance after an unsuccess-
ful engagement. On several occasions, 
Syrian launches have resulted in missile 
hardware landing in Israel, Jordan, and 
Northern Cyprus.
While PATRIOT had its 'baptism of fire' dur-
ing the 1991 Gulf War, the S-300P series 
– its Russian equivalent – did not see action 
until 2020, when it was used by both sides 
during the 2020 conflict between Arme-
nia and Azerbaijan. In September 2020, 
Armenia was reported to be deploying S-
300P series SAM systems to the Nagorno-
Karabakh region where it was engaged in 
combat operations with Azerbaijan. The 
first combat launches were made in Octo-
ber of that year by Armenia, which claimed 
to have destroyed three Azerbaijani UAVs. 
Azerbaijan in turn claimed to have de-
stroyed four Armenian S-300P series sys-
tems. The conflict ended with a ceasefire 
taking effect on 9 November.
In 2018 Russia despatched S-300P series 
systems to Syria to boost that country's 
air defences. On 13 May 2022 a Russian-
operated S-300P series system launched 
against an Israeli F-16I SUFA fighter, but the 
engagement was unsuccessful.
The war between Russia and Ukraine has 
seen significant use of the S-300P/S-300V 
series by both sides in a campaign that 
has illustrated the concept of air denial. In 
the past, armed forces tried to impose air 
superiority over the theatre of operations, 
controlling not only the airspace over the 
battlefield, but also the airspace deep into 
the opponent's country, effectively deny-
ing these areas to the enemy's air force. 
For both sides in the current conflict, air de-
nial has been a more achievable goal. The 

An Azeri Bayraktar TB2 records a strike on an Armenian Target. During 
the 2020 Nagorno-Karabakh War, large numbers of Armenian Equip-
ment, including S-300PS system components, were destroyed by Azeri 
UAVs and loitering munitions.
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Italian Army SAMP/T conducting a launch. France and Italy have both 
opted for the SAMP/T, based around the ASTER-30 family of missiles to 
fulfil their long-range air defence requirements.
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A Russian 5P85SM transporter, erector, launcher (TEL), part of the S-400 
system, conducts the launch of a 48N6 Series missile, probably a 48N6M. 
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sides to maintain control over their own 
skies at medium and high altitudes, while 
short-range SAMs and MANPADS have 
made close-support operations by enemy 
aircraft very hazardous.
During the 2022 Air Force Association 
conference, General James Hecker, com-
mander of the United States Air Forces in 
Europe – Air Forces Africa and Allied Air 
Command, stated that Ukraine had shot 
down at least 55 Russian aircraft, most of 
which had been destroyed by S-300P series 
and BUK-M1 (SA-11 'Gadfly') SAMs.
An ability to attack ground targets is report-
ed to have been a secondary requirement 
when the S-300P series was designed. As 
a result, some missile variants are credited 
with a surface-to-surface range of 120 km, 
a distance defined by the capabilities of its 
guidance system. Following a Russian attack 
against a vehicle convoy south-east of the 
Ukrainian town of Zaporizhzhia on 30 Sep-
tember 2022, the UK Ministry of Defence 
stated that "The munition involved was like-
ly a Russian long-range air defence missile 
being used in a ground attack role... Its use 
in ground attack role has almost certainly 
been driven by overall munitions shortages, 
particularly longer-range precision missiles." 
According to unconfirmed reports, Russia 
has retrofitted GPS subsystems into expired 
S-300 missiles so that these can be expend-
ed as accurate surface-to-surface weapons. 
Both sides in the conflict are trying to hunt 
down and destroy the opponent's de-
ployed S-300P/S-300V family systems, and 
stockpiled potential replacements. Success-
ful strikes have been claimed by both sides, 
but are difficult to verify.
Fielded for the first time in 2007, the Almaz-
Antey S-400 TRIUMF (SA-21 'Growler') 
can launch five types of missile – the highly 
agile 9M96M missile for engagements 
against aircraft and cruise missile targets up 
to 120 km distant, the 48N6, 48N6M and 

48N6DM, intended to deal with air threats 
(including some types of tactical ballistic 
missile) at ranges of up to 150 km, 200 
km, and 250 km respectively, as well as the 
heavyweight 40N6 for targets up to 400 
km away. Known S-400 deployments out-
side of the Russian mainland have included 
Kaliningrad, the recently-annexed Crimea, 
as well as Khmeimim Airbase and Tartus 
Naval Base in Syria, where they were tasked 
with protecting Russian and Syrian assets. 
The S-400 has also seen combat action 
in the war between Russia and Ukraine, 
with at least two successful engagements 
reported.
In 2015, China signed an order for six bat-
talions of the S-400 system, and a first 
test launch by China was reported in Au-
gust 2018. The most controversial order 
for the S-400 was that placed by Turkey 
to meet a reported requirement for four 
batteries. Deliveries started in 2019. Dmitry 
Shugayev, head of Russia's Federal Service 

for Military-Technical Cooperation, claimed 
in August 2022 that Turkey had ordered a 
follow-on batch, but this has not been con-
firmed. India placed an order in 2018, and 
deliveries began in late 2021, with deploy-
ment of the first unit under way by the end 
of the year. In 2021 Belarus announced that 
it was negotiating an S-400 purchase, and 
a deal was confirmed in May 2022.
While the S-400 used to represent the outer 
tier of mobile air defences operated by the 
Aerospace Forces (VKS), the recently de-
veloped S-500 is now intended to provide 
Russia’s new outer tier. The S-500 system 
is armed with the 77N6-N and 77N6-N1 
missiles, the former of which is understood 
to use a 'hit-to-kill' defeat mechanism, and 
is primarily intended for engaging ballistic 
missiles and their warheads. 
The Almaz-Antey S-350 VITYAZ (SA-28) 
was developed to replace the S-300PS 
(SA-10b 'Grumble'), and to act as a lower-
tier supplement to the S-400. It uses the 
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9M96M missile (originally developed for 
the S-400) for engagements against air-
craft and cruise missiles out to a range of 
120 km. Targets at short range can be han-
dled by the 9M100 missiles, which are un-
derstood to use active radar seekers. Mass 
production is reported to have begun in 
April 2019, leading to first deliveries by the 
winter of that year. S-350E is the export 
version, and uses the 9M96E missile. The 
first export customer was probably Algeria, 
which had deployed it on at least one air 
base by mid-2022.

Foreign Competitors Emerge

China's CASIC HQ-9 is based on the Rus-
sian S-300, but uses a locally-developed 
guidance system and radar. The initial ver-
sion was followed into service by the im-
proved HQ-9A variant fielded in 2001, and 
the HQ-9B which is thought to have sup-
plemented the radar seeker with a passive 
infrared seeker. Known export customers 
for the HQ-9 are Algeria, Morocco, Turk-
menistan, Uzbekistan, and Pakistan (which 
ordered a variant designated HQ-9/P).
Turkish interest in the Chinese HQ-9 and 
a possible co-production agreement 
were widely reported around a decade 
ago, but in 2015 Turkey opted to develop 
an indigenous solution. HISAR-U SIPER 
is a long-range SAM system being de-
veloped at National Technology Develop-
ment Infrastructures (MTGA). Reported 
to combine a dual-pulse solid-propellant 
rocket motor and an active-radar seeker 
for terminal guidance, the new missile 

is expected to have a maximum range 
of more than 150 km after being ver-
tically-launched from 8×8 MAN Türkiye 
wheeled transporter, erector, launchers 
(TELs). Roketsan is responsible for devel-
oping the missile, while Aselsan is devel-
oping the associated radars. 
Announced in 2019, Iran's KHORDAD-15 
SAM system is an upgraded version of the 
earlier TALAASH system first shown in 
2013. It combines the locally-developed 
Najm (Star) 804 phased-array radar with 
a truck-mounted launcher able to use the 

120-150 km range SAYYAD-3 missile or 
the shorter-range SAYYAD-2. The latter 
is essentially a copy of the US RIM-66 
Standard Missile (SM-1) naval surface-to-
air missile that had been sold to Iran prior 
to that country's 1978/79 revolution, but 
SAYYAD-3 features an extended fuselage 
with redesigned wings and control sur-
faces. 
Iran had ordered S-300P series systems in 
2007, but Russia postponed fulfilment of 
the order as a result of international sanc-
tions against Iran. The S-300P series did not 
enter Iranian service until 2017, by which 
time development of the indigenous BA-
VAR-373 (which was intended to match or 
exceed the capabilities of the S-300P se-
ries) was at an advanced stage. The first 
BAVAR-373 prototype was completed by 
late 2011, but the system was not ready 
for service until 2019. BAVAR-373 uses 
canisterised SAYYAD-4 missiles that are 
vertically launched from a Zoljanah 10×10 
truck-based TEL, and a locally-developed 
phased-array acquisition radar mounted on 
a Zafar heavy truck. SAYYAD-4 is similar 
in configuration to the SAYYAD-3, but is 
reported to incorporate a thrust vector con-
trol system, and to have a maximum range 
of 200 km.
Technology from the BAVAR-373 or S-300 
has probably been incorporated into North 
Korea's KN-06. This is reported to use ver-
tically-launched missiles that are shorter 
in length, but greater in diameter than 
those of the S-300. Maximum range is 
thought to be 150 km. Development 
ended in 2017, so the system is probably 
in service.

Diagram shows the notional battery. Turkish Industry is developing the 
SIPER long-range air defence system to meet Turkey’s domestic air and 
missile defence requirements.
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China’s HQ-9 system is derived from the Russian S-300P series, but  
incorporates various domestic design changes.
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a Russian anti-radiation missile that the 
MiG-29 avionics are able to handle.
In summary, missile systems in the per-
formance class of the PATRIOT, SAMP/T, 
and S-300P/S-300V/400 are not an air-
defence panacea, but they may force a 
potential opponent to make changes in air 
tactics and anti-radar weaponry, which in 
turn can act as an enabler for other forces, 
by making them less likely to be engaged 
from the air. However, countries shopping 
for this class of SAM will need to be sure 
that potentially cut-price solutions from 
suppliers such as Iran or North Korea can 
match the performance of US, European, 
and Russian systems.  L

a MiG-29 launching an AGM-88 from the 
sort of medium altitude that may have 
provoked a Russian threat radar to begin 
emitting. 
Integrating a new type of missile onto an 
existing aircraft is not a quick process, and 
normally requires a significant number of 
test launches, so it will be interesting to 
learn at some time in the future how the 
AGM-88 was integrated with the MiG-29 
in such a short time, and which company 
or companies tackled the job. Unofficial 
reports have suggested that the elec-
tronic interface between the missile and 
the aircraft causes the latter to 'see' the 
US missile as an R-27P (AA-10 'Alamo-E'), 

Long-range Systems’ Impact 
on the Wider Battlefield

In most recent conflicts, one side has 
been able to achieve and maintain air 
superiority over the other. The opponent 
often lacked modern long-range SAMs, 
so the attacker was able to fly at medi-
um altitude, remaining above the cover-
age of the defender's vehicle-mounted 
SAMs or MANPADS. Suppression of en-
emy air defences (SEAD) was also usually 
achievable. 
However, as the war between Russia and 
Ukraine is currently demonstrating, the 
S-300P/S-300V and SAMs of similar per-
formance can make medium and high-al-
titude flight impractical in hostile airspace. 
This should have forced combat aircraft 
on both sides to descend to low level, 
and face the inevitable attrition created 
by vehicle-mounted SAMs or MANPADS, 
but the Ukrainian Air Force seems to have 
anticipated this situation and trained its 
pilots to fly effectively at very low levels 
in order to minimise exposure to these 
short-range systems. Yet even so, flying 
at such low altitudes comes with a host 
of downsides – it increases the risk of ac-
cidents, reduces the effective range of the 
aircraft's sensors, and demand fast reac-
tions by pilots, so they may not prove a 
long-term solution to aircraft survivability. 
A more likely way forward might be im-
proved SEAD tactics and their associated 
weapons. Ukraine has already been pro-
vided with the AGM-88 HARM, and has 
used this in combat. A video recording 
released by the Ukrainian Air Force shows 

Ukraine has received a number of AGM-88 High-speed Anti-Radiation 
Missile (HARM) from the US, and has employed them in combat against 
Russian Air Defences. While it does not appear to have led to heavy cas-
ualties among Russian AD units, the missile also has value as an enabler 
for other munitions.
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Europe

The most significant new-design MBT 
programme in Europe is the Franco-Ger-
man MAIN GROUND COMBAT SYSTEM 
(MGCS) programme, due to enter service 
in approximately 2035 and expected to 
replace the currently deployed Krauss-
Maffei Wegmann LEOPARD 2 and Nexter 
LECLERC MBT families.
In the past a number of European countries 
had the capability to design and manufac-
ture an MBT, for example Sweden with the 
Stridsvagn 103 (commonly known as the 
S-tank), and Switzerland with the Panzer 
61 and Panzer 68 designs, however over 
time this has declined, with European users 
consolidating procurement around just a 
few designs. In this vein, both Sweden and 
Switzerland opted for the German Krauss-
Maffei Wegmann (KMW) LEOPARD 2, al-
beit modified variants to meet their own 
requirements.
However, EuroSatory 2022 offered a 
glimpse into the potential future Euro-
pean MBT design, with two noteworthy 
examples exhibited. The first was the 
ENHANCED MBT (EMBT) demonstra-
tor developed by KNDS, which consists 
of KMW and Nexter. The second was 
the PANTHER KF51 MBT, developed by 
Rheinmetall.
The EMBT featured a heavily modified 
LEOPARD 2 hull fitted with a new two-
person turret armed with a Nexter F1 
CN120-26 120 mm L/52 smoothbore gun 
fed by a bustle-mounted autoloader with 
22 ready rounds of ammunition, and com-
patible with Nexter’s forthcoming SHARD 
Armour-Piercing Fin-Stabilised Discarding 
Sabot (APFSDS) round. Although the main 
armament presented was the same as that 
of the LECLERC MBT, KNDS’ eventual of-
fer for the MGCS programme is expected 
to feature the larger ASCALON 140 mm 
gun developed by Nexter, and indeed dur-
ing Eurosatory 2022, KNDS stated that the 
EMBT’s turret was ready for integration 
with ASCALON. 

In terms of secondary armament, EMBT 
was provided with a 12.7 mm coaxial 
heavy machine gun (HMG) with 680 
ready rounds, as well as a combined com-
mander’s panoramic sight and remote 
weapon station (RWS) armed with a 7.62 
mm machine gun (MG) with 800 ready 
rounds. The tank is also fitted with a sec-
ondary RWS in the form of the ARX30, 
primarily intended to provide the vehicle 
with an organic counter-UAV capability. 
The ARX30 is armed with Nexter’s 30 M 
781 electrically operated revolver cannon 
which has previously been used to arm the 
EUROCOPTER TIGER attack helicopter. The 
automatic cannon is chambered in the 30 
mm × 113 cartridge, and provided with 150 
ready rounds. 
In addition to the commander and gunner 
in the turret it also has a driver and ‘system 
operator’ positioned in the hull, with the 
latter responsible for operating the ARX30 
RWS, battle management system (BMS), 
and potentially any UAVs deployed by the 
vehicle. The crew concept is interesting, 

because while autoloaders permit getting 
rid of the fourth member of the crew, the 
armed forces of many countries have ex-
pressed an interest in retaining the fourth 
crew member, given their utility in various 
tasks such as track replacement or repairs. 
Given that the loading function can be au-
tomated away, retaining the fourth mem-
ber of the crew requires finding new tasks 
to perform, and those tasks envisioned 
for the EMBT’s ‘System Operator’ would 
appear to be primarily aimed at a mix of 
protection against small aerial threats, and 
long-range situational awareness, thereby 
improving overall protection and reducing 
the cognitive burden on the commander. 
In terms of protection, the tank was 
equipped with the Rafael TROPHY ac-
tive protection system (APS), the PILAR V 
acoustic gunshot detector, the E-LAWS 
laser warning receiver (LWR) system and 
14 GALIX grenade launchers, which can 
be loaded with obscurant smoke grenades 
and various other ammunition natures. 
Despite this growth in mission systems 

Future Main Battle Tanks
Christopher F Foss and Mark Cazalet

Main Battle Tanks (MBTs) have been around for just over 100 years and during that period they have 

been continuously evolving with improved firepower, survivability, and mobility. Whilst there have 

been a few new clean-sheet designs appearing, the trend in many countries is to upgrade their  

existing AFV platforms rather than develop or purchase new ones.

KNDS presented their EMBT demonstrator at Eurosatory 2022. The vehi-
cle included a number of forward-looking features, providing a glimpse 
into KMW and Nexter’s engineering thought process. A good number of 
these same features are expected to feature in KNDS’ eventual finalised 
design for the MGCS programme.
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the EMBT also represented a reversal of 
the weight growth trend seen in modern 
AFVs, coming in at a combat weight of 61.5 
tonnes, which is lower than many present-
day MBTs.
The Rheinmetall PANTHER KF51 MBT simi-
larly showcased a number of interesting 
features. The vehicle was based on a heav-
ily modified LEOPARD 2 hull, and fitted 
with a brand new turret armed with the 
Rheinmetall 130 mm/L52 smoothbore gun, 
providing overmatch against most existing 
armour. The 130 mm gun has a depres-
sion and elevation range from -9° to +20°, 
and is fed by a bustle-mounted autoloader 
which is supplied with ammunition from 
two magazines each holding 10 rounds, 
each magazine occupying roughly half of 
the turret bustle. Rheinmetall stated that if 
required, one of the two magazines could 
be replaced with a pod housing four HERO 
12 loitering munitions, to enable engage-
ment of targets at beyond line-of-sight 
ranges. 
In terms of secondary armament, the tank 
is provided with a coaxial 12.7 mm HMG 
with 250 ready rounds, and Rheinmetall’s 
NATTER RWS armed with a 7.62 mm MG, 
provided with 2,500 ready rounds. The 
Natter is intended for providing protec-
tion against small UAVs and light ground 
targets. 
The PANTHER’s default crewing assump-
tion was for three crew, with a driver in 
the hull and a commander and gunner in 
the turret, however Rheinmetall graphics 
showed that a fourth crew member, re-

ferred to as a ‘specialist’, could be option-
ally provided with a crew station next to the 
driver in the hull if required. The ‘specialist’ 
position is envisaged to be for either for 
operating UAVs (similar to the ‘system op-
erator’ in KNDS’ model), or as a wingman 
pilot, or company commander.
In terms of protection, the vehicle was fit-
ted with Rheinmetall’s ROSY obscurant 
smoke grenade launcher system, and 
Rheinmetall claimed that the vehicle can 
be fitted with an APS providing protection 
against both anti-tank guided missiles (AT-
GMs) and Kinetic Energy (KE) projectiles, as 

well as Rheinmetall’s Top Attack Protection 
System (TAPS). However, the latter two ap-
peared absent from the version displayed 
at Eurosatory. The KF51 PANTHER also ap-
peared to have taken a major step toward 
armoured vehicle weight reduction, with 
Rheinmetall stating the vehicle’s combat 
weight was 59 tonnes.
Elsewhere, the UK has sought to upgrade 
its CHALLENGER 2 to the CHALLENGER 3 
standard developed by RBSL, which brings 
a whole host of improvements including a 
completely new turret armed with a Rhein-
metall’s Rh-120 L55A1 120 mm/L55 smooth-
bore gun, which will be capable of firing the 
DM73 and KE2020Neo (also referred to as 
DM73Neo) APFSDS rounds. It will also be 
provided with new gunner and commander 
sights from Thales as well as a front and 
rear thermal sights for the driver. In terms of 
protection, the vehicle’s new turret will be 
fitted with a new passive armour package, 
complemented by LWRs and ten obscurant 
smoke grenade launchers, as well as Rafael’s 
TROPHY hard-kill APS. These changes have 
come with a slight weight increase, with 
the final vehicle weighing approximately 66 
tonnes, compared to the CHALLENGER 2’s 
present 65 tonnes, depending on the ar-
mour package.
However, despite being a leap forward for 
the UK’s tank capabilities, the timing of the 
upgrade is somewhat inconvenient. With 
first deliveries of the CHALLENGER 3 to the 
British Army estimated for around 2029, 
the UK will be getting their new vehicles 
just a few years before major European al-
lies are due to receive their next-generation 
MGCS tanks in 2035. As a result, the UK 
once again risks being late to the adoption 
of a new vehicle used by its allies.

The KF51 PANTHER MBT has been developed by Rheinmetall as a private 
venture. While elements of the design are likely to find their way onto 
Rheinmetall’s own bid for MGCS, the vehicle may also potentially offer 
a further upgrade path for existing LEOPARD 2 users. 
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148 of the British Army’s CHALLENGER 2 MBT fleet are due to be upgrad-
ed to CHALLENGER 3 standard. Among the most significant changes will 
be the tank’s transition from a rifled gun using two-piece ammunition, 
to a smoothbore gun using one-piece ammunition. 
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Russia has maintained its independent tank 
design capability, but its budgets and capa-
bility to manufacture new technologies at 
scale have lagged behind. The most recent 
Russian MBT design is the T-14 ARMATA, 
which is produced by UralVagonZavod 
(UVZ) in Nizhny Tagil. It was first displayed 
during the Russian 9 May Victory Day Pa-
rade in 2015, and featured a number of 
interesting design decisions. Perhaps the 
most noteworthy was its arrangement of 
housing its three crew, consisting of com-
mander, gunner and driver, inside a pro-
tected citadel at the front of the hull, and 
use of an unmanned turret armed with the 
2A82-1M 125 mm gun, which is capable of 
firing the longer Vakuum-1 and Vakuum-2 
APFSDS rounds. 
The decision to use an unmanned turret 
has allowed the tank to be significantly 
lighter than many of its contemporary de-
signs, sitting at a combat weight of roughly 
55 tonnes. However, outside of a batch of 
approximately 20 tanks produced for tri-
als purposes, Russia thus far seems to have 
failed to launch serial production of the 
vehicle, instead preferring to rely on up-
graded variants of its older tank designs, 
such as the T-72B3, T-80BVM, and T-90M. 
While all three of these have been used in 
the War in Ukraine, the T-14 trials vehicles 
have so far not made an appearance.

Asia

Outside of Europe, India, over an extended 
period developed the ARJUN Mk 1 and 
Mk 1A (previously known as Mk II) MBTs, 
but has so far demand for the vehicle has 
remained relatively low, with the bulk of 
the Indian MBT fleet consisting of the Rus-
sian T-72 and T-90 tanks. India’s Defence 
Research and Development Organisation 
(DRDO) is presently working on the ‘Future 
Ready Combat Vehicle’ programme which 
seeks a to develop a future MBT for In-
dia, with a requirement of 1,770 vehicles, 
and a target of entry into service by 2030. 
However, aside from a very ambitious list of 
requirements published in a May 2021 re-
quest for information (RFI), this programme 
has not so far demonstrated much pro-
gress, and it is considered unlikely to meet 
its 2030 in-service target.
China has become self-sufficient in the 
design, development and production of 
all types of AFV, including MBTs. How-
ever, despite this, the country has broadly 
focussed on modernising its armed forces 
for the near-term by introducing vari-
ous models of present-generation tanks, 
including the ZTZ-96A, ZTZ-96B (also 
known as Type 96A/B), ZTZ-99, and ZTZ-
99A (also known as Type 99/A) MBT fam-

ily, and the ZTQ-15 (also known as Type 
15) light tank family, as well as developing 
the VT-4 (formerly known as MBT-3000) 
for the export market. 
Following on from their development of 
the K1 (105 mm) and K1A1 (120 mm) MBTs, 
South Korean company Hyundai Rotem 
developed the K2 BLACK PANTHER MBT. 
After some delays the K2 BLACK PANTHER 
entered service with South Korea and has 
also recently been ordered by Poland who 
will take delivery of 180 direct from South 
Korea, with another 800 of an upgraded 
version called K2PL due to be manufac-
tured locally from 2026. 

Hyundai Rotem are also studying future 
MBT concepts including the NEXT GEN-
ERATION MAIN BATTLE TANK (NG MBT) 
which was displayed in scale model form 
at Eurosatory 2022. Like the T-14 ARMATA, 
it is intended to be operated by a crew of 
two or three, seated in a protected cita-
del in the hull, with a remote turret. The 
main armament is envisaged as being a 
130 mm smoothbore gun fed by an au-
tomatic loader, and supplemented by sec-
ondary armaments including a RWS with 
a laser weapon, and a pop-up launcher 
with two ATGMs in the turret bustle. In a 
further similarity with T-14, the vehicle is 
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Two T-14 Armata MBTs cross Red Square in Moscow During the 9 May 2016 
Victory Day Parade. Despite having a fairly advanced design and a number 
of sophisticated features, the vehicle appears to have been too expensive 
for the Russian armed forces to procure in meaningful quantities.

Scale model of the South Korean NG MBT concept. The design is made 
fairly ambitious by the inclusion of a laser weapon, which is likely to 
have quite high power draw. It is noteworthy that the tank has been 
shown with composite rubber tracks (CRTs), as these would cut down on 
vibration and weight. However, CRTs will almost certainly require a few 
more years of development before they can accept a 55 tonne vehicle.
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intended to weigh only 55 tonnes, which is 
possible due to the use of a remote turret 
which does not require as much passive 
protection.  The vehicle is also intended to 
be fitted with a hard-kill APS, with four 
effectors mounted in each of two travers-
able launchers which are mounted above 
either of the turret cheeks. These are sup-
plemented by 16 obscurant smoke grenade 
launchers, eight of which are mounted on 
either side of the bustle.

Middle East

The Israel Defense Force (IDF) has more high 
intensity ground manoeuvre warfare expe-
rience than many countries and have con-
tinuously developed their MERKAVA MBT 
family. However, so far Israel appears con-
tent to continue upgrading their existing 
MBTs, with the MERKAVA Mk4 'BARAK' 

standard due to enter service soon, and 
focussing their future vehicle development 
efforts on the CARMEL family. Carmel is set 
to be a much lighter vehicle family, which 
will in effect be based around an infantry 
fighting vehicle (IFV) variant as the primary 
combat variant. Although the lack of plans 
for a future tank design may seem like a 
risky move, others have gone further than 
Israel, with the United States Marine Corps 
(USMC) already having deactivated their 
last M1A1 ABRAMS MBT unit in 2021. 
Turkey has mainly focussed on developing 
a capability to domestically manufacture 
a modern, contemporary MBT design. In 
this vein, the ALTAY MBT was developed by 
Otokar, however but in the end the produc-
tion contract was placed with the Turkish 
manufacturer BMC who have experience 
with wheeled AFVs rather than tracked 
AFVs. Despite aiming for a contemporary 

vehicle, Turkey plans for the ALTAY design 
to incorporate increasingly future-genera-
tion features over time, with an ALTAY T3 
variant planned for 2024 due to feature an 
unmanned turret. It is therefore plausible 
that over time Turkey’s experience with the 
vehicle could eventually materialise into a 
true next-generation MBT design. 

Closing Thoughts 

On the whole, MBTs are under pressure in 
an age where extremely lethal and precise 
weapons are often able to overmatch pas-
sive protection. However, MBTs continue to 
evolve in various ways to meet these new 
challenges. 
For starters, the main armament of future 
MBT designs are typically larger than the 
120 mm or 125 mm of modern designs, 
with 130 mm or 140 mm calibres envi-
sioned. While these provide increased le-
thality on target, the trade-off is that fewer 
rounds can be carried, and these will re-
quire an autoloader due to the larger muni-
tions being too heavy for a human loader. 
In terms of mobility, torsion bar suspen-
sion is giving way to hydro-pneumatic 
suspension, providing a better ride for the 
crew and a more stable firing platform for 
the gun. While at present composite rub-
ber tracks have not yet reached the point 
where they can reliably bear the weight of 
an MBT, manufacturers such as Soucy are 
working on attaining this.
Perhaps most interesting is that after 
decades of weight growth, tank designs 
are finally beginning to shift the other 
way, with passive armour gradually be-
ginning to give way to ‘left of boom’ 
solutions such as soft-kill and hard-kill 
APSs, and signature management. Ad-
ditionally, with other technologies reach-
ing maturity, such as unmanned turrets, 
or composite rubber tracks (CRTs), these 
have provided the potential for designers 
to create lighter designs while retaining 
high overall protection.
Challenges still remain, the lethality of 
modern weapons continues to broadly 
overmatch passive protection, and many 
of the new subsystems being added to 
vehicles have increased their power de-
mands, requiring most contemporary de-
signs to be fitted with an auxiliary power 
unit (APU) or power storage solutions 
to meet these increased power require-
ments, and to allow the vehicle to con-
tinue to operate when the main engine 
is switched off to conserve fuel. Despite 
the challenges posed by the modern bat-
tlefield, the MBT looks set to remain an 
important component of modern armed 
forces well into the future.  L
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The MERKAVA Mk4 BARAK represents a continuous evolution of the 
Merkava family, rather than a radical design departure. However, de-
velopment of a clean-sheet next-generation MBT design is not always 
required, nor indeed always possible.

The ALTAY represents a present-generation MBT development effort, 
however Turkey already plans to include some next-generation features 
such as a remote turret on the future T3 variant of the ALTAY. Addition-
ally, the vehicle arrives at a time when some production of present-gen-
eration MBTs has been winding down, providing customers the option 
to obtain new-build vehicles.
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The NMS builds on the success of the 
company’s Ejder Yalcin, over 1,000 

of which have been sold to 10 different 
countries It is a lighter variant that pri-
oritises ballistic protection and mobility. 
The new variants include a utility vehicle 
with a pickup section at the rear of the 
platform and space for five personnel, 
as well as a long wheelbase (LWB) vehi-
cle that can carry 11 personnel, which is 
an increase on the 7 that can fit into a 
standard NMS. 
“The utility vehicle is designed to meet 
the needs of special forces (SF) and 
customers with expeditionary require-
ments,” Akin explained, adding that; “SF 
tell us that they often need to carry a 
lot of supplies, from bags of potatoes to 
heavy weapons and ammunition, stand-
ard protected 4×4s are not well-suited to 
this kind of mission.”
The utility vehicle is also being configured 
as an anti-UAV platform. “It is planned to 
fit a high-power directional antenna and 
radar, as well as an auxiliary power unit 
(APU) onto the utility area of the vehicle 
without compromising its mobility,” Akin 
said. It would also be possible to fit a 
remote weapon station (RWS) to the cab 
of the vehicle, providing a single platform 
that could detect and engage small UAVs 
at a “couple of km”, he said. 
The demand for the LWB variant origi-
nates from the differences in squad sizes 
between potential customers. “Users 
might require greater personnel capacity 
than is offered by the base platform, so 

having the same driver and maintenance 
staff training requirements between vari-
ants is key,” Akin explained. He added 
that all variants in the NMS family have 
96% commonality of parts, many of 
which come from European or NATO 
suppliers, thereby eliminating critical de-
pendencies on non-EU suppliers. 
The original NMS was ordered by Qatar 
in 2017, during the initial development 
phase of the vehicle. The Hungarian MoD 
indicated in 2019 that it was examining a 
procurement of the NMS alongside the 
Ejder Yalcin – the latter has already en-
tered service with Hungary, where it is 
known as the Gidrán. In addition, some 
social media posts indicate that the NMS 
is in service with either Chad or an Afri-
can nation deployed to the Sahel. 
The NMS can provide greater ballistic 
protection than the Ejder Yalcin. The base 
vehicle has an armoured steel mono-
coque hull that provides ballistic protec-
tion at STANAG 4569 level 1. At this level 
of protection the vehicle has a payload 

of 2.5 tonnes and a range of 1,000 km. 
However, protection can be added in 
the form of additional steel plates or a 
bespoke ceramic suite of additional ar-
mour manufactured by Nurol’s sister 
company, Nurol Technologies. “The ad-
ditional armour can be fitted in the field 
without specialist knowledge or tools,” 
Akin told ESD. With the ceramic armour 
kit, the NMS provides ballistic protection 
in compliance with STANAG 4569 level 
4, meaning it is capable of withstanding 
strikes from 14.5 mm projectiles. 
Ceramic armours make for an effective 
form of armour against armour pierc-
ing (AP) projectiles. This is because they 
have a very high level of hardness, which 
serves to defeat the armour penetrat-
ing core of the attacking round by over-
matching its hardness and shattering it. 
The fragments are then much easier for 
the backing steel of the vehicle to absorb 
safely. According to a 2002 article writ-
ten by the late Professor Richard Marian 
Ogorkiewicz, it is possible for ceramic 

Nurol Makina Developing  
New NMS Variants

The Turkish private company Nurol Makina is developing two new variants of its NMS 4×4 protected 

mobility vehicle, Emre Akin, Nurol’s head of strategic planning told ESD in an interview on  

27 September 2022. 

A long wheelbase variant of the NMS (left) is shown alongside a stand-
ard wheelbase variant (right).
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armour backed by high hardness steel 
to stop a 14.5 mm projectile fired from 
point blank range at approximately the 
same areal density as rolled homogene-
ous steel armour that would be capable 
of stopping 7.62 mm projectiles. 
For all of its protection benefits, ceramic 
armour does carry a few drawbacks that 
must be managed. For instance, its very 
high hardness can make the armour brit-
tle meaning that it will shatter when hit. 
Hardness is of course part of what makes 
the armour so effective, but it also re-
quires a designer to limit the fractures 
created by a hit or build replaceable 
plates that can be quickly swapped once 
damaged. 
The NMS seeks a delicate mobility bal-
ance. On the one hand it has been de-
signed to offer good on-road perfor-
mance with a new top speed of 160 
km/h, an increase over the original 140 
km/h, making it suitable for VIP convoy 
protection. However, the characteristics 
that make for a good on-road vehicle, 
generally make for a poor off-road ve-
hicle. An off-road vehicle requires good 
ground clearance, large wheels, and a 
lot of room for the suspension to move. 
This leads to tall vehicles that may not 
be as comfortable as a civilian vehicle on 
the road and may struggle with sudden 
corners. However, Nurol videos do show 
the NMS taking sharp corners smoothly. 
Additionally, the vehicle’s power-to-
weight ratio is sufficient to permit tow-
ing of heavy vehicles, with a company 
video showing the vehicle recovering an 
immobilised water tanker that became 
stuck at the side of a road. 
The available evidence indicates that the 
NMS provides good off- and on-road mo-
bility, although its use of wheels ultimately 
means that it will lack the trafficability of a 
tracked vehicle. However, there are many 

grounds to argue for sufficient trafficabil-
ity, as opposed to maximum trafficability. 
It stands to reason that a vehicle – such 
as the JLTV, NMS, or Eagle V – capable 
of accessing some off-road environments 
but not all, would be sufficient to meet 
the needs of many armed forces facing 
difficult modernisation choices.
It is inherently difficult to draw concrete 
lessons from the war in Ukraine. So much 
of the fighting there is disproportionately 
shaped by the unique circumstances un-
der which it is taking place, that it is far 
from clear whether all of the traits of the 
war will carry over into the next. Howev-
er, it is relatively clear that highly mobile 
vehicles - from commercial SUVs to ar-

moured 4×4s such as the MaxxPros, Var-
tas, and Huskies in service with Ukraine 
- can create battlefield opportunities. 
Their agility off and on-road makes tar-
geting them difficult if an opponent is 
not able to link reconnaissance and tar-
geting assets with strike components in 
real time. Even if those assets are effec-
tively linked, the command and control 
(C2) network must enable prioritisation 
of moving targets and include guided 
munitions within its remit to enable ef-
fective engagements. This complexity is 
further compounded by the fragmented 
nature of most modern battle spaces. 
Most maps of Ukraine draw continuous 
fronts representing Ukrainian and Rus-
sian lines, however it is unlikely that either 
side has troops stationed along the en-
tirety of those lines and are instead reliant 
upon small groups creating strongholds 
where possible. This provides further op-
portunities for highly mobile formations 
to infiltrate through enemy lines and 
conduct harassing engagements against 
a formation’s logistics tail, as character-
ised the opening phase of the war, or to 
conduct rapid advances as the Ukrainians 
demonstrated around Kharkiv in Septem-
ber 2022. 
As such, there is definite merit in explor-
ing the role of highly mobile and pro-
tected 4×4s in a frontline role as part of 
a high intensity conflict, outside of the 
traditional counter-insurgency role as-
signed to them.  L

The new pick-up variant of the NMS is provided with a flat cargo area 
to the rear. This allows both storage of various outsized equipment for 
special forces, or for configuring the vehicle for other specialist roles, 
such as a counter-UAV platform. 
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A crewman demonstrates the NMS’ capability to mount or remove 
appliqué armour plates in field conditions.
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Merging the "Mobile Tactical Com-
munication" (Mobile Taktische 

Kommunikation - MoTaKo) and "Mobile 
Tactical Information Processing Land" 
(Mobile Taktische Informationsverarbei-
tung Land - MoTIV) programmes in the 
scope of the D-LBO programme, is in-
tended to provide a basis for the com-
mand and control of networked opera-
tions (Vernetzte Operationsführung - Ne-
tOpFü). To this end, D-LBO provides the 
necessary IT services at the tactical level 
for mobile elements (soldiers and vehi-
cles/platforms) and command elements 
(including command posts, in particular 
at the battalion/unit level) in a secure, 
robust, end-to-end IP-capable and in-
teroperable land forces information and 
communication network.
After the Inspector-General of the Bun-
deswehr selected the solution for Force 
Disposition 1 (KD 1) share in March 2020, 
the D-LBO programme officially com-
menced. D-LBO must be regarded as a 
paradigm shift. It is not merely a matter 
of exchanging and supplementing radio 
equipment at the mobile level, but a com-
bination of integrating a wide variety of 
information transmission systems (in-
cluding UHF/ VHF radio, HF radio, cellular 
networks 4G/ LTE and satellite commu-
nication) with platforms and simultane-
ously providing essential IT services (for 
example, positioning, tactical picture, 
command, etc.) in the country's informa-
tion and communication network.
This essential part of the digitisation of 
land forces is based on a completely new 

architecture and new understanding of 
systems compared to the older systems 
still in use. Various requirements arise de-
pending of forces and their platforms, so 
the programme is being managed as a 
whole by the Telecommunications Group 
in the Army Concepts and Capabilities 
Development Centre.

Standardisation as a 
Decisive Factor

During the planning phase of D-LBO, it 
was recognised that platform integra-
tion would be the main challenge. Al-
most 25,000 land forces vehicles must 
be equipped with D-LBO IT equipment. 
Here, challenges arise when comparing 
the long service life requirements of mili-
tary platforms to the rapid innovation cy-
cles of modern IT systems.
In order to be able to meet this chal-
lenge, uniform specifications were devel-
oped within the framework of the study 
‘Standardised Equipment Kit Integration 
Bundeswehr’ (Standardisierte Rüstsatzin-

tegration Bundeswehr - StaRSBw) to en-
able interoperability and cross-compat-
ibility of system components across all 
platforms. At the same time, this should 
facilitate easier and faster replacement 
of IT hardware, which is important due 
to the short but necessary upgrade in-
tervals.
The requirements are now considered as 
part of the performance specifications for 
future platforms in the "Technical Terms 
of Delivery" (TL A-0200) document, to 
ensure future-oriented procurement of 
IT components (essentially information 
transmission and processing systems).
As part of the standardised kit integra-
tion, two demonstrators (UTF 15 t truck 
and Mercedes Benz G-Class GREENLINER) 
were successfully built by the end of 2021 
in order to demonstrate the feasibility of 
TL A-0200. This provided proof of concept 
that IT components can be used flexibly in 
platforms in the future. A continuation of 
this concept using an armoured platform 
is also planned by the Army Concepts and 
Capabilities Development Centre.

The Digitisation of Bundeswehr  
Land Operations
Enrico Dani

Launched in 2018, the ‘Digitisation of Land-Based Operations’ (D-LBO) programme has been an effort with 

regard to the imperative modernisation of the land forces' command and control capability in support of 

mobile operations. This not only applies to the Army, but also covers the land-based elements of the other 

service branches.
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Information and communication network according to the D-LBO 
system concept
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change of data and information by using 
various means of transmission. In addi-
tion to routing capabilities, the Tactical 
Core has other critical functions, such as 
transparent network/user access and the 
provision of separate information secu-
rity domains through which IT services 
can be delivered to mobile elements (e.g. 
the Battle Management System (BMS), 
voice communications, chat, template-
based messaging, etc.). The Tactical Core 
is already at an advanced stage of de-
velopment and is currently undergoing 
approval at the Federal Office for Infor-
mation Security.
There are two different types of UHF 
and VHF radios – the soldiers' radios, 
and the command and control (C2) ra-
dios. The C2 radios will operate in both 
UHF and VHF bands, whereas the soldier 
radios will only operate in the UHF band. 
The procurement process for the C2 ra-
dio started in September 2021. This pro-
curement is critical, as it involves the re-
placement of completely obsolete SEM 
radios, most of which have been in use 
with the armed forces since the 1980s. 
These C2 radios will be procured in ve-
hicle-mounted, handheld, and backpack 
variants. After the selection process is 
completed in in 2022, and a contract is 
planned to be issued for the beginning 
of 2023..
On the soldier radio side, the procure-
ment process is even further along, with a 
contract to be awarded before the end of 
2022. Additionally, the completion of the 
tender documents is near for many other 
sub-projects, such as satellite communi-
cation (SATCOM) on the Move (SOTM) 
systems, HF radios, as well as Cellular 
Networks (ZeN mob), and the procure-
ment process is expected to start soon, 

vehicles (PPVs), as well as unarmoured 
transport vehicles in the 5 tonne and 15 
tonne payload classes. 

Implementation  
of the Sub-Projects

The D-LBO system concept and one of its 
core elements, the Tactical Core, which 
serves as interface and routing middle-
ware, meets these challenges in an in-
novative way. The Tactical Core enables 
the D-LBO network to react adaptively 
to various influences during a battle. For 
example, material or technical failures as 
well as terrain can have a negative im-
pact on capacities and availability in the 
area of network connectivity. However, 
the Tactical Core can guarantee the ex-

Originally, the D-LBO programme was 
to be carried out according to force ele-
ments (FE) in two-year intervals starting 
in 2023. In this context, a force element 
stood for an army brigade including the 
respective enablers from the other mili-
tary organisational areas. In the course of 
developing FE 1, however, the scope had 
to be comprehensively narrowed.
Due to deployments, and alliance obliga-
tions like VJTF(L) 2023, there were not 
enough platforms available, and further 
problems arose due to insufficient fund-
ing and industry’s lack of capacity. In or-
der to be able to integrate D-LBO-related 
IT equipment items with the platforms, 
a test integration must be carried out 
for almost every single platform type in 
service. This is an expensive and time-
consuming process, requiring about 12 
to 24 months. Only when this has been 
completed can serial integration be car-
ried out.
In the course of the selection decision, 
the strength of FE 1 was thus set at ap-
proximately a reinforced battalion, which 
included forces from other organisational 
areas. This would comproxe approxi-
mately 880 platforms and 2,200 soldiers. 
The time-consuming and expensive test 
integrations, as well as further budget 
cuts meant that the scope of FE 1 had to 
be reduced in FE 1.1.
Under FE 1.1, the integration of D-LBO-
related IT equipment is now planned for 
approximately 140 platforms from 2023 
to 2025, such as the LEOPARD 2 main 
battle tank (MBT), the BOXER armoured 
personnel carrier (APC), the FUCHS APC, 
the EAGLE and DINGO protected patrol 

A Mercedes Benz G-Class GREENLINER has been selected to serve as  
demonstrator vehicle for the integration of standardised kits.
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Rear view of the GREENLINER demonstrator vehicle
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this goal, it may be possible to equip 
some platforms with fewer new compo-
nents/software, as long as components/
software are still based on the D-LBO 
system concept. Platforms equipped 
with C2 equipment and BMS for VJTF 
(L) 2023 are to be equipped with mod-
ern digital C2 radios, selected within the 
framework of D-LBO FD 1.1, following 
the VJTF mission. This, as well as the im-
plementation of Tactical Core software, 
could support a large number of vehicles 
using the ‘D-LBO Basic’ package while 
requiring fewer resources. The possibil-
ity of doing so has already been demon-
strated, but they will still have to fulfil 
the legal requirements for integration. 

Outlook

Despite the reduction in platforms and 
budgetary resources, the D-LBO pro-
gramme is on track. Ground-breaking 
decisions have already been made which 
are due to truly digitise the Bundeswehr.
Now it is up to decision-makers to follow 
up their statements on the importance 
of digitisation with action and funding 
commitment. For the Army and the land 
forces, D-LBO is an indispensable ‘ma-
jor project’ which underpins the Bun-
deswehr’s entire future land operations 
network, and it therefore of paramount 
importance for Germany’s land forces 
that the project is given the resource 
commitment it requires. L

The user tests will be expanded 2023 as 
the implementation/procurement of D-
LBO FD 1.1 progresses. 

D-LBO “Basic” as a Means  
for Improved Command  
Capability

Due to the aforementioned reductions 
in FD 1 to FD 1.1, it is expected to take 
a while for a significant quantity of D-
LBO platforms to enter use. All new plat-
forms will be equipped with new digital 
C2 equipment from 2023 onwards and 
the number of units will also gradually 
increase over the coming years, but 
greater efforts must be made to mod-
ernise the IT components of the existing 
platforms to beyond FD 1.1 by 2027.
Furthermore, the Battle Management 
System (BMS) operational test deploy-
ments for the VJTF (L) 2023 in early 2021 
revealed that a modern BMS was sig-
nificantly constrained in terms of data 
transmission by the limited capabilities 
of legacy SEM radios. Based on these 
findings, further possibilities had to be 
developed to progress the digitisation 
project more quickly, in order to achieve 
at least a ‘partial digitisation’, for the 
command capability envisioned in ‘Di-
vision 2027’. This is a particular focus 
of the Deputy Inspector-General of the 
Bundeswehr.
As such, efforts are underway to de-
velop a ‘D-LBO Basic’ variant. To meet 

with contracts for these sub-projects also 
expected to be awarded in 2023.
In the "Protected Mobile Command and 
Control Facility (Geschützte Bewegliche 
Führungseinrichtung - GBF) and Mobile 
Communications Node (Mobiler Kommu-
nikationsknoten - MKK)" project, which 
is also part of the D-LBO programme, 
new IT equipment and platforms are 
being procured. GBF is envisioned as a 
generic mobile command platform, in-
tended to succeed current mobile com-
mand posts. In the D-LBO network, MKK 
assumes tasks such as network densifica-
tion, range extension (‘relay functionali-
ties’) and enabling switching to other ra-
dio-based networks (e.g. within multina-
tional interoperability scenarios). For GBF 
and MKK, different platforms can serve 
different levels of protection. Both GBF 
and MKK will be implemented on two 
protected vehicle platforms, which have 
not yet been selected, one of which will 
have medium protection, and the other 
high protection. In addition, there will be 
platform variants for Arctic and airborne 
operations. Compared to other plat-
forms, GBF and MKK will be equipped 
with much more powerful information 
processing and transmission systems in 
order to be able to fulfil their tasks in the 
land network.

User Involvement  
during Procurement

In order to build up user expertise and to 
identify weaknesses or requirements in 
the system at an early stage, user tests are 
being carried out within the framework 
of TIME2D-LBO (Testing/ Integration/ 
Modulation/ Evaluation/ Enhancement) 
until the system is ready. The testing and 
experimentation structures in Munster 
are making a significant contribution 
to this with their technical expertise. 
At the same time, these tests are used 
to check and, if necessary, adapt exist-
ing concepts, and finally to prepare for 
operational-tactical testing of the entire 
D-LBO KD 1.1 system.
In May 2021, the first user test took 
place within this framework, during 
which IT technical and functional per-
sonnel were first trained on the tactical 
core and then tested and evaluated the 
software. It was found that the software 
already has a wide range of functions 
and is intuitive to use. Furthermore, ar-
eas for further development and adap-
tation, as well as opportunities for ad-
ditional automation were pointed out. 
The results also feed into planning the 
training of future D-LBO administrators. 

In the scope of D-LBO, the sensor-to-shooter chain is among the 
 elements to be improved. Shown here is a recon trooper transmitting 
observation data during exercise Cold Response.
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The article, published by Komsomol-
skaya Pravda on 28 September 2022 

was written by Alexander Kots. Kots is a 
former Russian soldier who served during 
the 1990s, he has been reporting on the 
Ukraine war, and has previously reported 
from Syria. Kots is also a well-known advo-
cate for the Kremlin and is quick to repeat 
and amplify the Kremlin’s propaganda. For 
that reason, many of his articles on the war 
in Ukraine should be treated with caution, 
however his article providing advice to mo-
bilised Russians is supported by other evi-
dence emerging from the war. 
“95% of injuries during this special opera-
tion, according to statistics, are not from 
bullets, but from shrapnel,” Kots said. He 
proceeds to explain that whether assigned 
to the first or second line, the personnel can 
expect to live in trenches, “Therefore, you 
can leave dreams of tank breakthroughs 
and marksmanship from machine guns 
until better times. Your main friend in posi-
tional battles will be a shovel.” 
His advice raises two interesting aspects 
of the conflict: First the omnipresent and 
decisive nature of artillery engagements, 
and second, the reliance upon trenches 
and traditional infantry skills for survival. 
The dominant role played by artillery has 
been clear throughout the war, but it has 
typically favoured Russia with its consider-
able mass in guns and munitions. How-
ever, Kots’s advice indicates that Ukraine 

may have shifted the artillery balance in 
its favour – at least for certain periods of 
time. This is likely the result of a number of 
factors; On the Ukrainian side, there is evi-
dence to suggest that its indirect fire units 
are capable of conducting effective shoot 
and scoot tactics, limiting their exposure to 
Russian counter-battery fire. At the same 
time, the Ukrainian targeting infrastruc-
ture is clearly able to provide accurate and 
timely information on Russian ammunition 
depots and positions, enabling HIMARS 
strikes. This has reduced the availability of 
Russian ammunition and led to fewer fire 
missions being conducted. At the same 
time, it is indicative of the Russian forces 
struggling to locate Ukrainian guns and 
complete their own targeting cycles before 
they are able to move. 
The importance placed upon traditional 
infantry skills such as digging trenches, is 
perhaps one of the key takeaways from the 
war. Trench digging is not always practised 

by western forces, it is not only a labour 
intensive endeavour but something that 
can be done well, or poorly. Well-prepared 
trenches can preserve lives and reduce the 
rate of casualties caused by artillery fire, 
which in turn serves to reduce attrition of 
a force and maintain its fighting capability. 
Kots’ recommendation is also symptomatic 
of the semi-static nature of the fighting in 
Ukraine, however. As mentioned above, 
the majority of the casualties are caused 
by artillery fragmentation, to this end, he 
advises newly mobilised personnel to wear 
their body armour at all times - including 
whilst in a trench. He quotes an army sur-
geon, who claimed to mainly treat wounds 
in the limbs, as body armour and helmets 
worked well to protect vital organs. The le-
thal effects of artillery are primarily caused 
by the blast effects of the high explosive 
contained within the shell and the frag-
ments generated by the destruction of the 
shell casing. 

“A Shovel is your Best Friend,”  
Advice to Mobilised Russians  
Provides Battlefield Insights
Sam Cranny-Evans

A Russian journalist has published a list of advice for newly mobilised Russian personnel, which 

provides insights into the nature of the war for Russian troops, as well as the challenges facing the 

mobilised personnel. 
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Many Russian reservists have been issued with dated equipment,  
such as Soviet-era steel helmets.
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many Russian soldiers if they are unable to 
secure winter clothing. 
Overall, Kots’ article provides a small insight 
into the challenges facing Russian forces as 
they contend with Ukraine’s rapid advances 
and the impact of winter. It reinforces the 
importance of conventional soldiering skills 
and the impact that massed artillery can 
have upon a force.  L 

they can wear out quickly. However, it is 
likely that Russian troops are poorly pre-
pared for the coming winter. At the time 
of writing, the average low temperature in 
Ukraine was reported to be 5 °C, with the 
coldest month being November and winter 
lasting through to March. If the war does 
continue that long, it will be an uncom-
fortable and potentially horrific winter for 

In open areas, artillery blasts tend to have 
more limited effects than they would in an 
urban setting. In a confined environment, 
the blast wave can be reflected off of hard 
surfaces and intensified in the process, 
this effect can lead to severe lung injuries 
– more so than blast effects in the open. 
Fragmentation can also be more lethal in 
enclosed spaces, however, in the open 
spaces that are common in Ukraine, it has 
also been very effective, especially when 
there is little cover from the fragments. 
To understand the scale of the threat, it 
is worth examining a very commonly-used 
munition in more detail. The 9M22 rocket 
launched by a BM-21 Grad 122 mm rocket 
artillery system carries a pre-fragmented 
warhead. This means that there is an inner 
layer to the warhead providing structural 
integrity, and an outer layer of metal that 
is pre-scored with a diamond pattern. As 
the 6.4 kg of explosive inside the warhead 
detonates, it expands the outer shell of the 
warhead and gases begin to escape before 
the pre-scored casing eventually fractures 
- after tens of milliseconds. The 9M22 is 
designed to generate around 3,920 frag-
ments travelling at high speeds. A volley 
of 40 rockets - fired from a single launcher 
- would generate 156,800 fragments, with 
a lethal area of around 600 x 600 metres. 
The fragments create penetration wounds, 
and generally speaking, the closer one is 
to a blast, the more likely incapacitation 
is. Their great quantity make trenches and 
body armour critical for survival. The 9M22 
is just one of many different high explosive 
fragmentation (HE-FRAG) projectiles being 
used in Ukraine. Yet looking at the simple 
maths of the effect that a single rocket can 
have, serves to demonstrate the challenge 
facing soldiers on both sides of the war. 
Kots concludes his recommendations by 
suggesting that mobilised recruits invest in 
a medical kit consisting of a tourniquet, a 
hemostatic dressing – which is designed to 
stop bleeding – a dressing pack, anti-shock 
medicines and antibiotics if possible. This 
list provides an insight into the woeful state 
of medicine in the Russian army. Reports 
of Soviet era medical kits abound, often 
including simple rubber tourniquets that 
must be tied extremely tight to be effec-
tive. It appears that providing immediate 
first aid to casualties in Ukraine is difficult, 
perhaps because of the immense distances 
involved, the large quantities of casualties, 
or the lack of frontline medical facilities. 
This makes the immediate care given to the 
wounded of vital importance, as they are 
unlikely to get the timely medical care that 
was typical for NATO forces in Afghanistan.
Finally, Kots advises his readers to buy win-
ter clothing and sleeping bags, stating that 

While soldiers are typically issued with a weapon, many other critical 
pieces of equipment such as warm clothing, sleeping bags, and medkits 
typically need to be obtained by the individual soldier themselves.
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A wide variety of technologies and 
products have evolved, over decades, 

to assist medical personnel or even lay-
persons who want or need first aid train-
ing. Some of the types of problems that 
doctors, nurses, and other medical staff 
need to deal with are not daily occur-
rences, so the requisite knowledge base 
needs to be built up with training rather 
than experience. There are also complex 
medical situations that will require a va-
riety of mental skills, physical skills, and 
specialty equipment to diagnose or treat, 
and thus need extensive training that is 
made easier with technology and simula-
tion. Finally, you do not want people who 
are just starting out to learn by working 
on living patients if there is an alternative 
by which trainees can learn from mistakes 
without endangering life or causing un-
necessary suffering. 
From a commercial perspective, medical 
simulation is a broad and heavily frag-
mented market; it makes little sense trying 
to profile literally hundreds of companies. 
The segment is full of small and medium 
enterprises (SMEs) and artisanal work. In 
addition, some developments are occur-
ring within public institutions or academia. 
From a technical perspective, it is not al-
ways easy to divide the defence and secu-
rity space from the sizeable non-military 
market either. Many products and services 
designed for the civil medical marketplace 
end up used in military training and vice 
versa. 

The Need for Simulation

Since antiquity, those educating medical 
providers have understood the fundamental 
truth that the first time a new trainee does 
a medical procedure, it might be best not to 
set them loose on a human patient. Further-
more, injuries and illnesses are unpredict-
able in real life. This correspondent’s own 
medical training – an emergency medical 
technician course in 2002– involved working 
shifts both in an ambulance setting and in 
an emergency department at a busy hospi-
tal. The exposure one got to serious injuries 
and illnesses varied tremendously. A trainee 
may or may not get to see penetrating chest 
trauma or anaphylactic shock, merely due 
to chance. 
Because of these obvious issues, both hu-
man cadavers and animals have been used in 
medical training. Supply of human cadavers 
is relatively sparse, and, obviously, they do not 
behave like living humans. Even within the 

timeline of this author’s own career, animal 
models were used for training and simula-
tion of human casualties. Generations of mili-
tary medics have treated gunshot wounds in 
animals like goats or nerve agent poisoning 
in monkeys. Ethical, economic, and political 
considerations have served to greatly reduce 
the instances of such training in recent dec-
ades. Substitutes and surrogates are needed 
to make training more available. 

Using Live Humans as  
Mock Casualties

Casualty simulation has long been used in 
stage and film dramas, with human actors 
used to play injured victims. Both profes-
sional and amateur actors have long been 
used in medical training. This correspond-
ent once worked with a CBRN training site 
which had a working relationship with an 
amateur theatre group. Even Scout troops 
have been used to simulate paediatric vic-

First-Aid and Medical Simulation:  
New Frontiers
Dan Kaszeta

Military medicine often has a steep learning curve when conflicts start. People taken from civilian life  

needing to deal with medical problems and traumas and military medics used to peacetime may have not 

seen some natures of injuries in years. Likewise, some types of injuries that appear in terrorist incidents  

do not occur often in civilian populations. Many civilian medics have rarely, if ever, diagnosed or treated 

blast injuries. In many countries, doctors and hospitals rarely see or treat gunshot injuries. Simulation is 

therefore a necessity in this sector. 

Au th o r
Dan Kaszeta’s is Managing Direc-
tor at Strongpoint Security Ltd. and a 
regular contributor to ESD.
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Simulation remains a critical component in building up skills, and  
particularly for dealing with scenarios that many trainees are unlikely 
to encounter in their practical experience.
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ing a network of sensors to help scientists 
understand the physics and biology of 
injuries like blast damage to lungs or trau-
matic brain injury. As with other types of 
simulation, cadavers and animals have been 
some use in the past, as have post-mortem 
examinations of victims. Use of consistent 
biofidelic phantoms helps scientific efforts 
by making it far easier to increase both the 
volume of tests and the reproducibility of 
tests. It might take a decade to gather data 
on a certain type of combat trauma, and 
the individual circumstances will vary greatly. 
The statistical reliability of research, impor-
tant to establish the validity of conclusions, is 
greatly increased if consistent reliable simu-
lated bodies and organs are used. 
Most are familiar with crash test dummies, 
which have long been used to simulate the 
mechanics of car crashes. Simulation tech-
nology can do the equivalent for modes 
of injury, such as head injuries. Imagine a 
faithful reproduction of a human head, 
with bone and tissues that behave, in terms 
of mechanics, just like the real thing. This 
head could be instrumented with acceler-
ometers to precisely measure movement 
in every dimension. Hydrophones could 

SynDaver also produces a diverse array of 
individual tissues and organs as well. 
Instead of being inert dummies, it is possible 
to provide devices that provide interaction 
and feedback. Models can provide outputs 
such as pulse and breathing similar to a live 
human. Sensors can be included to meas-
ure various inputs. One example is advanced 
anaesthesiology simulation, which is at the 
higher end of the market. Mannequins are 
instrumented with sensors that monitor lev-
els of medication and react appropriately. 
Various problems can be programmed in 
order to realistically teach trainee doctors. 
Such systems are quickly becoming wide-
spread in medical school anaesthesiology 
training programmes. 

Simulation as a scientific tool

Once you start populating a simulated body 
or body part with sensors and data collec-
tion capability, such models – ‘biofidelic 
phantoms’ in the language of the trade – 
become useful for tasks beyond just training 
students. It became clear when researching 
this article that the state of the art in bio-
medical simulation is being advanced along 
many fronts and that there are use-cases 
that are not just as training aids. Biofidelic 
phantoms can be used as aids for research 
into injury and illness. 
Many types of injuries are still not well un-
derstood by modern science and medicine. 
To put it rather indelicately, when soldiers 
get injured in explosions, they are not wear-

tims in mass casualty exercise. Mock vic-
tims can be given descriptions of signs and 
symptoms that they can mimic or describe 
to responders. There are even companies 
that will provide amputees for extra realism. 
Obviously, the quality of such simulation var-
ies by individual. 
Actors on their own can only do so much. 
Tools to help simulate injury have evolved, 
first for stage, then for film, and finally for 
medical training. The oldest is moulage, 
which is the use of make-up, cosmetics, 
prosthetics, and various devices to simulate 
visual injuries. Literally hundreds of com-
panies make moulage kits ranging from 
the simple to the extremely sophisticated. 
Various physical traumas such as lacerations, 
firearms injuries, burns, and open fracture 
can be simulated. Blood packs can even 
simulate various types of bleeding. How-
ever, there is a practical limit to this. Human 
actors cannot be subjected to medical inter-
ventions that bear risk. You do not shock hu-
man actors with defibrillators, for example, 
or conduct invasive or painful interventions. 
Their primary value is in diagnosis, rather 
than advanced treatment. 

Advanced Human Surrogates

Simulated bodies and body parts have had a 
long history in medical training. For instance, 
the use of pig skin for surgical training is a 
time-honoured practice, and most people 
are familiar with CPR dummies. A whole in-
dustrial segment provides a mock body or 
body part for practically every conceivable 
medical procedure. Some of these are sim-
ple, such as arms for practice of IV insertions 
or heads for practice of intubation. Such 
training aids have existed for a long time 
and are relatively inexpensive. 
Modern materials and 3D printing tech-
niques ease the construction of realistic 
bodies or parts by creating simulated bone, 
flesh, and other bodily tissues that have 
physical characteristics very close to an au-
thentic human body. Modern technology 
can now 3D print simulated bones and or-
gans that are, in terms of their response to 
physical stimuli and trauma, very close to the 
real thing. ‘Biofidelic,’ a term not known to 
this correspondent before researching this 
article, is now used to mean a product as 
close to the real body component as pos-
sible. Biofidelic body parts can be used for 
ultrasound training, as one example, to train 
medical personnel on using ultrasonic imag-
ing for tasks like catheter emplacement. At 
the largest end of this market segment are 
entire synthetic cadavers, surgical models 
that accurately represent the entire human 
body. An industry leader in this is SynDaver 
(USA), but other companies do similar work. 

Moulage can be used to realisti-
cally simulate various physical 
traumas, allowing for responders 
to practice their diagnosis and 
treatment skills.
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In sophisticated synthetic cadav-
ers, such as SynDaver’s surgical 
model, most muscles, bones,  
vascular components and organs 
are removable and replaceable. 
The dummy’s synthetic tissues are 
designed to mimic to the mechani-
cal and physical properties of live 
tissue
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Companies such as SynDaver offer 
a range of sophisticated synthetic 
cadavers for simulation. The exam-
ples in this image feature complete 
musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, 
respiratory and gastrointestinal 
systems. 
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Future prospects

Where is this interesting segment head-
ing? One prospect that comes to mind in 
this sector is fusion with telemedicine. If 
you can’t get the patient to the specialist 
or the specialist to the patient, there are 
now ways to bridge that gap. There are 
many efforts to provide medical expertise 
and interventions remotely, with a skilled 
surgeon or other specialist acting remotely 
through sensors and telecommunications. 
This raises many prospects for simulation 
and training, because the medic is re-
sponding to inputs and providing outputs 
through information technology. A lot of 
telemedicine scenarios could be simulated 
virtually. 
The trajectory is fairly clear in this segment, 
at least to this correspondent. Both qual-
ity and quantity will increase over time. The 
quality of simulation tools, in terms of their 
ability to provide high fidelity replication of 
human injury and illness, will continue to im-
prove. In terms of quantity, the cost of such 
items will generally come down as manu-
facturing becomes easier. This could allow 
more tools to be made available in more 
places, more environments, and at more lev-
els. Tools presently reserved for training doc-
tors at university level may soon be available 
for paramedic and combat medic training. 
Greater realism at more levels will be the key 
trend to watch.  L

treatment. Design of armoured vehicles can 
also be improved to reduce injury in various 
scenarios. 

Simulation of Mass  
Casualty Incidents

Going beyond dealing with individual cases, 
training and exercises are needed to improve 
handling of mass casualty incidents. Civilian 
hospitals and emergency medical services 
may need to react to disasters or terrorism 
and could be confronted with many more 
victims than they normally deal with. Al-
though one approach to training for such 
incidents is to try to use the techniques and 
technologies above at scale, such an effort 
can be prohibitively expensive or difficult. 
Furthermore, management of a mass casu-
alty incident is as much, if not, more a test 
of management processes and procedures 
than a test of individuals assessing and treat-
ing patients. 
Numerous companies now make a variety 
of tools and aids to assist command post 
exercises, operations centres, and table-top 
exercises in mass casualty management. 
Such exercises emphasise decision-making. 
Various simulation tools provide fictional 
scenarios and dozens or even hundreds of 
fictional patients. These scenarios can be 
adapted to local conditions, allocation of 
resources, triage of patients, and logistical 
decisions. 

measure the travel of shockwaves through 
soft tissue. Microphones could measure 
sound, relevant to hearing damage. Such 
an anatomically correct head could be used 
to study traumatic brain injuries, trauma 
from gunshot wounds, the effect of blast 
waves from explosions, and similar mecha-
nisms of injury. Work in this sphere is pres-
ently underway. 
Other work along similar lines includes the 
use of biofidelic legs to study landmine inju-
ries. Blast-induced lung injury can be studied 
with biofidelic chest and lung models. In do-
ing so, science and medicine gain a better 
understanding of how these injuries occur, 
leading to improvements in things like diag-
nosis, personal protective equipment (PPE) 
such as body armour and helmets, and 

Companies such as Alliance Solu-
tions Group (ASG) offer medical 
training for mass casualty events. 
Such events can be tailored to cov-
er a variety of different potential 
scenarios.
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Denmark needs to fully implement all 
of its NATO Capability Targets, in full 

and on time, with a special emphasis and 
urgency on all three of the prioritized capa-
bilities. Until it does so, other Allies may po-
tentially have to pick up part of Denmark’s 
fair share of the Alliance burden.”
The above quotation is taken from the 
NATO Defence Planning Capability Review 
2019-2020, Denmark. I will return to this 
document later as it sets the scene for Dan-
ish Defence Procurement together with 
changes in Danish Foreign Policy, the 2% 
of GDP target for defence spending, a new 
national defence agreement, defence plans 
for the Arctic area, Russia’s unprovoked at-
tack on Ukraine 24 February 2022, and not 
least that politicians are ‘promising people 
the moon’.
To understand defence procurement plan-
ning in Denmark, several factors need to be 
taken into consideration. The first of these 
is that the next Danish Defence Agree-
ment, which will serve as the baseline for 
future defence procurement in Denmark, is 
scheduled to come into force from 1 Janu-
ary 2024. When contacting the Danish 
Acquisition Logistics Organization (DALO), 
the organisation stated that no informa-
tion regarding defence procurement could 
be released before this agreement was in 

place. This means we will need to peer into 
our crystal ball and use the decisions taken 
by a majority of Danish politicians after Rus-
sia’s invasion as portents for the establish-
ment of a national defence strategy aimed 
at countering the Russian threat.
Before this, it is necessary to say a few 
words on the NATO Defence planning re-
view 2019-2020 covering Denmark. Allied 
Defence Ministers have agreed that Den-
mark should give priority to the develop-

ment of a heavy infantry brigade. In addi-
tion to this a joint intelligence, surveillance, 
and reconnaissance (JISR) capability and an 
anti-submarine warfare capability should 
be established. The lack of progress in 
those areas led to the conclusion that “the 
Danish and NATO defence planning are 
misaligned”. There were hard words in Oc-
tober 2020, and the only remark from the 
Ministry of Defence was, “It is politics and 
nothing else”. Now, nearly two years later 
the situation has changed significantly, and 
Denmark has got a new Defence Minister.
In January 2022 Denmark launched a new 
strategy paper, which stated that today, NA-
TO is more than a defence alliance; it is also a 
community of values against increasing au-
tocratic pressure. Therefore, Denmark must 
strengthen NATO, both politically and mili-
tarily up to 2030, working to maintain the 
alliance and trans-Atlantic cooperation. The 
paper underlined that “It is a prerequisite 
for solving the difficult security policy chal-
lenges that we are facing. Especially when it 
comes to deterring totalitarian regimes from 
attacking democratic states and allies”. If 
anybody was in doubt before, Denmark is 
now fully aligned with NATO.
Further proof of commitment was shown 
on 6 March 2022, when the Danish poli-
ticians agreed that the current security 

Danish Defence Procurement
Bo Leimand

This year Denmark’s politicians have reached a consensus on raising defence spending to 2% of GDP. 

Yet with many areas of competing importance requiring coverage, questions remain regarding 

Denmark’s main funding priorities.

As part of its modernisation efforts, Denmark is planning to install a new 
air surveillance radar in the Faroe Islands, North of the town of Tórshavn.
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A group of companies including Terma has proposed building new  
Patrol Ships for the Danish Navy.
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situation resulting from Russia's aggression 
demands a historic response, and agreed 
to gradually increase the country’s de-
fence spending to 2% of GDP by the end 
of 2033. The agreement is labelled ‘The 
National Compromise on Danish Security 
Policy’, and means there will be a significant 
strengthening of Denmark's defence and 
security, as well as Denmark now fully com-
plies with the Objectives of the 2014 Wales 
Summit. From a procurement perspective, 
the agreement adds DKK 18 billion to the 
defence budget from 2024, which will 
steadily increase to approximately DKK 53 
billion in 2033.

As part of the national compromise, Den-
mark held a referendum on 1 June 2022, 
where Danish voters were given the op-
tion of retracting Denmark’s opt-out from 
the European Union’s Defence structures. 
A majority of voters decided to vote for 
retracting the opt-out, meaning Den-
mark can now join the European Defence 
Agency (EDA) and thereby can influence 
the Permanent Structured Cooperation 
(PESCO), which is part of the EU’s security 
and defence policy (CSDP). This will be a 
new asset when deciding what types of 
equipment Denmark shall buy in the future, 
and provides options for joint procurement 
with other EU countries. This decision by 
the Danish voters might also have a positive 
impact on Danish defence industry, as they 
can now participate in EDA projects on 
equal terms and will no longer be excluded 
from projects, as has happened in the past.
An area where a procurement process al-
ready is being executed is the Arctic, fol-
lowing an agreement signed in February 
2022. The systems being procured include 

long endurance surveillance drones as part 
of Denmark’s commitment to NATO’s Ca-
pability Target for airborne signal collec-
tion, and an air surveillance radar on the 
Faroe Islands. The location of new radar 
was agreed in June 2022, it is due to be 
installed at the old Sornfelli NATO site, to 
provide surveillance over the GIUK (Green-
land, Iceland and United Kingdom) gap, as 
it did during the Cold War.
Anthony H. Cordesman, the Emeritus Chair 
in Strategy at the Center for Strategic and 
International Studies (CSIS), wrote in May 
2022 that War in Ukraine is “a strategic 
surprise that has shown that US strategy 

must be truly global, be prepared for sud-
den and unexpected crises in unforeseen 
areas and be focussed as much on peace-
time political and economic interests as on 
military relations with strategic partners 
and other states throughout the world”. In 
this context, Norway and the United States 
have signed a so-called Supplementary De-
fence Cooperation Agreement in summer 
2022. According to the agreement, the 
United States will have unconditional right 
to access and use of four ‘agreed areas’. In 
Northern Norway, the two areas in ques-
tion are Ramsund Naval Base and Evenes 
Air Base. So-called ‘agreed areas’ are ba-
sically limited places to be used jointly by 
the United States, Norway, and other allies 
for military purposes. In these areas, the 
United States can conduct training and ex-
ercise, deploy forces and store equipment, 
supplies, and other gear.
Following Norway’s lead, Denmark is work-
ing on establishing a similar agreement with 
the United States and might therefore be 
ready to give the United States access to its 

air and naval bases. This will influence fu-
ture defence procurement and put pressure 
on Host Nation Support. As a preparatory 
measure, Denmark’s Ministry of Defence 
and Esbjerg Harbour signed a coordination 
agreement on 22 August 2022, the purpose 
of which is to ensure that Denmark will be 
able to receive NATO forces at a larger scale 
and faster than it could before. 
In the wake of this agreement Denmark 
and Norway signed a Memorandum of Un-
derstanding regarding ‘Cooperation in the 
field of armaments’, under which Denmark 
and Norway agreed to work more closely 
together on research, development, pro-
duction, procurement, and life-cycle sup-
port for defence-related equipment. This 
will strengthen the ‘know-how’ of both 
countries and provide a framework for 
identifying cooperation opportunities in 
the field of materiel acquisition.
The overall setting for a new Danish De-
fence Agreement from 2024 and onwards 
is roughly in place, the only part missing is 
a risk assessment from the Danish Defence 
Intelligence Service covering the planning 
period from 2024-2033. Their latest risk 
assessment is from December 2021, and it 
would make no sense to use it for further 
threat analysis given the unpredictable na-
ture of the situation in Ukraine.
However, the Danish Defence Minister has 
a wish list for a new defence agreement to 
cover the following areas: 
• Security in the Baltics and the North.
• Enforce the sovereignty of the entire 

Danish society, including the Arctic.
• Robust Home Guard and Emergency 

Management Agency.
• International stabilization and crisis 

management efforts in the frame of the 
EU, NATO and the UN.

• Cyber and hybrid warfare.
• Personnel, materiel, structures, and digi-

tization.
• Danish workplaces.
• Investments in Danish positions of 

strength within the maritime area, cy-
ber, green transition,   and drones.

However, the big question is whether there 
will be enough money, to cover this as well 
as unforeseen circumstances. Aside from 
this wish list, Denmark also set to buy two 
VIP aircraft for use primarily by the Dan-
ish government, though whether they will 
serve in a dual role is unknown at present. 
To live up to NATO requirements, there is 
also an ongoing process of procuring an air 
defence system for Denmark’s heavy infan-
try brigade. From an operational perspec-
tive it would make sense to invest in the 
MIM-104 PATRIOT system. Both Sweden, 
Germany and the Netherlands have this 
system in their inventories, and the missile 
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Denmark’s Ministry of Defence and Esbjerg Harbour have signed, to 
help prepare the harbour to be able to receive NATO forces at scale. 
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belt from the Cold War period could more 
or less be re-established again giving the 
armed forces a mobile NATO integrated air 
defence system. Some sources have men-
tioning the possibility of buying six Patriot 
Systems together with the Norwegian Ad-
vanced Surface-to-Air Missile System (NA-
SAMS) to provide layered air defence.
In future procurements it might be neces-
sary to focus on assets supporting a quicker 
Kill Chain and Joint All-Domain Operations 
(JADO). JADO comprises air, land, mari-
time, space, and cyberspace domains, 
as well as the electromagnetic spectrum 
(EMS). JADO involves extensive coordina-
tion and cooperation between all resources 
used in an operation and will be a new way 
of conducting operations.
The latest in this context might be the 18 
August 2022 launch of a plan to renewing 
the Danish Navy running until 2052. The 
effort is estimated to require DKK 40 bil-
lion, and a Maritime Partnership has been 
established to explore the opportunities 
and competences in the Danish industry 
in relation to this ambitious programme. A 
forerunner for this surfaced earlier this year 
when Terma together with other compa-
nies announced that they would propose 
building the Danish Navy’s new patrol 

ships. Terma has a proven record of deliv-
ering radars and C2 systems to the Danish 
Navy and will be an important player in the 
programme. 
However, some challenges remain for 
Danish Defence Procurement – all service 
branches lack sufficient personnel and 
equipment, and many contract soldiers are 
leaving service earlier than anticipated, mak-
ing it hard to align with NATO plans and to 
rotate troops deployed on operation. To add 
to this, stocks of equipment are nearly emp-
ty due to having to supply Ukraine’s forces, 
and sources in the Danish Armed Forces are 
postulating that it will take years to return 
to normal stock levels. There are also signs 

of progress – the first of Denmark’s 27 F-
35A fighter aircraft on order will be delivered 
from 2023, and a further 10 may be in the 
pipeline, while the phase out of the F-16 has 
been postponed to 2027, lessening a poten-
tial capability gap while the F-35A is still be-
ing introduced. Denmark is also a participant 
in NATO’s Modular GBAD effort, which may 
lead to a solution for Denmark’s air defence 
requirements.
Nonetheless, DALO is faced with a difficult 
task to align Denmark’s procurement with 
NATO requirements and the tasks given to 
the armed forces by the politicians, but as 
we say in Denmark: “Where there’s a will, 
there’s a way”.  L

Naval modernisation is a key focus area for Denmark moving forward.
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In late September 2022, Indian local 
press reported that the country secured 

a contract worth USD 250 million for arms 
and ammunition, including four batteries 
of the PINAKA 214 mm multiple rocket 
launcher (MRL) system, from Armenia, 
currently engaged in a stand-off with 
its neighbour Azerbaijan. Under current 
plans, India is due to commence deliver-
ies of the PINAKA MRL to Armenia in the 
coming months. The deal is a key step 
forward for Indian arms exports, which 
are gradually inching closer towards their 
target of an arms export portfolio worth 
USD 5 billion per year by 2025, and there-
fore, to entry into an exclusive club of 
major arms exporters. Attaining this goal 
would also realise Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi’s vision of a ‘New India’ that not only 
caters to its own needs, but is also capable 
of fulfilling international requirements. 
Recently, India’s Defence Minister Rajnath 
Singh called upon the Indian defence 
industry to identify and manufacture 
state-of-the-art cost-effective products 
and technologies fit for exports, stressing 
that, “Seven-eight years ago, our defence 
exports were not even USD 122 million. 
They have now crossed USD 1.6 billion. 
We have set a target of USD 21.5 billion 
of defence production by 2025, which in-
cludes exports worth USD 5 billion,” 
Going by the Stockholm International 
Peace Research Institute’s (SIPRI) 2021 
report on Trends in International Arms 
Transfers, India, alongside Saudi Arabia, 
emerged as the largest arms importer be-
tween 2017 and 2021, with both countries 
together accounting for 11% of all global 
arms sales. SIPRI’s report also highlighted 
that, world military spending had exceed-
ed USD 2 trillion for the first time. 

The Armenian Connection

The USD 250 million deal for PINAKA 
rocket artillery systems was finalised after 
a high level Armenian defence delegation 

visit to New Delhi in June 2022. This is not 
the first time India has supplied military 
hardware to Armenia. In 2020, during 
the conflict with Azerbaijan in Nagorno-
Karabakh, Yerevan signed a deal worth 
USD 40 million for four Indian SWATHI 
fire finding radars. SWATHI radars are ca-
pable of detecting and tracking incom-
ing rockets, artillery shells, and mortar 
bombs, and identifying likely fire posi-
tions. SWATHI radars are in service with 
India, where they are primarily deployed 
at the India-Pakistan and India-China 
borders.
The PINAKA MRL is fully domestically-de-
veloped, designed by India’s state-owned 
agency Defence Research and Develop-
ment Organisation (DRDO), and jointly 
developed by the DRDO laboratories - 
Armament Research and Development 
Establishment (ARDE) and High Energy 
Materials Research Laboratory (HEMRL). 
The system has been in service with the 
Indian Army for almost a decade, and 
is deployed at India’s eastern and west-
ern borders. Developmental work on the 
system continues, with in the DRDO and 
Indian Army having successfully tested 
the PINAKA Extended Range (PINAKA-
ER), Area Denial Munitions (ADM) and 
indigenously-developed fuzes, in Decem-
ber 2021 at the Pokhran test range.  

A PINAKA Mk-I battery comprises six 
launchers, six transloaders, six ammunition 
transport vehicles, along with two vehicles 
to carry the command post, and one mete-
orological radar vehicle. A PINAKA rocket is 
214 mm in diameter and carries a warhead 
weighing 100 kg. It is also capable of be-
ing equipped with cluster munitions such as 
high explosive submunitions and anti-tank 
mines. A battery can launch all 72 ready 
missiles in 44 seconds, covering an area of 
approximately 1 km2 at ranges out to 40 km. 
The vehicles are fitted with a networked fire 
control system which allows them to receive 
targeting cues from the command post. The 
follow-on variant PINAKA Mk-II is capable of 
engaging targets at ranges 60–75 km, de-
pending on the munitions used, and entered 
user trials earlier in 2022. 
Aside from PINAKA, Armenia also has ex-
pressed interest in other Indian weaponry, 
including like anti-tank guided missiles, the 
Indo-Russian BRAHMOS supersonic cruise 
missile, Indo-Israeli BARAK 8 surface-to-
air missile (SAM) system, TAPAS-BH-201 
(also known as Rustom-II) strike UAVs, 
and various other armaments. In this vein, 
there are reports that a deal regarding the 
provision of Man Portable Anti-Tank Guid-
ed Missile (MPATGM) for Armenia could 
be concluded soon. The MPATGM, was 
successfully tested by the DRDO in January 

India’s Big Push from  
Arms Importer to Exporter 
Suman Sharma
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A Pinaka MRL conducts a test launch. Rocket artillery remains a key 
capability for conducting modern peer/near-peer conflicts.

India has walked a long and difficult road towards its goal of becoming a major arms exporter.  

Having spent many years fostering its domestic defence industry, India is finally showing signs that it  

is becoming ready to compete.
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2022, it has a maximum range of 2.5 km 
and uses an imaging infrared (IIR) homing 
guidance system. In terms of air defence, 
India’s AKASH is also being considered as 
a means of protecting Armenian forces 
against Azeri BAYRAKTAR TB2 UAVs. 
It is worth noting that, Azerbaijan, also an 
ex-Soviet Republic, is being aided by Turkey 
against Armenia through the BAYRAKTAR 
TB2 UAVs, which were recently denied sale 
to India by Ankara. The emerging axis of 
Turkey-Azerbaijan-Pakistan, who often call 
themselves the ‘three brothers’, have re-
peatedly held an anti-India stance on Kash-
mir. Geopolitically, it makes sense for New 
Delhi to sell weapons to Armenia, who has 
traditionally used Russian weaponry, but 
due to the ongoing Ukraine-Russia conflict, 
Moscow is stretched too thin to sustain Ye-
revan militarily, thereby creating an oppor-
tunity for Indian arms sales.  
Jayant D. Patil, Member, Executive Coun-
cil of Management, Larsen & Toubro Ltd. 
Says, “[the] export sale of PINAKA is a 
good development for India. It’s a mature 
indigenously developed weapon system 
and must be logically exported to those 
countries India believes are India’s friends, 
and where there is little chance of [its] use 
against Indian forces ever.”

The Gradual Expansion  
of India’s Reach

After opening up to arms exports more 
than a decade ago, India has had a mixed 
experience with a number of countries, 
but more recently the trajectory seems to 
be on an upward trend.

Ecuador
India’s first major export contract of de-
fence equipment, which concluded in the 
2000s with much fanfare, unfortunately 
did not get very far. The USD 45.2 million 
deal to supply Ecuador with seven DHRUV 
helicopters developed by the state-owned 
Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL), 
dashed the hopes of New Delhi following 
four of the helicopters crashing shortly af-
ter entering service. The deal, consisted of 
two batches, with five DHRUVs delivered 
in 2009 and the remaining two in 2011. 
Although deliveries were completed, the 
sustainment contract with HAL was ended 
unilaterally by Ecuador in October 2015, 
following the four accidents. Ecuador then 
attempted to sell off its remaining DHRU-
Vs, but it has not been confirmed whether 
it succeeded.

Philippines
In January 2022, India and the Philippines 
finalised a contract for the sale of three 

batteries of the Indo-Russian BrahMos 
cruise missile under a government-to-
government deal valued at USD 375 mil-
lion, thereby making Manila the first for-
eign customer of the supersonic missile. 
The missiles have a range of over 300 km, 
and are due to be operated by the Philip-
pine Marine Coastal Defense Regiment. 

Vietnam
Vietnam has been in talks with India since 
2017 for the supply of the AKASH NG SAM 
system to replace its ageing Soviet-era S-
125/S-75 surface-to-air missile systems. 
The AKASH-NG missile has an increased 
range of over 50 km, compared to the ear-
lier variant’s 25 km. In June 2022 during 
Defence Minister Rajnath Singh’s Vietnam 
visit, Hanoi was offered a USD 500 million 
line of credit under which India offered 
AKASH air defence systems, BRAHMOS 
supersonic cruise missiles, coastal radars 
and VARUNASTRA heavy torpedoes. Ha-
noi has requested technology transfer and 
joint production of the AKASH system 
through a local production line in Vietnam. 
To keep the momentum going, after 
securing the Philippines’ BRAHMOS or-
der, New Delhi is hopeful for the same 
with Vietnam, as arms sales to Southeast 
Asian nations seems to serve New Delhi 
the twin purpose of bolstering its domes-
tic defence industry as well as potentially 
imposing greater challenges for Chinese 
activity in the region.
In 2013 a line of credit valued at USD 
100 million was concluded between both 
countries, under which 12 offshore high-
speed patrol boats for the Vietnamese 
navy built by Larsen & Toubro (L&T) have 
recently been delivered. Vietnam is also 
reportedly in talks with Israel to obtain 
the Indo-Israeli BARAK-8 air defence sys-
tem, which has been reported to possess 
an effective range of 70 km.

Myanmar
In March 2017, India finalised a deal 
worth USD 37.9 million with Myanmar 
for the sale of lightweight torpedoes. 

Mauritius
In March 2011 India’s first indigenously 
developed BARRACUDA offshore patrol 
vessel (OPV) was sold to Mauritius. 

UAE
In September 2017, India’s state-owned 
Ordnance Factory Board (OFB) secured a 
USD 40 million order from the UAE for 
the supply of 40,000 rounds for 155 mm 
artillery. This was followed by a second 
order in August 2019 for another 50,000 
such rounds.

Easing Restrictions

The present Indian Government is aiming 
to raise the country’s GDP to USD 5 tril-
lion and create an ‘Aatmanirbhar Bharat’ 
(ENG: Self-Reliant India). In line with this 
goal, the government has liberalised vari-
ous with the aim of increasing the ease 
of doing business, and consequently 
has increased India’s defence exports. 
According to Defence Minister Singh’s 
statement in Parliament there has been 
a increase in defence exports of 700% in 
just two years, with Singh stating “The 
export authorisation went up from USD 
213 million in 2016–17 to USD 1.5 billion 
in 2018-19. SIPRI has noted that three In-
dian companies that rank among the top-
100 defence companies, are HAL, OFB, 
and Bharat Electronics Limited, which 
account for 1.2% of the [total] defence 
exports of the top-100.”
Junior Defence Minister Ajay Bhatt has 
reiterated that in order to achieve the an-
nual export target of USD 5 billion by 
2025, various reforms by the Government 
have been put in place such as grouping 
the 41 OFB factories into just seven public 
sector units.
Further constructive include enhancing 
private sector participation by earmark-
ing 68% of the procurement budget 
for domestic industry in 2022-23, of 
which, 25% would be for the private 
sector and start-ups, paving the way for 
innovation and encouraging strategic 
partnerships.  L

The Pinaka contract with Armenia 
is one of the more noteworthy 
recent export contracts for Indian 
armaments.
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Development and security of all states 
in Southeast Asia depend on their un-

hindered access to seas. No wonder that 
they most of them consider a maritime se-
curity as a priority. Their naval forces have 
to tackle with numerous threats, such as 
terrorism, smuggling, human and drug 
trafficking as well as piracy. Vital problems 
also include the rise of armed robberies and 
kidnappings. Another factor increasing the 
demand for naval procurement is the age 
and obsolescence of much of the equip-
ment in service.
The modern maritime environment poses 
a wide range of challenges, many of them 
non-conventional threats, however this 
does not mean that traditional threats 
have gone away. Regional naval forces 
must be ready to protect natural resources 
from other state actors. In this vein, all lead-
ing navies in the region have decided to 
hedge against risks posed by China’s rise 
and expansionist policy. Even states with 
otherwise warm relations with China, such 
as Malaysia, have decided to boost their na-
val deterrence. Due to a myriad of possible 
challenges, Southeast Asian fleets have to 
develop and maintain a wide array of capa-
bilities for various peacetime and potential 
conflict scenarios. 

Indonesia

Indonesia has an ambition to establish a 
fleet, mainly for green water operations, 
composed of 274 ships, divided into three 
categories: 110 combat/strike warships, 66 
patrol vessels and 98 auxiliary units. Such 
numbers are required if Jakarta wants to 
be capable of protecting its EEZ and thou-
sands of islets, especially given Chinese ter-
ritorial claims run through Indonesia’s ex-

clusive economic zone in the South China 
Sea. It is also crucial to materialise Jakarta’s 
growing ambition within Indo-Pacific. 
Jakarta wants to spend USD 125 billion 
on modernisation of all military branches 
until 2044, which will require borrowing. 
When it comes to the Indonesian Navy, the 
pace of modernisation is insufficient – 50 
warships of various classes and types were 
expected by 2024, but in approximately the 
last couple of decades Jakarta has intro-
duced only three submarines, two frigates, 
and seven corvettes into service. As noted 
by Ristian Atriandi Supriyanto (CSIS’s Asia 
Maritime Transparency Initiative), “If it has 
taken Indonesia more than a decade to re-
alize this posture, then it is even less likely 
to bridge the shortfall within the next 24 
months”.
Indonesia’s ambitions were underscored 
when Jakarta recently requested addi-
tional three 1,270 tonne CHANG BOGO 
class/NAGAPASA class (Type 209/1400) 
submarines from South Korea. Thanks 
to that deal, the Indonesian Navy would 
have 7 submarines (including one Type 

209/1300/Cakra class). However, this deal 
has been facing serious problems – Jakarta 
refused to make a down payment (10% of 
the total contract value) and is reportedly 
considering cancelling the deal. According 
to the Asia Times newspaper, “Indonesia 
is reportedly not satisfied with the capa-
bilities of the vessels, citing power supply 
problems connected to batteries among 
other issues”. As such, other options are 
being considered.
Jakarta wants to have at least 10 operation-
al submarines, and the Navy would like to 
increase that number to 12. To meet these 
goals, Indonesia wants to buy two SCOR-
PENE class submarines from France (already 
in service in India and Malaysia). Report-
edly four vessels of that class might be 
procured over the longer term, most likely 
replacing the CAKRA class submarines. 
For now, Indonesia has only three modern 
submarines, their NAGAPASA class vessels. 
In support of their submarines, last year, 
Indonesia started the construction of a sub-
marine support station on Natuna Island in 
the South China Sea.

Naval Modernisation in Southeast Asia
Robert Czulda

Although the COVID-19 pandemic and economic difficulties have limited funds available for technical  

modernisation, Southeast Asian states are striving to meet their priorities, among which Naval  

modernisation remains a key goal.

Au th o r
Dr Robert Czulda specialises in 
International Affairs and Polish 
Defence matters and is based in 
Poland at the prestigious University 
of Łodz.
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Commanding Officer of HMAS Wollongong Lieutenant Commander  
Samuel Langmaid observes KRI Pandrong and KRI Lemadang during a 
coordinated maritime patrol in waters between Australia and Indonesia
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In terms of surface vessels, Japan is to de-
liver up to eight MOGAMI class frigates, 
four of which would be built locally by PT 
PAL. The same Indonesian company will be 
involved in providing local modifications for 
two ARROWHEAD 140 frigates on order, 
which are to be built by Babcock following 
a contract award in April 2020. Jakarta has 
also ordered six Italian BERGAMINI class 
(FREMM) frigates and two refurbished 
MAESTRALE class corvettes, the latter of 
which will be modernised by Fincantieri.
The latest order was made in January 2022, 
when the Indonesian Navy announced that 
South Korea would donate a retired cor-
vette, most likely a POHANG class, given 
that three were retired in December 2021. 
The transfer of additional two corvettes is 
under consideration, and is also consid-
ered likely as, despite some disagreements, 
Seoul maintains strong ties with Jakarta 
and additional deliveries would strengthen 
them further. These ships would be useful 
in securing Indonesian waters, including 
the Natuna Regency, the northernmost 
islands in the Riau Archipelago.
In September 2021 PT Daya Radar Utama 
Shipyards launched the construction of two 
Offshore Patrol Vessels (OPVs), with one 
being 60 m long, and the other being 90 m 
long and armed with up to eight anti-ship 
missiles. In early 2022 Indonesia commis-
sioned the DR WAHIDIN SUDIROHUSODO 
(991) hospital ship and the GOLOK (688) 
trimaran-shaped KLEWANG class fast at-
tack craft. The first of the class, KLEWANG, 
was destroyed by fire soon after its launch 
in 2012. 

The Philippines

At present, the Philippines cannot rule out 
the possibility of conflict with China. Radio 
Free Asia reported that “in 2021, the Philip-
pines faced blowback from China as Manila 
repeatedly protested against the presence 
of hundreds of fishing boats believed to be 
manned by Chinese militias within Manila’s 
exclusive economic zone”.
This country initiated a major upgrade of its 
aging navy more than a decade ago, but 
financial constraints, particularly during the 
COVID-19 pandemic, forced Manila to limit 

its ambitions. Nevertheless, the Philippines 
successfully acquired new frigates from 
Hyundai Heavy Industries (HHI), which 
were based on a modified INCHEON class 
design with an eight-cell Vertical Launch 
System (VLS). The first ship, JOSE RIZAL 
(150), was commissioned two years ago, 
while the second ship, ANTONIO LUNA 
(151), entered service with the Philippine 
Navy last year. 
Apart from these two frigates, the Philip-
pines relies mostly on smaller ships, such 
as corvettes and patrol vessels. Regarding 
the former, in December 2021 the Philip-
pines ordered two HHI corvettes for EUR 
571 million. These ships, to be delivered by 
2026, will enhance Manila’s anti-ship and 
anti-submarine capabilities. They will join 
another ship to be delivered from South 
Korea, the ROKS ANDONG (771) POHANG 
class corvette, which was built in 1987 and 
retired in 2020. One ship of this class, the 
BRP CONRADO YAP (PS-39), is already in 
service with the Philippine Navy. Unlike In-
donesia, which requested to partially move 
production to local companies, all ships for 
the Philippines will be constructed in South 
Korea. 
In January 2022, Manila requested the 
BRAHMOS coastal-based anti-ship missiles 
for EUR 340 million. The acquisition will sig-
nificantly boost the anti-access capabilities 
of the Philippines and thus its conventional 
naval deterrence vis-à-vis China. For now, 
such capabilities in South-East Asia are limit-
ed to Vietnam and Indonesia, both of whom 
have P-800 YAKHONT anti-ship cruise mis-
siles, the former possessing the missile as 
part of its K-300P BASTION systems, and 
the latter in frigate-mounted form. 
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HMAS Ballarat of the Royal Australian Navy conducted a passage exer-
cise with KRI Bung Tomo of the Indonesian Navy during Indian Ocean 
Deployment 2020.

Philippines Navy ship BRP Jose Rizal (FF 150) steams in a multinational 
formation off the coast of Hawaii during the RIMPAC 2020 exercise.
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Marketing Report: Weibel

Weibel’s 3D Doppler radar tracking  
solutions for artillery projectiles,  
rockets, and missiles.
Weibel’s Doppler 3D tracking radars are 
designed for precise measurements of 
free-flying objects such as projectiles, 
artillery rounds, as well as rockets, and 
missiles. The systems are highly effective 
at detailed debris tracking, range safety 
tests, missile tests, and space launches.

The portfolio is based on X-band CW, 
MFCW, and FMCW radar systems consist-
ing of state-of-the-art monopulse Dop-
pler radar antennas, high-performance 
pedestals, real-time multi-object tracking 
processors, and state of the art waveform 
generators, all controlled from the opera-
tor console. 

The intelligent user interface allows either 
manual or automated control of the sys-
tem’s antenna aperture angle, waveforms, 
power output, servo modes, and data-
processing algorithms. It works either as a 
simple configuration for an inexperienced 
operator or as an advanced mission sce-
nario created by a system specialist. 
 
Newly developed Range Doppler pro-
cessing techniques allow for detection 
and tracking of targets in high-clutter 
environments. These enhance the radar’s 
capability for simultaneous range and ve-
locity tracking, as well as improved range 
resolution.
 
The tracking radar systems measure veloc-
ity, range, azimuth angle, elevation an-
gles, debris, spin acceleration, and micro 
Doppler to multiple targets in real time; 
supplying the operator with real-time 
Time-Space Position Information (TSPI) of 
any aerial objects.

Depending on the specific radar model, 
Weibel’s product family offers tracking 
radars from small, two-man portable 
systems to a large trailer-, ship-, or land-
based systems.

Since 2017, Weibel has been the main 
supplier for the Range Radar Replacement 
Program (RRRP) and have delivered 10+ 
tracking radars to the US. Since 1988, Wei-
bel has delivered several hundred tracking 
radar systems throughout the world.

”As CEO of Weibel, my ambition is to bring 
Weibel to the next level. Weibel produc-
es the world’s best and most advanced 
radars. From being the market leader in 
the instrumentation radar market we are 

currently entering the surveillance radar 
market where an even bigger market can 
utilize Weibel’s superior technology. To 
achieve this, we will continue to exceed 
our customers’ needs.” explains Frode 
Scott Nilsen, CEO & President

ABOUT WEIBEL SCIENTIFIC 

Danish Weibel Scientific is the global lead-
er in the market for advanced Doppler ra-
dar systems. For more than 40 years, we 
have sold cutting-edge radars around the 
world for use in space, aerospace, as well 
as air and missile defence systems. We 
have delivered more than 5,000 radars to 
over 40 countries. To ensure high-quali-
ty logistics support, Weibel designs and 
builds all critical units in-house. In-house 
design and manufacturing mean that with 
the exception of standard components, 
Weibel is independent of sub-suppliers for 
the manufacturing of both prime equip-
ment and spares. In this way, we are able 
to offer fast and guaranteed through-life 
support. 

For more information, please visit 
www.weibelradars.com 
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The Philippines has an ambition to acquire 
at least two submarines, with some sources 
mentioning a total requirement of six. The 
country sent personnel to abroad to train 
in submarine operation back in 2018, with 
the intent to procure submarines by 2027. 
However, due to significant financial con-
straints this goal is unlikely to be met. Navy 
chief Vice Adm. Adeluis Bordado stated: 
“Hopefully, we will have submarines in 
the future when the economic situation 
improves”, explaining that “if not for the 
pandemic, we would have pushed through 
with the submarine acquisition”.

Malaysia

Malaysia appears less exposed to Chinese 
regional ambitions than Indonesia and in 
particular the Philippines. However, the re-
lationship is not entirely trouble-free. Chi-
nese vessels have previously entered the 
Malaysian-claimed James Shoal and Luco-
nia Shoal, and have reportedly interfered 
with Malaysian energy exploration activi-
ties. Nevertheless, these emerging issues 
have not changed Kuala Lumpur’s naval 
plans, at least for the time being.
The Royal Malaysian Navy has adopted a 
reduction plan known as 15-5. Its intention 
is to reduce costs, simplify supply chains 
and maintenance, and improve readiness. 
Instead of 15 ship classes, Malaysia wants 
to have only five classes, comprising: 18 
patrol vessels, 12 littoral combat ships, 18 
littoral mission ships (LMSs), three mul-
tirole supply ships and four submarines. 
Although Malaysia already possesses two 
SCORPENE class submarines, under the 

plan it will need to procure two further 
submarines, with one between 2031-2035 
and another one between 2036-2040. 
Malaysian modernisation is rather slow. 
Due to delays and cost overruns, one of 
Malaysia’s flagship projects, the construc-
tion of six littoral combat ships built by 
Boustead Naval Shipyard, will not be deliv-
ered on time. The first ship was launched 
in 2017 and scheduled for delivery in 2019, 
but by August 2022 Defence Minister His-
hammuddin Hussein admitted that the first 
ship would be completed in “at least a year 
or two”. Moreover, there are some contro-
versies surrounding onboard systems. The 

Public Accounts Committee (PAC) warned 
in August 2022 that “The SETIS system 
chosen by the minister is not only more 
expensive, it has yet to be fully developed, 
and is also at risk of becoming obsolete in 
five to 10 years”. It is worth adding that 
the Royal Malaysian Navy had originally 
wanted to use the TACTICOS system and 
SIGMA class ships from the Netherlands.
Four LMSs were procured from China, the 
final KERIS class ship was delivered by Chi-
na's Wuchang Shipbuilding Industry Group 
in December 2021. Under initial plans, 
the last two vessels were intended to be 
manufactured by Boustead Naval Shipyard 
in cooperation with China Shipbuilding & 
Offshore International, but later all works 
were moved to China. More orders from 
China are unlikely, with Malaysia recently 
looking for a different partner to complete 
the LMS programme.

Vietnam

Vietnam has already accomplished much of 
its naval modernisation. Relatively massive 
procurements after the 2000s were a result 
of China’s military build-up and more asser-
tive policy in the South China Sea. Between 
2014-2017 Vietnam successfully acquired 
an impressive number of submarines. Six 
HANOI class (Project 636.1) joined the ser-
vice, which is a big boost to Vietnam’s naval 
capabilities vis-à-vis its neighbours, includ-
ing China. Additionally, Vietnam procured 
four GEPARD class (Project 11661E) frig-
ates and two ex-South Korean POHANG 
class corvettes. Vietnam has also worked to 
deepen its ties with both with the United 
States and Japan. 

The Royal Malaysian Navy corvette KD Lekir (F-26) departs Pearl Harbor 
to begin the at-sea phase of RIMPAC 2022.
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Given the growth of Vietnam’s submarine fleet, the acquisition of the 
Yết Kiêu multipurpose submarine search-and-rescue ship (MSSARS) was 
an important priority.
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Those accomplishments do not mean that 
modernisation efforts have been com-
pleted. In March 2021 the Song Thu Cor-
poration's shipyard in Da Nang launched a 
fourth and a final Damen RoRo 5612 mul-
tipurpose vessel. This was the first ship of 
that class ordered by Vietnam, three vessels 
were previously ordered by Venezuela but 
were never delivered. Vietnam was also re-
cently provided with an ex-US Coast Guard 
patrol boats, including the former USCGC 
JOHN MIDGETT in 2020 and the former 
USCGC Morgenthau in 2017. The US has 
also donated 24 Metal Shark high-speed 
patrol boats to Vietnam, with the final six 

delivered in May 2020. In July 2021 Viet-
nam’s Z189 shipyard in Haiphong supplied 
the Vietnamese Navy with the MSSARS 
9316 (Yet Kieu 927) multi-purpose subma-
rine search and rescue vessel.
Under a EUR 103 million credit line, India 
built five high-speed patrol boats for Viet-
nam, with the first delivered in December 
2020, and an additional seven boats are 
under construction at the Hong Ha Ship-
yard in Haiphong, under the supervision 
of India’s Chennai-based Larsen & Toubro 
shipyard. All 12 boats are due to be deliv-
ered to the Vietnamese Coast Guard. Indi-
an-Vietnamese defence ties are the result 

of growing political and military coopera-
tion, for instance, in February 2022 Viet-
nam’s QUANG TRUNG frigate (HQ-016) 
and a delegation of the Vietnam People's 
Navy attended the MILAN 2022 multilat-
eral naval exercise in India. This was the 
first Vietnamese deployment to these drills.

Other states

Both Singapore and Thailand have been 
pursuing new submarines, with different 
levels of success. Singapore ordered four 
Type 218SG submarines as a replacement 
for its CHALLENGER class and ARCHER 
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Photo shows all six of Singapore’s FORMIDABLE class multirole frigates sailing in formation. The vessels were 
commissioned in rapid succession, between 2007 and 2009.

The US Navy guided-missile cruiser USS ANTIETAM (CG 54), the Royal Thai Navy offshore patrol vessel HTMS 
KRABI (OPV 551) and Royal Thai Navy frigate HTMS TAKSIN (FFG 422) conduct a tactical manoeuvring during a 
cooperative deployment, East China Sea Oct. 9, 2018.
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class submarines. Three boats are under 
construction, with the first of class, RSS 
INVINCIBLE, expected to be commissioned 
later in 2022. 
The Royal Thai Navy’s path has been less 
easy – in 2017 Bangkok signed a contract 
with China’s Shipbuilding & Offshore In-
ternational to buy up to three S-26T sub-
marines (039A YUAN class). Doubts as to 
whether these were needed gained trac-
tion as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic 
and subsequent economic recession. Fi-
nally, in August 2020 Prime Minister Gen-
eral Prayut Chan-ocha announced that all 
down payments for the second and third 
submarines would be frozen. Moreover, 
Germany refused to supply MTU396 en-
gines for the submarines due to export 
rules. It means that delivery of the first 
ship, originally scheduled for 2023, will 
not be possible. Bangkok rejected Chi-
na’s proposal to transfer two used SONG 
class submarines as a stop-gap measure. 
Thailand’s other option is to use Chinese 
engines. Thailand does not rule out can-
celling their deal with the Chinese, who 
in 2019 were also contracted by Bangkok 
to deliver one YUZHAO class (Type 071E) 
amphibious transport dock for roughly 
EUR 206 million. 
Following the upgrading of two BANG 
RACHAN class minehunters by Thales, 
Thailand now wants to modernise two 
PATTANI class OPVs. So far Bangkok in-
troduced two OPVs of the KRABI class (in 
2013 and 2019) and has a plan to procure 
additional four OPVs. In terms of frigates, 
it is likely that Bangkok will decide to pro-
cure one additional frigate from South 
Korea, with discussions carried out be-
tween the respective defence ministers 
last December. Thailand commissioned 
the “Bhumibol Adulyadej” (471) frigate 
(DW3000F design) from Daewoo Ship-
building & Marine Engineering in 2019. 
According to long-erm modernisation 
plans, Thailand is expected to procure 
two modern frigates. 
Internationally isolated Myanmar could 
overtake Thailand on the way to acquire 
a new frigate. As put by “Asia Times”, this 
country has “a steady but little noticed 
build-up of naval power that has hinged 
on a growing fleet of surface combatants, 
notably frigates and missile corvettes that 
are mostly the product of an ambitious 
program of home-grown military ship-
building”. The government in Naypyidaw, 
which in 2017 received first two out of 
four Israeli SUPER-DVORA Mk III gun-
boats, has already successfully procured 
two ex-Indian KILO class submarines and 
is now reportedly in talks with Moscow 
to buy one Project 636 submarine. 

In December 2021 Myanmar commis-
sioned an ex-Chinese MING class subma-
rine and their second INCLAY class OPV, 
while one year earlier the “Yan Nyein 
Aung” (443) and “Yan Ye Aung” (446) 
submarine chasers entered the service, 
with a total of 10 planned. Additionally, 
Myanmar also has their ongoing indig-
enous FF-135 frigate programme, each 
of which will most likely be armed with 
eight C-802 anti-ship missiles. 

Conclusions

Recent years have not brought any radical 
changes, and the main trends either con-
tinued or even strengthened. No changes 
in the region should be expected in the 
near future. The naval domain was priori-
tised by all Southeast Asian states, even 
Myanmar, where traditionally the navy 
had a low priority. With Beijing’s more as-
sertive approach and its self-proclaimed 
“nine-dash line” in the South China Sea, 
Southeast Asian states have no realistic 
choice but to upgrade their fleets to en-
force their own claims. 
Regarding modernisation priorities in 
Southeast Asia, submarines have become 
a must-have. Almost all states have either 
already acquired them or are planning to 
procure submarines in the near future. 
Nevertheless, modernisation efforts in-
clude also other types of ships, including 
frigates, corvettes and patrol ships. It is 
worth noting that nowadays even smaller 
ships are armed with anti-ship missiles. 
As noted by Felix Chang, Asia Program 
at Foreign Policy Research Institute (FPRI) 
in Philadelphia, regional thinking about 
naval modernisation programs “revolves 
around how to take advantage of (and 
defend against) the vulnerability of war-
ships to modern guided missiles and the 
growing prevalence and sophistication of 
sensor technologies. Hence, all four of 
Southeast Asia’s largest maritime coun-
tries have prioritized the acquisition of 
warships that can not only launch long-
range guided missiles, but also avoid easy 
detection”. 
It is worth noting that leading states have 
been trying to establish national defence 
industries and bring some production 
home, although those attempts are not 
always successful. When it comes to sup-
pliers, Europe is still an important indus-
trial partner, but South Korea has finally 
found its place too – Seoul had some 
noteworthy successes and has become 
a serious market competitor to more tra-
ditional suppliers. In the near future it is 
likely that South Korea will improve its 
position further.  L
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From accidents such as HMS Thetis in 
1939, the Kursk in 2000 and many 

more besides, to wartime episodes involv-
ing damage or destruction to submarines 
of all sides by enemy action, submariners 
live dangerous lives and most navies have 
long since recognised the need for effective 
escape and rescue procedures, techniques, 
and equipment. Today, submarine rescue 
has become a highly skilled, technologi-
cally impressive arena, led by just a handful 
of organisations and specialist companies 
such as Forum Energy Technologies (FET), 
JFD, and Oceaneering, with unprecedent-
ed, technologically advanced skillsets. 
New procedures, systems, technologies, 
as well as a greater understanding of the 
medical aspects of rescuing human be-
ings from great depths are all part and 
parcel of what goes into current sub-
marine escape and rescue doctrine. In a 
submerged, disabled submarine (DISSUB) 
scenario, where every minute counts, es-
cape from the boat and reaching the sur-
face quickly without external assistance 
is an ideal scenario, if the vessel is at a 
depth and in a condition that makes self-
escape for all crew practical. The likeli-
hood is, however, that some sailors may 
be injured, making their escape impracti-
cal and rescue, therefore, essential. This is 
where submarine rescue by external spe-
cialist teams enters the picture, with the 
latest submersible rescue vehicles (SRV) 
employed to remove trapped and injured 
crew from a DISSUB and returning them 
safely to the surface. 
While escape or rescue are, effectively, 
the only two acceptable options available 
to the crew of a submerged DISSUB, this 
article looks at the rescue side of things, 
primarily through the procedures and ac-
tivities employed by the NATO Submarine 
Rescue System (NSRS), key stakeholders 
and other submarine rescue specialists. 

The NSRS

An international collaboration between 
France, Norway and the UK, the NSRS 
offers a worldwide capability ready for 
deployment from its base in Scotland, 
24/7/365, to the site of any allied, or even 

non-allied, DISSUB. Fully air transportable, 
the whole NSRS capability involves such 
elements as a modern free-swimming sub-
mersible, advanced tracking and commu-
nications, a portable launch and recovery 
system, as well as a high-sea-state launch 
and recovery capability, hyperbaric medical 

Rescue Beneath the Surface  
Tim Guest

Whether caused by mechanical failure, accidental damage or the result of enemy action,  

a disabled submarine at depth is no place any submariner wants to be. 

Pictured is the Decompression chamber aboard TCG Aldemar (A-582) 
during Exercise Dynamic Monarch. Submarine rescue has become a  
highly skilled, technologically impressive arena, led by just a handful  
of organisations and specialist companies. 
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The DSAR-6 Submarine Rescue Vehicle entering the water on its way to 
its DISSUB target. 
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UK Correspondent for ESD and a  
former officer in the British Forces.
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‘Regional’ Mothership (MOSHIP)-based so-
lutions, such as one located in Singapore, 
and ‘Global’ Air Transportable Systems, as 
operated by the NSRS, Australia, the US 
and India. 
A regional MOSHIP-based system will be 
permanently installed on a MOSHIP, im-
mediately ready to sail to the location of a 
sunken submarine. A regional system can 
reach local submarine emergencies very 
quickly, but due to sailing-time limitations 
it has a maximum effective radius beyond 
which a viable rescue is unlikely. That said, 
being permanently mobilised on a Mother-
ship means it can provide rapid response in 
small area of coverage with minimal plan-
ning and risk.
A global air-transportable system, on the 
other hand, will have worldwide coverage 
and be land based with a minimum mo-
bilisation time for deployment to a vessel 
anywhere in the world in the event of an 
emergency. The shore-based system will 
use road and air transport for mobilisation 
onto its eventual vessel. “The pertinent 
words used within submarine rescue,” 
Wright said, “are Time to First Interven-
tion (TTFI) and Time to First Rescue (TTFR), 
which address all phases of a response to 
an emergency.” Regardless of location, 
air-transportable systems aim to achieve a 
TTFR of 72 hours. He added, “In a DISSUB 
emergency, it is more than likely that mul-
tiple rescue systems would be deployed to 
improve the chances of a rescue.” Many 
nations, according to Wright, rely on help 
in a rescue situation as they do not have a 
rescue system and only limited capabilities 
of their own and it’s typically the Global Air 
Transportable systems that will be called 
on, but this does come with risks in terms 
of achieving viable TTFI and TTFR. 
Wright said that JFD currently has long-
term support and availability (24/7/365) 
contracts with Singapore, India (two sys-
tems), the NSRS and Australia and this also 
involves training exercises. “All of these 
support contracts require JFD to support 
global exercises conducting submarine res-
cue training.” 

Generations of Systems

Of the several submarine rescue systems 
located around the world today, JFD has 
manufactured seven of them, with its latest 
3rd Generation Submarine Rescue System, 
based in India, being the latest global flyaway 
system. This has features not present on the 
2nd-generation systems (which are used, for 
example, by the NSRS), including a fibre-optic 
communications capability. Wright says the 
company has already begun development of 
its 4th-generation rescue system.

SUB to prepare the site for the arrival of 
the rescue system, as well as to provide life 
support. The larger rescue system compris-
es a free-swimming manned submersible, 
a Portable Launch and Recovery System 
(PLARS), a Transfer Under Pressure (TUP) 
decompression system, as well as ancillary 
support equipment. 
When a situation occurs, RAF or commer-
cial charter air transport is organised by the 
UK MoD, which also undertakes to locate 
and allocate Vessels of Opportunity (VOO) 
to operate with the rescue system on site, 
wherever that may be. On arrival by road 
to any port, elements of the NSRS will be 
embarked on a selected vessel, which be-
comes designated the Mothership (MO-
SHIP) before deployment to the DISSUB 
location. NSRS systems are designed for 
transportation aboard a variety of aircraft 
and MOSHIPS, as it’s not always possible 
to know just what craft will be available 
at the time of an incident, although suit-
able VOO are known on the International 
Submarine Escape and Rescue Liaison Of-
fice (ISMERLO) database and categorised 
according to their suitability as a MOSHIP. 
At a rescue, JFD then manages such as-
pects as bridge operations, submersible 
launch and recovery, and piloting remote 
systems. Military support, such as medi-
cal aid and provision of Transfer Under 
Pressure System (TUPS) operators, is 
provided by participant nations, as well 
as other allies, if involved in the rescue 
effort. 
ESD spoke with Ben Wright, Head of Ca-
pability, Submarine Escape and Rescue at 
JFD, (current NSRS prime contractor), for 
some insights into the evolving submarine 
rescue scene. He said that that all subma-
rine rescue systems globally have different 
benefits and capabilities, and serve differ-
ent purposes, with two types of rescue 
systems currently available to ‘customers’: 

treatment facilities and more. The system 
is government-owned by the three partici-
pating states, but operated by contractors, 
currently with JFD at the helm. JFD coordi-
nates and oversees maintenance, logistics 
and training, keeping the NSRS ready at all 
times and also managing any rescue. 
NSRS has two sub-systems, which can be 
mobilised independently of each other: the 
Intervention Remotely Operated Vehicle 
(IROV) can be deployed rapidly to a DIS-

LR5 submarine rescue vehicle is loaded onto an RAAF C-17A. NSRS 
equipment is fully air transportable from its base in Scotland, 24/7/365, 
to the site of any allied, or even non-allied, DISSUB.
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ROV on TCG Aldemar (A-582) 
during Exercise Dynamic  
Monarch 2021.
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Then, largely in response to the tragic 
Kursk incident in 2000 and successful Priz 
rescue in 2005, larger and predominantly 
nuclear-powered navies sought to increase 
submarine rescue capabilities and require-
ments called for higher-capacity rescue and 
decompression assets. This drove the devel-
opment of second-generation systems. Im-
provements included a modular build strat-
egy, allowing vehicle interiors, exteriors and 
hulls to be manufactured simultaneously, 
as well as having improved accessibility for 
through-life maintenance activities. Com-
pared to earlier first-generation systems, 
these second-generation systems, including 
the DSAR-5 (Korea), DSAR-6 (Singapore) 
and NSRS (NATO), LR7 (China) and SRDRS 
(USA), have improved battery technol-
ogy offering more power and endurance, 
including the ability to operate at greater 
depths, modernised control, navigation and 
communication systems, as well as fully inte-
grated transfer-under-pressure capabilities. 
While second-generation systems remain 
in full operation today, JFD’s third-genera-
tion submarine rescue system incorporates 
the capabilities of preceding generations, 
though with a focus on a lighter, more ef-
ficient design. Technical advancements of 
first-generation systems form the founda-
tion of the fly-away, free-swimming SRV-

The first-generation United Kingdom LR5 
SRV began as a diver lock-out submersible, 
but evolved through a series of upgrades 
and refits, including a new, all-steel hull, to 
become the first truly viable, free-swimming 
submarine rescue craft, with many of the 
features and technologies found on these 
early craft identifiable on today’s systems, 
though in refined or re-designed form.

First-generation submarine rescue systems 
saw launch and recovery of SRVs using A-
frames and divers becoming commonplace. 
Battery technology and through-water 
communications also improved making it 
possible to operate submersibles for extend-
ed periods, ultimately enabling the modern-
day rescue cycle, including rapid mobilisa-
tion to a remote port for global operability. 

NATO Submarine SAR Exercise Dynamic Monarch/Kurtaran 2021
In September 2021, a major NATO submarine search and rescue SAR exercise, Dynamic 
Monarch/Kurtaran 2021, took place in the Eastern Mediterranean off Aksaz, North 
Eastern Turkey and focused on using various technologies to save sailors trapped inside 
a DISSUB. The exercise involved assets and personnel from Italy and Turkey together with 
personnel from Canada, Greece, Spain and the US. The 2017 iteration of the exercise 
was the first time the NSRS had been put to the test. 
During last year’s exercise, TCG Aldemar (A-582) was used as the sub rescue and sal-
vage ship during, operating with submarine rescue capsule (SRC), a Remotely Operated 
Vehicle (ROV) and other underwater equipment/systems. The Turkish Navy ROV was 
launched from TCG Aldemar and used to transfer emergency life support stores (ELSS) 
to a DISSUB, as well as attach and disconnect guide wires for a submarine rescue capsule 
(SRC) and ventilation hoses. Turkish Navy ROVs can dive up to 3000 m. Turkish medical 
personnel also practised the provision of assistance to submariners suffering decom-
pression sickness in a decompression chamber aboard TCG Aldemar (A-582), an asset 
also of importance for divers involved in any rescue. Dynamic Monarch involved several 
Turkish Navy divers; their role was to descend to a shallow DISSUB and inspect the hull, 
clear access to escape hatches and deliver supply lines to provide fresh air to the crew, 
or pressurised air to raise the sub to the surface.
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centric system, accompanied by improve-
ments in technology, practice and proce-
dure found in second-generation systems 
aimed at optimising TTFR. For conventional 
navies and those with modest airlift capabil-
ity, third-generation systems offer a signifi-
cant step change in real world capability, as 
well as the ability to be integrated into a 
dedicated MOSHIP.

Another leading player in submarine res-
cue systems is Forum Energy Technologies 
(FET), which has previously delivered sys-
tems for the NSRS. Its latest SRV system 
was completed in November 2020 for a 
foreign navy in the Asia-Pacific region and 
has been built to the latest Lloyds design 
codes to facilitate full class certification. The 

System overview of the JFD third-generation  
system based in India.

Turkish Navy divers on TCG Aldemar (A-582) during Exercise Dynamic 
Monarch 2021.
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variety of demanding operations, includ-
ing deep dives, navigation, and mating 
with a target. In-country commissioning 
and testing took two months to complete. 
The new SRV is divided into two sections, 
a command module for pilots and a rescue 
chamber for the rescue chamber operator 
and those being rescued. It has increased 
power and an advanced auxiliary thruster 
control system that allows for speeds ap-
proaching four knots, which enables it to 
operate in strong currents. The vehicle is 
able to attach to submarines at angles over 
40 degrees. It also incorporates advanced 
sensors and sonars to locate a distressed 
submarine as quickly as possible, including 
a doppler velocity log, fibre-optic gyro-
scope, and depth sensing systems. 
The ELSS containers in the contract are 
pressure-tight pods, nominally 10 kg nega-
tively buoyant in seawater, used to deliver 
life-preserving stores to the crew until a full 
rescue can be mounted, either by a diver, 
an Atmospheric Diving Suit (ADS), an ROV 
or the rescue submersible itself. The ELSS 
pod is compliant with ANEP-85 ‘material 
interoperability requirements for subma-
rine escape and rescue’. According to FET’s 
Vice President, Subsea Vehicles, Kevin Tay-
lor, the SRV’s capabilities make it suited to 
a wide range of operations in the defence 
market and have received the Lloyd’s Reg-
ister stamp of approval.
Although the number of players in subma-
rine rescue remains small, navies world-
wide are expanding their submarine fleets, 
increasing the demand for rapid subma-
rine rescue capabilities. Development and 
maintenance of these specialist capabilities 
deserves greater attention by submarine 
operators, who may find themselves in 
need of such services.  L

system is being supplied with a Launch and 
Recovery System, an ROV system, simula-
tor, emergency life support stores (ELSS) 
and other support systems. 
The SRV can dive to over 600 m and res-
cue 17 submariners per dive. The advanced 
SRV completed sea trials in June ahead of 
its deployment to the customer. The trials 
tested the SRV’s capabilities to perform a 

The latest Submarine Rescue Vehicle from FET, as being supplied to an 
unnamed AP-region navy can carry 17 sailors from a stricken vessel. 
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Two years ago, this author spent a day 
with the Indian-run helicopter wing 

of the security forces of Mauritius. Their 
commander was sure, that his (HAL-built) 
CHETAK-helicopters were the oldest of the 
ALOUETTE-series in operation anywhere in 
the world. The author had to prove other-
wise with photos, since in his native Aus-
trian Federal Forces, the ALOUETTE-III was 
introduced back in 1967! 
This little episode (of which there are sev-
eral similar examples) illustrates the extent 
to which this wealthy, developed European 
country’s defence spending has been po-
litically neglected and generally unpopular 
for decades. However, the shockwaves re-
verberating through European security have 
now finally reached Vienna, located just 
a few hundred kilometres from Ukraine. 
Chancellor Karl Nehammer, together with 
Defence Minister Madamme Klaudia Tan-
ner and Finance Minister Magnus Brunner 
appeared before the press on the morning 
of 6 October 2022 and said: “After February 
24, everything changed. Politics is needed in 
order to make decisions and draw necessary 
conclusions. We have done this together 
with our coalition partners in the sense that 
we will increase the annual defence budgets 
to a total of EUR 16 billion until 2026 and to 
1.5% in 2027.” Klaudia Tanner added that 
“the fresh funds would be directed primar-
ily to procuring modern equipment and 
weapons. This marks the end of a decade 
of deprivation for the Bundesheer [Federal 
Armed Forces], but we can assure you that 
we will not buy anything that would not be 
extremely necessary.”

A Numbers Game

While so much is in fact ‘extremely nec-
essary’, the ruling conservative-green 
coalition was not immune to an element 
of fudging the published figures and per-
centages. In March 2022, the government 

Historical Increase in Austrian Defence 
Spending, but Debate on Neutrality  
Remains Frozen
Georg Mader

The war in Ukraine has seen Austria finally begin to move towards re-investing in its armed forces, how-

ever, on more fundamental issues such as the question of Austria’s neutrality, Vienna is refuses to budge.
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Chancellor Karl Nehammer, Defense Minister Klaudia Tanner and  
Finance Minister Magnus Brunner jointly announced changes to  
Austria’s Defence Budget on 6 October 2022.

Austria’s LEOPARD 2 tank fleet has not been upgraded for many years, 
and therefore lacks the more modern features found in newer Leopard 
2 variants.
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promised to raise defence spending up to 
1% of GDP by 2023, the exact figure was 
forecast to be EUR 468.14 billion by the 
Austrian Institute for Economic Research 
(WIFO). Now it will grow by only EUR 680 
million, to 0.7% of GDP, or from the cur-
rent EUR 2.7 billion to EUR 3.38 billion. This 
equates to 0.72% of GDP, which remains 
far from the originally announced 1% of 
GDP target. It was also claimed on 6 Oc-
tober 2022, that defence spending would 
gradually grow to 1.5% of GDP by 2027 
and that this would mean a budget of EUR 
5.25 billion. However, when measured 
against the WIFO forecast, this would sug-
gest that Austrian GDP in 2027 would fall 
from its current EUR 441.44 billion (USD 
429 billion) to EUR 350 billion (USD 339 
billion) by 2027, which is highly unlikely. For 
comparison, 1.5% of GDP even in 2022 
would already mean EUR 6.62 billion, far 
more than envisaged for 2027. Often the 
stated figures and GDP percentage calcula-
tions have not added up. 
Obfuscation of numbers aside, the EUR 16 
billion earmarked for the Austrian military 
out to 2027, in addition to EUR 16.6 billion 
for acquisitions out to 2032, is still unprec-
edented by the standards of Austria’s 2nd 
Republic, and the government deserves 
credit for achieving this at a time when it 
is facing multiple crises. After comprehen-
sive assessments carried out by the General 
Staff in recent months and according to 
the resulting ‘Federal Army Development 
Plan 2032’, these welcome fresh funds will 
serve to strengthen the Bundesheer in the 
core area of military national defence and 

generate capabilities to survive on the fu-
ture battlefield. The key areas of prioritised 
materiel investment for the first time reach 
a 20% budget share, and comprise:
1)  Improving the mobility of emergency 

services for the forces. 
2)  Improving force protection.
3)  Self-sufficiency and improving readiness. 

Austria’s Shopping List

With regards to procurement, various ex-
amples have been openly communicated, 
and others have been stated to the author. 
First among these is the expansion of the 
protected vehicle fleet with further Austri-
an-built General Dynamics European Land 
Systems (GDELS) Pandur Evo 6×6 vehicles, 
as well as urgently needed transport vehi-
cles. Additionally, Austria’s Leopard 2A4s 
need to be upgraded with a night-fighting 
capability and improved protection. 
On the air side, the first of 18 Leonardo 
AW169B and AW196MA multi-role heli-
copters are already in production and two 
should reach Langenlebarn airbase in De-
cember 2022, where they will replace the 
aforementioned 50+ year-old old ‘Alou-
ettes’. Supplementing this will be the up-
grade of Austria’s nine (and reportedly 
may include three additional) S-70 BLACK 
HAWKs, which are due to receive new 
cockpits from ACE-Aeronautics in Alabama. 
Austria’s remaining helicopter fleet of ag-
ing AB-212s and OH-58Bs will also have to 
be either modernised or gradually replaced. 
The Austrian Air Force’s three ex-British C-
130Ks (built in 1967 and 1968) have now 

been earmarked for replacement by 2029, 
and Embraer has offered their KC-390 for 
this role. The aircraft has an emerging user 
community, comprising The Netherlands, 
Portugal and Hungary, and during the re-
cent Ostrava NATO Days 2022 air show, the 
Austrian Air Force leadership was reportedly 
very impressed with the aircraft. 
Austria’s 15 single-seat EUROFIGHTER 
TYPHOONs are presently only capable of 
conducting air-surveillance missions during 
the daytime, since they are missing key-
features for night fighting. This is due to 
their removal as a requirement by Minister 
of Defence Norbert Darabos in 2007, after 
he was unable to fulfil his election promise 
to cancel procurement of the aircraft al-
together. Regarding their modernisation, 
this summer Airbus suggested integration 
of Rafael’s LITENING-V targeting pod to 
provide the missing night targeting capa-
bility, thereby enabling the craft to meet 
the 24-hour quick reaction alert (QRA) 
readiness standard. Airbus also suggested 
integration of the AIM-120C8 AMRAAM 
to address the thus far absent beyond visual 
range (BVR) engagement capability. The 
most difficult hurdle to overcome seems 
to be the Austrian TYPHOONs electronic 
countermeasures (ECM), since many poten-
tial components are not compatible with 
Tranche 1 TYPHOONs. It is possible that 
missile approach warners (MAWs) will be 
incorporated into existing aircraft, but no 
new TYPHOON aircraft are planned, not 
even used two-seaters. Given that they are 
scheduled to reach the end of their service 
life in the early 2030s, considerations on 
a successor have already begun, among 
which the F-35 is being considered, with 
Switzerland and Finland’s decisions to pro-
cure the aircraft being noted by Austrian 
military leadership. 
In terms of training, Austria’s Saab-105 jet-
trainer was phased out in 2020 following 
50 years of service and is reportedly highly 
missed. In this sphere, Leonardo’s M345 or 
better yet the M346FA MASTER are obvi-
ous favourites, with the Czech L-39NG a 
good alternative.
Elsewhere, Austria ground-based air de-
fence (GBAD) is largely obsolescent, with 
Oerlikon GDF-005 35 mm cannons requir-
ing an upgrade, such as the capability to 
fire Rheinmetall’s AHEAD munitions. Aus-
tria also operates MBDA’s MISTRAL system, 
however this operates at very short ranges, 
with the result that all of Austria’s pres-
ently-available GBAD would be required 
to protect key objects in Vienna alone. To 
alleviate this problem and provide a new 
outer defensive layer, a surface-to-air mis-
sile (SAM) system with a range of up to 40 
km is now on the agenda.
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An Austrian S-70 BLACK HAWK conducts alpine flight training in  
white-out weather conditions.  

Austria’s EUROFIGHTER TYPHOON are Tranche 1, single-seater aircraft, 
and presently lack many of the capabilities of TYPHOON aircraft in  
service with other users.
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Despite the need for improvement becom-
ing recognised, Austria nonetheless still has 
many unfilled capability gaps, including in: 
• Modern infantry equipment and protec-

tion.
• Reconnaissance UAVs. 
• Counter-UAV systems. 
• Electronic warfare systems.
• Modern command and control (C2)  

systems. 

How Much is Needed?

Unlike in Germany, conscription in Austria 
continues to apply to all adult males for six 
months, which may potentially put the Al-
pine nation’s armed forces at a better start-
ing point than may initially seem apparent.
Additionally, with the exception of Swit-
zerland, Austria is surrounded by NATO 
member states. Thus, Austria is de facto 
outsourcing much of its conventional 
territorial defence to NATO. In pure geo-
graphic terms, any likely assault on Austria 
would first have to pass through another 
NATO member, however Austria itself has 
so far refrained from becoming a NATO 
member, though it is a member of NATO’s 
Partnership for Peace (PfP) programme. 
Therefore, in the corridors of European 

power and as well as by a few domestic 
voices, Austria has been referred to as a 
free rider in security policy. 
Historically, Austria’s neutral status has 
been broadly popular, and in contrast 
to Finland and Sweden, since Russia’s 
invasion of Ukraine, neutrality has even 
increased in popularity in Vienna. Re-
cent surveys have shown that 70% feel 
“protected” even by the term “neutral-
ity”, and are opposed to Austria’s NATO-
membership. Such sentiments are often 
seen in high-circulation tabloids and their 
fora, which show considerable levels of 
Anti-Americanism and claims of under-
standing Vladimir Putin’s deeper histori-
cal reasons for starting the war. 
Consequently, Chancellor Nehammer, as 
with his predecessors, saw that there is 
little to gain with antagonising the Aus-
trian public over the question of neutral-
ity and knew he could easily lose elec-

tions because of it. Nehammer therefore 
quickly extinguished several emerging 
political discussions on reconsidering 
neutrality in the wake of the War in 
Ukraine, declaring “there is no discus-
sion on neutrality. Full Stop.” Austria’s 
self-declared military neutrality from 
1955 historically meant no entry into an 
alliance and no permanent bases for for-
eign troops. While this may have been 
meaningful during the Cold War, today 
it partly hinders Austria from attaining 
greater military cooperation with other 
like-minded ‘Western’ states, and thus 
from strengthening collective security 
for the whole of Europe. 
Sooner or later, perhaps driven by future 
developments beyond its control, Aus-
tria will likely have to engage in a deeper 
debate on its future security orientation. 
Until then, the Bundesheer will remain a 
relative outsider to NATO.  L

Austria faces numerous capability gaps, a key example being in  
surveillance UAVs.
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Participants in the exercise included the 
Latvian Armed Forces and the National 

Guard, national security and civil protection 
forces, civilian industry, as well as interna-
tional contingents from eFP BattleGroup 
from Latvia, reinforced by detachments 
from the neighbouring Estonia and Lithu-
ania. From Lithuania, among others, a tank 
company of the German lead unit partici-
pated. 
Namejs is a nationwide series of exer-
cises that has been conducted regularly 
throughout Latvia since 2014. According 
to the Latvian Armed Forces, the objec-
tives of the autumn phase of Namejs 2022 
were further improving command and con-
trol (C2) of the national armed forces and 
strengthening cooperation between units. 
In addition, the exercise aimed to examine 
and deal with supply issues, and integrate 
procedures for air, sea, and land opera-

tions. The exercise included field tactical 
training for hybrid and conventional opera-
tions. The Latvian leadership wants their 
defence forces to be able to be capable of 
operating both independently and within 
the framework of collective defence.

The Ādaži barracks, located 25 km north-
east of Riga and 250 km west of the Rus-
sian border, was used to house Latvian 
and allied troops. The barracks has been 
modernised and expanded since 2017, 
with over EUR 25 million spent on its 
modernisation in 2018 alone, and in-
creasing to EUR 50 million annually in 
subsequent years, topped up by fund-
ing from the NATO Security Investment 
Program (NSIP) and the European Un-
ion. Since 2017 the barracks has hosted 
around 2,000 Latvian soldiers from the 
Latvian infantry brigade, as well as ap-
proximately 1,400 soldiers from eFP Bat-
tlegroup Latvia under Canadian leader-
ship. Since March 2019, Ādaži has been 
the location of the NATO Multinational 
Division North (MND N), hosting units 
from Denmark, Germany, Estonia, Can-
ada, Latvia and the USA. 

Latvia’s “Namejs 2022” 
Military Exercise
Gerhard Heiming

Between 5 September and 9 October 2022, the autumn phase of the military training cycle "Namejs 2022" 

took place in Latvia. The focus this year was on the security of the Baltic States and Poland. In addition to  

national forces, the exercise included elements of the NATO enhanced Forward Presence (eFP) Battle-

groups participating in NATO’s ‘Silver Arrow’ exercise.
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A refugee convoy conducts a wet gap crossing during Exercise Silver Arrow.
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exercise shortly after the first deliveries, and 
was the newest vehicle present.
Since October 2021, the Latvian Infantry Bri-
gade has received a good two dozen Patria 
6×6 APCs from Finland, and Latvian industry 
is preparing for domestic production of the 
remaining contracted vehicles, out of a to-
tal of over 200. Deliveries of the vehicle are 
scheduled for completion in 2029, however, 
industry sources have stated that Latvia may 
order another 100 vehicles. 
Jouko Jantunen, programme director at 
Patria said the company is presently work-
ing to increase the production rate of the 
vehicles, and added that many of the vehi-
cle’s components were developed based on 
experience from the earlier Patria Armoured 
Modular Vehicle (AMV) 8×8 and other mili-
tary vehicle developments. Jantunen cited 
ease of operation, adaptability to different 
roles and optimisation of life cycle costs as 
the most important goals in the develop-
ment of the 6x6.
The first vehicles delivered are configured 
as APCs, with space for eight dismounts. 
Latvian troops have gained great confidence 
in the vehicle in the short time it has been 
in use, the crew reported. So far, the main-
tenance effort has been very low, and it is 
very easy to operate. In the field, the vehicle 
has been able to keep up well with tracked 
vehicles. 
The Patria 6×6 is being further developed 
under the Finnish-led Common Armoured 
Vehicle System (CAVS) programme. So far, 
the programme members consist of Finland, 
Latvia, and Sweden, however, Germany and 
Estonia have also expressed interest in join-
ing the programme.  L

Results of the Exercises

The exercise was an impressive demonstra-
tion of the strength and combat capability 
of the Latvian armed forces in cooperation 
with the NATO eFP forces in Eastern Europe. 
In addition to technical skills, the exercise 
demonstrated the successful C2 of the in-
ternational formation, with combined op-
erations running smoothly and the planned 
operational objective achieved. This was 
also the conclusion of the leader of the exer-
cise, the Latvian brigade commander, Colo-
nel Sandris Gaugers. His brigade and the 
international eFP Battlegroup managed to 
quickly come together and complement one 
another’s capabilities. Latvia demonstrated 
that it has a combat unit ready for conduct-
ing both independent and joint operations. 
The Parliamentary Secretary of the Lat-
vian Ministry of Defence, Baiba Bļodniece, 
praised the international commitment of 
NATO forces to Latvia's security as a building 
block for the security of Europe and NATO. 
Latvia depends on a strong defence in the 
Alliance, she said. The political situation in 
Ukraine and Belarus poses a threat not only 
to neighbouring countries like Latvia and the 
Baltic states, but also to the whole of Europe 
and NATO. 

First test for the Patria 6×6

The equipment of the participants was 
highly varied, comprising Leopard 2 and PT-
91 main battle tanks (MBTs), LAV 6 8×8s, 
Scimitar tracked reconnaissance vehicles, 
Mercedes-Benz G-class, and Iveco LMVs. Of 
note, Latvia’s new Patria 6×6 took part in the 

NATO Exercise Silver Arrow

NATO exercise Silver Arrow 2022 took 
place at the Ādaži military training area, 
located in the middle of a wetland on the 
Gauja River, less than 20 kilometres from 
the Baltic Sea. During the exercise, multi-
national forces served as part of Latvia’s 
Mechanised Infantry Brigade, supported 
by the headquarters of NATO's Multina-
tional Division North, simulated engage-
ments in wetlands and various other key 
positions. The Latvian Mechanised Infan-
try Brigade comprised more than 4,000 
soldiers with over 1,000 combat, liaison, 
support and logistics vehicles from 17 of 
the 30 NATO member states. 
To demonstrate a rapid response capabil-
ity, the US Special Operations Force Eu-
rope provided two M142 High Mobility 
Artillery Rocket System (HIMARS) launch-
ers at short notice for the exercise. The 
systems were flown in on a C-130J Com-
mando II transport aircraft and stood by 
for two days to engage targets that could 
not be safely destroyed by the mecha-
nised infantry force. The systems dem-
onstrated their capabilities, conducting 
firing live fire at simulated targets in the 
Baltic Sea. 
As part of the exercise, the forces con-
ducted a refugee escort mission, with 
approximately one hundred refugees 
represented by journalists and visi-
tors being transported in open-topped 
trucks. The refugee convoy was escorted 
by Italian security forces with Centauro 
II fire support vehicles and Iveco LMV 
protected reconnaissance vehicles. At 
one point the refugee convoy was re-
quired to conduct a gap-crossing exer-
cise, using a pontoon bridge and then a 
ferry, both of which were operated by a 
Czech engineer unit, to overcome water 
obstacles which were protected by artil-
lery, tanks and infantry fighting vehicles 
(IFVs). The planned air support was can-
celled due to poor visibility, however the 
refugee convoy managed to reach safety 
after being ferried across the water with 
three trucks per ferry. 
On 29 September, the final day of ‘Silver 
Arrow’, NATO troops demonstrated their 
combat capabilities and readiness within 
the framework of collective defence. The 
task of the exercise was to establish a 
bridgehead with armoured, infantry and 
engineer forces, with air support pro-
vided by combat helicopters and aircraft. 
After establishing a secure crossing, the 
forces advanced further and took key 
terrain under heavy fire, with Engineers 
conducting mine laying and facilitating 
crossings over small gaps in the terrain. 

The Latvian Army Patria 6×6, shown here with wire catcher raised  
and armed with a remote weapon station, was the newest vehicle to 
participate in Exercise Silver Arrow.
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The current President of Indonesia, Joko 
Widodo, was elected to his first five-

year term of office in 2014, and subse-
quently then won the 2019 election, with 
55.5% of the vote, securing a second term. 
He succeeded Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono, 
a former General in the Indonesian Army 
(TNI-AD), and the first directly elected Indo-
nesian President, who had won the 2004 
election, prior to which the President had 
been elected by the legislature, as well as 
the subsequent 2009 election. This pattern 
would seem to indicate governmental sta-
bility and to an extent this is true. However, 
governing in Indonesia is a complicated 
process and various factors need to be con-

sidered, since the possibility of political or 
social unrest is never that far away.
The reason governing Indonesia is so com-
plicated becomes perfectly clear once the 
nature of the country is taken into account. 
Indonesia is an archipelagic nation, which 
according to the Indonesian government 
consists of 17,508 islands, of which 922 are 
permanently inhabited. Indonesia occupies 
strategic real estate, it abuts the Straits of 
Malacca, the number two oil choke point 
globally, it is also astride the Lombok and 
Sunda Straits that link the Indian Ocean and 
the Java Sea. Indonesia is right on top of 
critical sea lines of communication, oil from 
the Middle East heading towards China, 

Japan and Korea will pass through Indone-
sian waters.

Population  
and Environmental Issues

Indonesia’s population numbers 277.329 
million, the fourth-largest in the world and 
the largest Muslim population. According 
to the CIA World Factbook, it is estimated 
that the Indonesian population will reach 
320 million by 2045. 
This large population presents many chal-
lenges, first and foremost the need for eco-
nomic growth to provide jobs for all of these 
people. Then comes trying to find solutions 

The Indonesian Defence Environment
David Saw

Indonesia has always been a country with vast potential, unfortunately turning potential into reality 

has more often than not defeated its political leadership. Since it achieved independence the coun-

try has oscillated from ineffective democratic system to dictatorship, followed by the New Order 

regime of President Suharto that remained in power for almost 31 years until May 1998, after which 

came the first steps towards real democratic governance. 
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A RAFALE fighter aircraft of the French Air Force taking part in Operation Chammal to provide air support to 
coalition forces in the Middle East. Indonesia has selected the RAFALE for an Indonesian Air Force (TNI-AU) 
fighter requirement, intending to acquire 42 aircraft.
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to overpopulation, for example some 150 
million live on Java, the most densely-pop-
ulated island on the planet. A third, related 
issue is the environment and issues such 
as air and water pollution, deforestation, 
industrial waste, clean water supply, and 
wastewater management. There are a 
profusion of human-made environmental 
issues to deal with, but these are supple-
mented by natural environmental issues. 
Indonesia contains more volcanoes than 
anywhere else in the world, 76 of which 
are historically active. Indonesia is located 
along what is called the ‘Ring of Fire,’ this is 
a belt of active volcanoes and earthquake 
epicentres bordering the Pacific Ocean. Ac-
cording to the CIA World Factbook : “up to 
90% of the world's earthquakes and some 
75% of the world's volcanoes occur within 
the Ring of Fire; [with] 80% of tsunamis, 
caused by volcanic or seismic events.” 
Inevitably, like any emerging nation, Indo-
nesia has had to overcome numerous chal-
lenges, but in the post-Suharto era, after 
1998, the country has achieved significant 
economic development. The assumption 
that Indonesia’s economy is based on agri-
culture and primary products such oil, gas, 
and coal and mining and quarrying is no 
longer true. Agriculture accounts for be-

tween 13% and 14% of Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP), with manufacturing and 
services each accounting for over 40% of 
GDP. 
Today, Indonesia’s economy is credited 
with being the 17th largest in the world 

and it continues to receive substantial 
amounts of Foreign Direct Investment (FDI). 
FDI and internal economic growth allows 
Indonesia to move further up the industrial 
value chain and allows it to sustain growth, 
with GDP growth per annum remaining in 
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The Indonesia Navy (TNI-AL) frigate KRI Gusta Ngurah Rai (332) taking 
part in the RIMPAC 2022 international naval exercise in July this year. 
One of a class of two MARTADINATA class frigates in service with the 
TNI-AL and commissioned in 2017/2018, these are built to the Damen 
SIGMA 10514 design.
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the region of 5%. However, the Indonesian 
government must become more efficient 
at all levels and there needs to be significant 
expenditure on infrastructure to continue 
economic growth.

Historical Defence  
Foundations

The Netherlands had Indonesia as a colo-
nial possession from 1602 onwards at that 
time it was known as the Dutch East Indies 
(DEI), then in December 1941 Imperial Ja-
pan invaded overcoming the DEI military 
and forcing them to surrender in March 
1942. During the Japanese occupation In-
donesian nationalist forces emerged and 
after the defeat of Imperial Japan, these 
nationalist forces, led by Sukarno and 
Mohammad Hatta, declared Indonesian 
independence on 17 August 1945. How-
ever, the Netherlands attempted to restore 
the DEI, leading to a post-colonial conflict 
which ended with the Netherlands recog-
nising Indonesian independence in 1949. 
At which point Sukarno became the first 
President of Indonesia.
The Indonesian military has a conventional 
tri-service structure and consists of the In-
donesian Army (TNI-AD), the largest and 
most important part of the Indonesian 
military, the Indonesian Air Force (TNI-AU) 
and the Indonesian Navy (TNI-AL), un-
der which comes the Indonesian Marine 
Corps (KORMAR RI). The fortunes of the 
Indonesian military have oscillated wildly 
since independence, they have gone from 
boom to bust on numerous occasions. At 
one stage Indonesia had the most power-

ful military in Southeast Asia, at that time, 
at least on paper, it was arguably one of 
the most impressive forces in the whole 
of Asia. Unfortunately, after that came a 
period of decline. More recently, improve-
ments in Indonesia’s economy added to in-
ternational recognition of the importance 
of Indonesia, have seen improvements to 
the military. 
On independence the new Indonesian mili-
tary was equipped with an eclectic mix of 
equipment, Imperial Japanese equipment 
in the form of armour, artillery, infantry 
weapons and even aircraft. Then there 
was pre-1941 DEI equipment, as well Brit-
ish and US equipment used by the Neth-
erlands military before their departure in 
1949. There were even German infantry 
weapons, some left by the Netherlands 
and some that were supplied by the Soviet 
Union.
Indonesia might have described itself as a 
non-aligned country, but after President 
Sukarno visited the Soviet Union in 1956, 
links between Jakarta and Moscow started 
to become closer. Indonesia would then 
become the second largest recipient of 
Soviet military aid in the early 1960s, trans-
forming Indonesia’s military into one of the 
best-equipped in Southeast Asia.
In terms of naval equipment the TNI-AL 
received a Project 68bis SVERDLOV class 
cruiser, the former Soviet Ordzhonikidze 
which was completed in 1952, transferred 
to Indonesia in 1962 and commissioned 
as the KRI Irian in 1963. There were eight 
Project 30bis SKORY class destroyers trans-
ferred at the end of the 1950s, eight Pro-
ject 50 RIGA class frigates arrived between 

1962 and 1964, 12 Project 183R KOMAR 
class missile boats, equipped with P-15 
TERMIT (STYX) anti-ship missiles, arrived 
between 1961 and 1965 and 12 Project 
613 WHISKEY class submarines (SSK) trans-
ferred in 1962.
The TNI-AU received substantial amounts 
of Soviet equipment, these included 26 
Tupolev Tu-16 bombers, 12 Ilyushin Il-28 
bombers (the TNI-AL also received 36 of 
these aircraft), Ilyushin Il-10 attack aircraft, 
70 MiG-17, 35 MiG-19, 26 MiG-21 fight-
ers, plus a host of transport and training 
aircraft and helicopters. The TNI-AD also 
benefitted from Soviet largesse, a complete 
range of infantry weapons, armoured ve-
hicles such as the PT-76, BTR-50, BTR-40 
and BRDM (the KORMAR RI also received 
Soviet kit including the PT-76 and BTR-50), 
air defence artillery and helicopters were 
also supplied.
Then Sukarno fell from power, Major Gen-
eral Suharto took over and links with the 
Soviet Union came to an end. Consequent-
ly, much of Indonesia’s Soviet equipment 
became unusable due to lack of spares and 
support. Once Suharto turned away from 
the Soviets, Western nations started sup-
plying equipment and over the years Indo-
nesia would receive a lot of second-hand 
military equipment. There would be oc-
casional purchases of equipment, primarily 
from Europe or the US, but even though 
Indonesia had a military-dominated gov-
ernment, in the Suharto era they were not 
big spenders on defence equipment. 
One area where there was some emphasis 
during the Suharto era was in indigenous 
defence production, classified as the ‘Stra-
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The HARIMAU was jointly developed between FNSS in Turkey and Pindad in Indonesia, with the Indonesian 
Army (TNI-AD) ordering a first batch of 18 tanks. The turret is the 3105 from John Cockerill in Belgium and 
mounts a Cockerill 105 mm HP gun fed by an autoloader. The HARIMAU will eventually replace legacy armour 
in the TNI-AD.
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Next Steps

As to the future of Indonesian defence 
modernisation, much depends on the next 
presidential election to be held in 2024. The 
current President is term limited and this 
could open the way for current defence 
minister, and former General, Prabowo 
Subianto to make another bid for the presi-
dency. Prabowo lost out to Joko Widodo 
in both the 2009 and 2014 elections, but 
despite that he is popular and might win 
the 2024 election.
Should Prabowo win in 2024, that opens 
up some interesting possibilities in terms 
of the Indonesian defence scene. Prabowo 
was behind Indonesia’s decision to pur-
chase 42 Dassault RAFALE fighter aircraft, 
of which the first batch of six has been 
contracted so far. If Prabowo became 
President, it is highly like that the full RA-
FALE order will become a reality, and that 
other major programmes with France will 
progress, such as submarines. Defence 
minister Prabowo has previously overseen 
major orders for the TNI-AL; including a 
contract for six FREMM frigates and two 
modernised MAESTRALE class frigates 
with Fincantieri, and two Type 31 frigates 
from Britain, with the latter due to be built 
at PT PAL in Indonesia.
Indonesia has to continue its economic re-
covery from COVID and hope that it can ride 
out a likely global economic recession. If it 
can surmount those obstacles it should be 
in a solid economic position, though the key 
to the future is the 2024 election. If Prabowo 
wins, significant defence modernisation will 
continue. If not, Indonesia may find itself in 
uncertain territory regarding defence.  L

would come from the Czech Republic, sur-
plus armour from Slovakia and the GROM 
air defence system was acquired from Po-
land. The Republic of Korea (ROK) would 
become a major force in meeting Indone-
sian defence needs, in terms of ground, na-
val and air systems. China also emerged as 
a supplier of defence equipment and tech-
nology, something of a surprise consider-
ing the long-standing Indonesian suspicion 
of China and its motives.
If there was one major external factor 
which changed the fortunes of Indonesia 
internationally, it was the fact that Barack 
Obama became US President. Obama’s 
stepfather was Indonesian, and Obama 
had lived in Jakarta for four years, between 
the ages of six and ten, before returning 
to the US to live with his grandparents in 
Hawaii. President Obama visited Indonesia 
in both 2010 and 2011, and was known to 
be personally well-disposed to Indonesia, 
which aided the country’s international ac-
ceptance. The US had already started to 
repair relations with Indonesia under the 
Bush administration, but under Obama re-
lations moved up a gear. 
US defence links with Indonesia reopened, 
a package of 24 ex-US Air Force F-16C/D 
Block 25 aircraft were sold to Indonesia, 
being upgraded to Block 50/52 capability 
before delivery. Another significant sale 
was eight AH-64E APACHE attack helicop-
ters, which as with the F-16s came with a 
significant quantity of air-launched weap-
ons. Equally important was the ability to 
acquire spares for previously-supplied US 
equipment, such as Indonesia’s C-130 fleet. 
More recently the TNI-AU has placed an 
order for five C-130J transports.

tegic Industries’ at that time. This saw local 
development and production of defence 
equipment, upgrade and modernisation of 
existing systems and the local production 
of defence systems under license. Tech-
nology gained in license production was 
then applied to new programmes, with the 
eventual aim being the ability to meet a 
substantial amount of Indonesia’s defence 
needs domestically. 
The fall of Suharto in 1998 ushered in a 
new democratic era, but was also a time of 
political and economic turmoil in Indonesia. 
Matters were not helped by the chaotic sit-
uation in East Timor surrounding the inde-
pendence referendum, where the violence 
led to a wave of arms embargoes against 
Indonesia from September 1999 onwards. 
The US embargo lasted until 2005, the Brit-
ish embargo until 2012, but the EU em-
bargo was much shorter, imposed in Sep-
tember 1999 and lifted in January 2000. 
Political and economic uncertainty, 
added to the impact of the embargoes 
caused immense problems for the In-
donesian military. Other complicating 
factors then came into play, the military 
already had a diverse equipment park ob-
tained from many different sources that 
was already difficult to support. Then 
efforts to obtain new equipment in the 
midst of the embargo, driven mainly by 
politicians, saw the acquisition of combat 
aircraft, helicopters and aerial weapons 
from Russia. This provided improved ca-
pability, albeit was limited in numbers, 
and included the downside of having to 
develop new support infrastructure for 
Russian equipment.

Back From The Brink

Gradually Indonesia achieved political sta-
bility, the democratic system was generally 
working, and in turn the Indonesian econo-
my started growing. With its large popula-
tion the country had tremendous potential 
as a marketplace, equally important was 
that this large population could provide 
a workforce that could produce goods 
for foreign companies in a cost-effective 
manner, and then there were Indonesia’s 
natural resources to consider. Add that to 
Indonesia’s strategic position in Southeast 
Asia and suddenly, rather than seeking to 
exclude Indonesia from the international 
system, everybody was interested in doing 
business with Indonesia. 
International acceptance and the fact that 
Indonesia was starting to have real money 
to spend on defence modernisation, saw 
European suppliers begin to benefit, but 
new suppliers were also entering the Indo-
nesian marketplace. Surplus rocket artillery 

An F-16A of the Indonesia Air Force (TNI-AU) on exercise in Australia. 
The TNI-AU acquired eight F-16A and four F-16B aircraft that were de-
livered between 1989 and 1990. Between 2015 and 2017, they took 
delivery of 19 F-16C and five F-16D aircraft upgraded from the Block 25 
configuration to near Block 50/52 level.
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  SECUR IT Y P O LIC Y

Is Indonesia a suitable partner for Europe? 
In reality, we should asking a second ques-

tion and that whether Europe is a suitable 
partner for Indonesia. At one stage, access 
to European markets and Foreign Direct 
Investment (FDI) would have been critical 
for an emerging economy. Now this is not 
so much the case, there are other major 
markets and sources of FDI besides Europe. 
Equally important is that now Indonesia is 
an important market in its own right, and 
therefore has more leverage than it used to 
when dealing with other countries. 

Considerations for Europe

A potential impediment to dealing with Eu-
rope, and the EU in particular, is the tenden-
cy of European politicians to make political 
and social demands of foreign countries. 
It has not escaped the attention of many 
foreign countries that the ‘moralistic for-
eign policy stances’ of the EU and member 
state governments seem to become less 
firm, and sometimes even evaporate when 
dealing with states that offer massive mar-
ketplaces for European goods, and/or have 
something that Europe wants, such as oil or 
gas. Iran being a case in point in this regard. 
A further negative external perception of 
Europe is its tendency toward regulations 
that often exceed international norms. 
Beyond that, if you look at Indonesia as it 
is today and at what it could develop into 
in the future, it is clear that this country 
will continue to evolve into a major market 
of a size Europe cannot ignore. Then the 
strategic aspects of Indonesia come into 
play, its geographical location right on top 
of the Straits of Malacca, the number two 
oil chokepoint in the world, only bested 
by the Strait of Hormuz. Then you have 
the Lombok and Sunda Straits, two choke 
points on sea lines of communication be-
tween the Indian Ocean and the Java Sea. 
Should traffic through these three straits be 
interfered with, it would have a significant 
strategic and economic impact on China, 
Japan and Korea, among others, through 

interruption of oil/gas supplies and the dis-
ruption of commerce.
There might be those who see little rel-
evance for Europe with regards to the stra-
tegic situation in Southeast Asia, yet this 
is naïve. One of the unexpected, or rather 
unthought, consequences of economic 
globalisation is that what happens over the 
other side of the world often does matter 
to Europe. A recent example is the ground-
ing of the Ever Given, a 400-metre-long 
container ship, in the Suez Canal during 
March 2021. The Suez Canal was blocked 
for a little over six days, yet five days after 
the incident there were said to be 360 ships 
still waiting to transit the Canal. One might 
think that a delay over a little over six days 
was hardly the end of the world, yet the 
cumulative effect on global supply chains 
took months to resolve.
That a single ship running aground could 
cause months of trade disruption and 
a spike in oil prices, demonstrates how 
economically interconnected the modern 
world is. The disruption caused to global 

supply chains by COVID has yet to be fully 
recovered from, and since February the Rus-
sian War in the Ukraine has had an impact 
on oil and gas prices, food prices, and is 
steering the global economy toward reces-
sion, which will have direct consequences 
for European economies and populations. 
Global economic interdependence makes 
it essential that the EU as a whole and its 
member states build strong diplomatic and 
economic links directly with countries such 
as Indonesia. It is not just a matter of Europe 
selling high value goods to Indonesia, it is 
a two-way street with Indonesian goods 
coming to Europe. Indonesia is a low cost 
manufacturing centre, and many goods for 
sale in Europe are already manufactured 
in Indonesia. However, Indonesia is now 
moving up the manufacturing value chain 
to produce more sophisticated products, 
many of which will end up in Europe.
Globalisation has brought with it an awak-
ening to the fact that Europe needs coun-
tries like Indonesia as much as they need 
Europe. Beyond that, Europe must under-

Indonesia – Partner for Europe?
David Saw

Since the end of the Suharto ‘New Order’ regime in 1998, Indonesia has gradually transitioned to 

democratic governance, made significant improvements to its economy and progress in improving 

the life of its people. Inevitably there is a long way to go, Indonesia is evolving rapidly, but faces sig-

nificant challenges that will test its governing elite and the resilience of its political system.

By the end of this year the Indonesian economy is predicted to rise to 
15th largest in the world. This is the capital Jakarta at night, however 
Indonesia now intends to build a new capital, 1,300 km away in Nusan-
tara, Borneo. Work on this major project started in August. 
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stand that it is not alone in looking to forge 
trade relationships with countries such as 
Indonesia. China, Japan, the Republic of 
Korea (ROK) and the US are all looking to 
expand their economic position in emerg-
ing markets. Then there is inter-regional 
trading and investing, of which in Indone-
sia’s case, Singapore has become a strong 

trading and investment partner. In the final 
analysis, Europe must go out of its way to 
justify why it should be Indonesia’s prime 
trade partner. Additionally, economic and 
trading relationships inevitably take on a 
strategic character in a globalised world, 
something that European political leaders 
must take into account.

Indonesia is Important

From a European perspective it is necessary 
to understand why Indonesia is important. 
The first metric to consider is population, 
Indonesia’s population is a little over 277 
million, the fourth largest globally, behind 
only China, India and the US. These num-
bers demonstrate the potential of Indone-
sia as a market, as well as a labour force, 
making domestic manufacture for local 
demand and export very attractive.
Then we need to look at the size of the 
Indonesian economy, in terms of its Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP). Using World Bank 
figures for 2021, Indonesia is the 16th larg-
est economy in the world, with a GDP of 
USD 1.19 trillion. Ironically, the 17th largest 
economy was the Netherlands, the former 
colonial power in Indonesia. According 
to a number of forecasts in 2022, it is ex-
pected that the Indonesian GDP will rise to 
become the 15th largest in the world, sur-
passing Mexico. To put this into perspec-
tive, in 2021 Saudi Arabia had the 18th 
largest economy in the world.
In September 2022, the Asian Development 
Bank (ADB) released a report, the Asian De-
velopment Outlook (ADO) 2022 Update, 
which covered the condition of the Indo-

The Korea Aerospace Industries (KAI) KF-21 BOROMAE fighter made its 
first flight in July 2022. Indonesia has a 20% stake in this programme 
and has contributed to development costs. Participation in the KF-21 
programme offers significant technology benefits for Indonesia.
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nesian economy. Their report predicts that 
GDP growth for 2022 will be a healthy 5.4%, 
with forecast GDP growth for 2023 amount-
ing to 5%. However, they also expressed 
concern over rising inflation. In a statement 
on the Indonesian economy, ADB Country 
Director for Indonesia Jiro Tominaga, was 
quoted as saying: “The Indonesian economy 
is coping well with threats to growth,” and 
“Consumer spending is robust, and com-
modity exports have boomed.” However, 
the ADB did caution that slower growth and 
financial volatility globally, as well as con-
tinuing economic shocks from the Russian 
invasion of the Ukraine could impact on In-
donesia’s economy in 2023.
Turning to the CIA World Factbook for some 
more data about the Indonesian economy 
reveals that Indonesia has the fourth largest 
labour force in the world and the largest 
economy in Southeast Asia. The Factbook 
also lists the following as the top six in terms 
of Indonesian imports and exports:
What is surprising is that no European 
economy has made it into the top six for 
either imports or exports, especially given 
this is the largest economy in Southeast 
Asia. This may have been more under-
standable twenty years ago, when Indo-
nesia was politically unstable, had severe 
economic problems, today though the 

situation is different, and the lack of sig-
nificant trade relations with Indonesia is 
a missed opportunity. 

What Can Europe Do?

The easiest thing to do would be to out-
source manufacture to Indonesia, given 
that labour is plentiful, allowing manu-
facturing costs to be reduced. However, 
global supply chain disruptions which 
started under COVID-19 may continue 
for some time. Then there is an increasing 
environmental sensitivity in Europe, de-
manding production of products such as 
textiles closer to home to reduce carbon 
emissions. Building a relationship based 
on low cost manufacturing will not de-
velop the linkages that Europe needs for 
a long-term relationship with a country 
such as Indonesia.
As previously noted Indonesia wants to 
move up the value chain, away from low 
cost manufacturing to more sophisti-
cated areas that can provide long-term 
economic development, via the transfer 
of technology or local technological de-
velopment. This is where Europe has a 
real chance at partnership. Given Indo-
nesia is in a strategic location, helping 
Indonesia build its defensive capabilities 

helps to ensure strategic stability in an 
important region. From the Indonesian 
perspective, the influx of high technology 
that would result from local production 
of advanced defence equipment would 
then act as a catalyst for local industrial 
development, as has occurred in Japan 
and Korea, among others. 
Europe has previously had technology 
transfer/local production relations with 
Indonesia, primary in the aerospace 
sector, with what is today known as PT 
Dirgantara Indonesia (PTDI) or Indone-
sia Aerospace (IAe). This saw transport 
aircraft and helicopters built, the latter 
through local development with CASA 
of Spain (now Airbus). There is also a 
successful long-term relationship cover-
ing the manufacture of the Bell 412 in 
Indonesia. In the naval sector the two 
Damen SIGMA class frigates (MARTA-
DINATA class) sold to Indonesia, and laid 
down in 2014 and 2016, saw significant 
workshare transferred to Indonesian 
shipbuilder PT PAL. Looking ahead, the 
two British Type 31 frigates on order are 
also due to be built at PT PAL. 
In recent years Korea has developed ma-
jor links with Indonesia, the ROK defence 
industry has delivered on local produc-
tion of the MAKASSAR, BENJARMASIN, 
and SEMARANG classes of seven Land-
ing Platform Docks (LPDs) by PT PAL, all 
based on Daesun designs. PT PAL also 
gained important workshare on the NA-
GAPASA class (CHANG BOGO Type 209) 
submarine programme, with two units 
built by Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine 
Engineering (DSME) in Korea, and the 
third being assembled by PT PAL in Indo-
nesia. In the aerospace sector, Indonesia 
has a 20% stake in the Korea Aerospace 

Riachuelo is the first of the four Scorpène submarines acquired under the ProSub programme for the  
Brazilian Navy to be commissioned. Built in Brazil by Itaguaí Construções Navais (ICN), local production  
of these submarines is the result of a major technology transfer programme by Naval Group. Indonesia is 
set to acquire the Scorpène.
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Indonesia’s Largest Export Markets Indonesia’s Largest Import Sources

China (15%) China (27%)

USA (10%) Singapore (12%)

Japan (9%) Japan (8%)

Singapore (8%) Thailand (5%)

India (7%) USA (5%)

Malaysia (5%) ROK (5%)
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growing economy, Indonesia represents 
a partner for both trade and defence that 
Europe cannot afford to ignore.  L

grammes involving local production and 
technology transfer appear to be the way 
forward. With its strategic location and 

Industries (KAI) KF-21 BORAMAE fighter 
programme being designed for the Re-
public of Korea Air Force (ROKAF) and 
the Indonesian Air Force (TNI-AU). 
One European country that has seized 
the opportunity for positive engagement 
with Indonesia is France, demonstrated 
by the order placed for 42 Dassault RA-
FALE aircraft, with the first-phase con-
tract having been signed. Equally sig-
nificant is the signing of a Memorandum 
of Understanding (MoU) between Naval 
Group and PT PAL in February this year. 
According to the official statement, both 
companies “confirm their willingness to 
further increase their cooperation to 
provide solutions to meet the needs of 
the Indonesian Navy but also by open-
ing a joint R&D centre involving other 
Indonesian companies.” The project that 
will move this relationship forward is a 
proposed submarine (SSK) programme 
for the Indonesian Navy, with a likely 
follow on corvette programme. PT PAL 
will also obtain workshare from an order 
for six FREMM class frigates signed with 
Fincantieri in June last year.
It will never be easy to transact major 
defence contracts with Indonesia, their 
procurement process is and remains dif-
ficult to fathom. Yet if Europe wants to 
build a beneficial relationship with Indo-
nesia, and it should, major defence pro-

A Bergamini (FREMM) class frigate of the Italian Navy, built by Fincan-
tieri. In June 2021, Indonesia ordered six FREMM frigates and two  
modernised MAESTRALE class frigates from Fincantieri. Local yard PT PAL  
will obtain major workshare on the FREMM programme for Indonesia.
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In many respects everything was focussed 
on Europe, with both sides deploying large 

numbers of troops and vast quantities of 
materiel either side of the Inner German Bor-
der (IGB). This was always assumed to where 
the great clash of the long-expected World 
War III would happen. While this potential 
situation had its downsides, it did at least 
place Europe at the centre of affairs.
During the Cold War the European strate-
gic calculus was defined by the danger of 
conflict between NATO and the Warsaw 
Pact, but it did not mean that the complete 
strategic environment as seen by Europe’s 
leaders and their military forces was totally 
focussed on Europe. The Arab-Israeli war of 
October 1973 provided an obvious lesson 
that events in the wider world could have a 
decisive influence on the European strategic 
situation. The 1973 Arab oil embargo illus-
trated to many in Europe that for all of their 
wealth and power, they remained vulner-
able to events outside their control. 
The Arab oil embargo would have a dra-
matic economic impact on Europe, the 
sudden spike in the price of oil would bring 
the post-1945 economic boom to an end. 
European reactions to this were interesting, 
but one common theme was increased dip-
lomatic engagement with the Middle East. 
For Europe engagement in the Middle East 
was an imperative, the oil had to keep flow-
ing. At the same time the Soviets had to 
be kept out of the Middle East oil states, 
so that they could not block oil supplies to 
the West. From the other side, many of the 
things that Middle Eastern countries wanted 
to buy were in Europe or the US.
While the Middle East appeared to be rela-
tively stable after 1973, the situation in Asia 
was much less clear-cut. The last US troops 
had left the Republic of South Vietnam (RS-
VN) in March 1973, but security guarantees 
had been extended to the RSVN and the 
US would still provide military aid and ma-
teriel support. A ceasefire had been agreed 

in Laos by the US-supported Royalist Forces 
and the Pathet Lao, while in Cambodia the 
Lon Nol government continued fighting 
against the Khmer Rouge insurgency. While 
direct US military involvement in Indochina 
might have come to an end, the wars would 
continue. 
The US remained the primary security guar-
antor for the Republic of Korea (ROK), in 
the face a continuing existential threat from 
North Korea (DPRK). At this point the ROK 
was still a developing country, its economic 
breakout would come much later. China 
was still mired in the self-induced chaos of 
the Cultural Revolution, whilst remaining 
profoundly suspicious of the Soviet Union 
and its motives. Despite this, both sides 
could support North Vietnam as well as the 
insurgencies in Cambodia and Laos, sending 
arms and assistance. 
The US troop withdrawal from Southeast 
Asia was an immense concern to other re-
gional states who feared for their own secu-

rity. Elsewhere the British were completing 
their withdrawal from ‘East of Suez’, the ma-
jority of British troops having left Singapore 
by the end of 1971, and all would be gone 
by March 1976, with Australia withdraw-
ing its last troop presence from Singapore 
at the end of 1975. With a few exceptions 
the West appeared to be abandoning Asia.

An End and a Beginning

On 17 April 1975 Phnom Penh fell to the 
Khmer Rouge, then on 30 April Saigon fell 
to the North Vietnamese Army (NVA), mark-
ing the end of the RSVN, after this the end in 
Laos was inevitable and the Pathet Lao took 
control. On the surface it would seem that 
Soviet-supported forces had triumphed, to-
tally changing the strategic picture in South-
east Asia and delivering a humiliating defeat 
to the US. The 1976 US Presidential Election 
would see a win for Jimmy Carter seeming-
ly further proof that the US was retreating 

Europe’s Role in the Asian  
Strategic Matrix
David Saw

We live in an interconnected world, with global communication faster than ever before, making the world 

a smaller and more complicated place. Up until the end of the Cold War, in a strategic context life was very 

simple. There were two superpowers, the US and the USSR, and right in the middle was Europe, effectively 

divided into two between NATO Europe in the West and the Warsaw Pact in the East.

JS Izumo (DDH 183) of the Japan Maritime Self-Defense Force in the US 
for the RIMPAC 2022 exercise, is described as a ‘helicopter destroyer,’ it 
is in reality a helicopter carrier. Elsewhere in Asia both China and India 
are building full-size aircraft carriers and the Republic of Korea intends 
to. Asia is a sophisticated strategic environment.
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and the North Korea tested its first device 
in October 2006. Areas of concern here 
include ongoing tensions between China 
and India, and between India and Pakistan. 
North Korea is a special case, possession of 
nuclear weapons provides them with a cred-
ible deterrent against hostile actions. 
Issues that we have today that existed in 
the 1970s include Iran, continuity of oil sup-
ply, nuclear proliferation, tension between 
India and Pakistan, tension on the Korean 
peninsula, Afghanistan and, of course, the 
future of China. Amidst all of that Asia has 
emerged as a powerful economic force and 
is an area of increasing economic and stra-
tegic importance for Europe.
Where Are We Now?
The best measure of Asia’s importance can 
be gained from the Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP) generated by their national econo-
mies. According to the World Bank in the 
Top Ten world economies China is at number 
two, Japan at number three, India at number 
six and Korea at number ten. Back in the 
1970s it was nearly inconceivable that there 
would be four Asian countries amongst the 
top ten world economies. Expanding the 
group to slightly beyond the top ten would 
also bring in Indonesia, Taiwan and Thailand, 
demonstrating the continuing development 
of Asia’s economic might.
Looking at things from an economic per-
spective, Europe needs Asia as a market 
for its goods and services, as well as for its 
investments in Europe. Toyota is a good ex-
ample of this – there are Toyota factories in 
four European countries, plus an R&D cen-
tre and European headquarters in Belgium. 
Eight out of ten Toyota cars sold in Europe 
are made in Europe. Another example is Jag-
uar Land Rover (JLR) who are now owned by 
the Tata Group of India, they have facilities 
in the UK and Ireland, as well as in Hungary 
and Slovakia, with contract manufacturing 
in Austria. 
There is certainly a commonality of eco-
nomic interest between Europe and Asia – 
Europe needs Asia’s markets just as much 
as Asia needs Europe’s markets. Asia does 

and 1989. Illustrating that overt involvement 
in Afghanistan was never a good idea and 
contributing to the collapse of the Soviet 
Union.
Iran’s status as a source of stability in the 
Middle East began to unravel in January 
1978 with the start of the Iranian Revolu-
tion. By January 1979 the Shah was gone, 
the Ayatollah Khomeini took power, and 
the Islamic Republic was born. Today the 
Islamic Republic is a source of instability in 
the Middle East and beyond, it is important 
to Asia, in that it is a major oil supplier to 
China. It is likely only a matter of time Iran 
before becomes a nuclear power, at which 
point it will have more freedom of action in 
a strategic context.
Nuclear proliferation has been widespread 
in Asia. Apart from China, which has the 
full array of nuclear delivery systems, India 
tested its first nuclear device in May 1974, 
Pakistan tested its first device in May 1998 

from its role as a security guarantor. As for 
Europe, they had very little to offer in terms 
of security for Asia, and on the other hand, 
as much of Asia appeared to be in chaos, 
there was very little to interest Europe.
Then an event happened that would change 
the future of Asia and the world – on 9 Sep-
tember 1976, Mao Zedong died. The next 
month saw the arrest of the leaders of the 
radical Gang of Four, this solidified the po-
sition of Hua Guofeng as Chinese leader. 
Then in December 1978 at the 3rd Plenary 
Session of the 11th Central Committee of 
the Chinese Communist Party, held in Bei-
jing, Deng Xiaoping sidelined Hua Guofeng 
and became the paramount Chinese leader. 
The visit of US President Nixon to China in 
1972 might have ended China’s isolation, 
and the death of Mao along with the fall 
of the Gang of Four diverted China from 
the ideological path it has been on since the 
1960s, but it was the arrival of Deng Xiaop-
ing and his ‘Four Modernisations’ policy that 
would start China on the way to its leading 
world position.
The end of the 1970s contained numer-
ous critical developments, Vietnam invaded 
Cambodia at the end of 1978 to put an 
end to the Khmer Rouge, and would finally 
withdraw their troops in 1989. The cost of 
that conflict and the ending of Soviet sup-
port would force Vietnam to embark on an 
economic modernisation programme and 
gradually open up to the world. Mention 
should also be made of the Soviet invasion 
of Afghanistan in December 1979 and the 
withdrawal of Soviet troops between 1988 

German Air Force Eurofighter aircraft of Luftwaffengeschwader 74 
refuels from an Airbus A330 of the European Multinational Multirole 
Tanker Transport (MRTT) Unit as a part of Rapid Pacific 2022, where the 
Lufwaffe deployed to take part in the Australian Pitch Black air exercise.
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HMS Astute, this nuclear attack submarine is the lead ship of a class of 
seven SSN (two currently in build) for the Royal Navy. British SSN tech-
nology could play a major role in the Royal Australian Navy SSN pro-
gramme, a capability to be delivered under the AUKUS security arrange-
ment between Australia, Britain and the US.
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Involvement

Given Europe’s economic dependence on 
Asia how can Europe help to guarantee 
peace and security in Asia? Europe’s ap-
petite for significant out-of-area military 
commitments has not recovered from Af-
ghanistan and Iraq, so troop deployments 
on the ground are unlikely. Air and naval 
forces could be a European deterrence-
based contribution to Asian security, but 
realistically, the potential threat environ-
ment is beyond Europe’s capabilities and 
political will at this point in time. 
The most constructive and least-risky 
thing Europe can do is offer training, ad-
vice and assistance where it is appropri-
ate. Europe can make a real contribution 
to friendly nations in Asia and security in 
that region. It can achieve this through 
joint defence equipment programmes 
with Asian nations, in advanced combat 
aircraft for example, that can enhance 
the defensive capabilities of friendly na-
tions. These will be partnerships of equals 
and be to the benefit of both sides. Eu-
rope cannot make a serious contribution 
in terms of direct military involvement in 
Asia, but helping Asian nations to en-
hance their own defence capabilities will 
help bring stability to the Asian security 
matrix.  L

manufacturing process, with Dutch Compa-
ny ASML being the world’s only supplier of 
extreme ultraviolet (EUV) photolithography 
machines, which are used in the manufac-
ture of high-end semiconductors in the 3-5 
nm process node range. In turn, ASML’s EUV 
photolithography machines are dependent 
on extremely precise mirrors produced by 
German optics company Carl Zeiss.
Semiconductors are not only central to the 
automotive industry and consumer goods, 
they are also essential for the aerospace and 
defence industry. As such, ensuring security 
of supply has both economic and strategic 
implications for Europe. 

enjoy some advantages in important sectors 
such as semiconductors, with more than 
75% of global semiconductors coming from 
Asia. The primary source is Taiwan, which 
produces around 56% of global supply, fol-
lowed by Korea at 15% and China at 6%. 
Japan is also a noteworthy semiconductor 
manufacturer, but its market share has de-
clined in recent years. Output outside Asia 
meanwhile has declined in relative terms. 
The US, once the world leader in semicon-
ductor manufacture, now has a global mar-
ket share of only 7%. 
Despite not having much market share itself, 
Europe remains critical to the semiconductor 

The German Navy frigate Bayern (F217) transits the Atlantic on its ‘Indo-
Pacific Deployment 2021,’ by December 2021 the ship was entering the 
South China Sea. This is another illustration of growing European inter-
est in strategic stability in Asia.
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System

•  Combined arms fighting systems to 
conduct operations across the spec-
trum of conflict,•  High mobility to enable tactical flex-

ibility in contact,•  Adaptable vehicle systems that can 
be upgraded or modified in theatre 
and 

•  Survivability that forces the ene-
my to operate above the detection 
threshold. This has resulted in a vehicle with: 

• High levels of inherent capability,
•  Modularity to tailor protection and 

achieve rapid upgrades,•  Open electrical, electronic, software 
and mechanical architectures and 

•  Growth in payload and electrical 
power. 

It is in this cauldron of non-negotiable 
operational requirements and mission 
sets that the Lynx KF41 design param-
eters were forged. The Lynx KF41 is a 
continuation of Germany’s extensive 
legacy in cutting-edge IFV design, a 

Following on from the development 
of the KF31 and the Lynx family of 

tracked combat vehicles, the concept 
for the Lynx KF41 has its genesis in the 
operational requirements that modern 
armies are likely to face in the years 
ahead. 

With armoured manoeuvres at 
the core of an army’s ability to fight, 
survive and win on the battlefields of 
today and tomorrow and with the In-
fantry Fighting Vehicle (IFV) often the 
most plentiful and versatile of combat 
vehicles within a manoeuvre force, it is 
critical that the modern IFV possess-
es the necessary protection, mobility 
and firepower for today’s threats rather 
than those of the past. As hand-held anti-armour weapons 

continue to be proliferated and asym-
metric threats to ground forces show 
no signs of abating, highly capable IFVs 
will be the key to success across the 
spectrum of operational contingencies. 

This is particularly so in a world where 
populations are becoming increasingly 
urbanised and in a planning environ-
ment where operations in complex ter-
rain are routine. This will require the AIFV to conduct 

a diverse range of tasks – from patrols 

in hostile and defended urban neigh-
bourhoods, to mounted combat opera-
tions in open terrain to reconnaissance 
and peace support missions. 

Adaptability and flexibilityCoupled with a disaggregated bat-
tlespace with state and non-state par-
ticipants and complex human terrain 
where the front line is poorly defined, 
it becomes clear that if an IFV is to 
remain deployable and operationally 
relevant in the future it must have the 
ability to be adapted as required. This 
requires an abundance of capacity and 
flexibility. 

The Lynx KF41 has been designed to 
meet the following operational needs 
from inception: •  Combined arms capabilities at the 

platoon level so that commanders 
can adapt while in contact,

The Lynx KF41 as an Overall System  

High Level Requirements 
and Major Enablers•  Survivability: Low visual, ther-

mal, and acoustic signature. 
Modular, adaptable survivabil-
ity system•  Mobility: High power-to-weight 

ratio for maximum agility•  Lethality: Scalable effects for 
full spectrum of operations

•  Modularity: Scalable effects for 
full spectrum of operations

•  Knowledge: Situational aware-
ness & battlefield information in 
seamless electronic architecture 

•  Suitability: Low noise & vibra-
tion, air-condition, optimised 
human-machine interface•  Sustainability: Common base 

platform, with full family of ve-
hicles and modular architecture 
with inherent growth

Lynx KF41 in IFV configuration

One Infantry Fighting Vehicle (IFV) design now has the ability to achieve all of the requirements 

for a modern IFV: the new Rheinmetall Lynx KF41. 
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Lethality

weapon system to combat the entire 

range of current combat threats. 

For firing airburst munition, the 

weapon usually has a programming unit 

at the muzzle. The ABM projectile fea-

tures a programmable fuse. As it passes 

through the muzzle assembly, the indi-

vidual muzzle velocity V0 of each indi-

vidual projectile is measured. Then, de-

pending on the selected target distance 

and the determined muzzle velocity, the 

inductive programming of the fragmen-

tation time is carried out. This complex 

procedure makes the Rheinmetall ABM 

system far superior to other systems, 

as the actual speed of each individual 

round is measured. Only in this way the 

point of disintegration before the target 

can precisely be determined. 

The weapon is also available with a 

conventional muzzle brake.

History and outlook

The experience gained from the use of 

the MK30-1/MK30-2 automatic can-

Rheinmetall was the first manufac-

turer of weapon and ammunition 

systems to introduce programmability 

in the 30 mm calibre, and remains the 

undisputed market leader in Airburst 

Munition (ABM) technology. The op-

timum combination of high firing rate 

and modern ammunition technology 

makes the MK30-2/ABM an uncom-

promising weapon system that has 

been selected not only for the Lynx 

KF41 Infantry Fighting Vehicle (IFV) 

but also as the primary armament of 

the German Army’s Puma IFV and the 

Australian Army’s Boxer 8x8 Combat 

Reconnaissance Vehicle (CRV). To-

gether with the high quality require-

ments of customers, this weapon sets 

new standards in terms of durability, 

reliability, technical maturity and pre-

cision. Up to a distance of 3,000 me-

tres, the MK30-2/ABM delivers high 

combat effectiveness not only against 

land targets. 

State-of-the-art technology, 

highest quality and 
uncompromising testing

The gun is an open bolt design weap-

on, i.e. the ammunition is only fed into 

the chamber immediately before firing. 

Therefore, cook-off is impossible dur-

ing normal operation. A further tech-

nical feature is the floating gun tube 

mounting, which reduces the recoil 

forces. The recoil force is only 18 kN 

with a maximum recoil distance of  

45 mm. 

The 3.78 metre long weapon weighs 

198.6 kg and has an intrinsic rate of 600 

rounds per minute. In order to achieve the 

ultimate precision at the target, the rate is 

controlled at 200 rounds per minute. The 

guaranteed accuracy of the weapon is  

0.6 mrad in single rounds, typical values 

are 0.2 mrad±1σ. 
The weapon has been tested and 

qualified for use in climate zones A2, 

B1 and C2. The MK30-2/ABM is the 

most extensively tested medium calibre 

weapon on the market. More than eight 

weapons have been successfully tested 

over six years under almost all climatic 

conditions. More than 130,000 rounds 

were fired. The determination of fatigue 

life according to ITOP 3-2-829 was suc-

cessfully completed.

Switching between two types 

of ammunition

Due to the double belt feed it is possible 

to change between two types of am-

munition very quickly. This enables the 

Main Armament for the Lynx KF41  

Infantry Fighting Vehicle
The automatic cannon MK30-2/ABM is the latest addition to Rheinmetall's proven family of 30 mm 

automatic cannons and already the new standard for 30 mm guns. The weapon fires the NATO calibre 

30 mm x 173 and can use a complete ammunition portfolio. 

Lynx KF41 live firing
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Q: How do you see the small arms optics 
market developing over the next 10 years? 
A: I definitely see further digitalisation of 
optics, with the capability to communicate 
with other sources. We are pushing the lim-
its and squeezing technology from larger 
vehicle-based fire control systems into a 
smaller sight housing and introducing them 
on support weapons, like the 84 mm Carl 
Gustaf, 40 mm high velocity (HV) grenade 
launchers, and 12.7 mm heavy machine 
guns (HMGs). We also see connectivity with 
different weapon systems at the platoon 
level as an achievable goal. A challenge will 
be choosing the network to communicate 
on – can it be standardised and open for the 
industry to use? Technological development 
is moving so fast that standardisation efforts 
might have difficulties keeping up. 

Q: With respect to future trends among the 
military and policing sector in particular, are 
there any particularly noteworthy ones you 
have noticed? 
A: We experience great interest in our FCS 
products for crew served weapons. Most 
Armed Forces see our system as a very 
quick way to increase the first round hit 
probability for support weapons in a very 
cost-effective way. 

Q: For the past few years, we have been 
seeing a wave of automation features mak-
ing their way into vehicle mission systems in 
particular. In comparative terms, how much 
are we seeing this for small arms optics? 
A: FCS is really a small arms system; we are fo-
cusing on support weapons. From 12.7 mm 
HMGs and up, the baseline is a weapon you 
are standing behind or have on your shoul-
der. We see a huge trend toward our multi 
weapon concept – one sighting system for 
several different support weapon systems. 

Q: With additional features typically comes 
increased power demand, and compromis-
es such as increased weight, bulk, or cost be-
come almost inevitable. How are Aimpoint’s 
engineers tackling these challenges? 

A: We are working with the latest technol-
ogy and constantly looking for new materi-
als to become smarter, lighter, and smaller. 
Different types of polymers are definitely the 
future. New power sources coming from for 
example electric cars will also be a very ef-
fective way forward. 

Q: One common observation is that increased 
complexity in any equipment introduces 
more points of failure, increased difficulty of 
maintenance or logistics, and dependence on 
‘high-end’ features which can be lost when 
the power runs out. How has Aimpoint 
looked at this problem, have you for example 
implemented any fall-back features in case of 
power to the optic running out?
A: Our sighting systems for crew served 
weapon are designed to allow the usage of 
the original sights as back-up. Additionally, 
we also try to address the problem by devel-

oping products that are extremely rugged 
to prevent failure. 

Q: With the battlefield ever changing, an in-
teresting area is the growing development 
of networked sensor-to-shooter systems, 
requiring integration of many sensors and ef-
fectors within a given battlespace. What the 
challenges of doing this with infantry-porta-
ble equipment, and in your opinion, what are 
the best approaches to tackling these? 
A: This is what we have been doing for the 
last 15 years. We look at high level weapon 
systems and see if we can make the tech-
nology small enough to be introduced into 
portable weapon sights. We didn’t start 
by looking for sensors that could be nice 
to have. We started at the other end, with 
what we think the soldier needs to be better 
in all situations, and how we could improve 
upon existing weapon systems.
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Smarter, Lighter, and Smaller
ESD’s Mark Cazalet conducted  
a brief interview with Magus 
 Andersson, Director FCS Sales 
at Aimpoint, on the future of the 
small arms optics market, and  
developmental challenges of  
miniaturised fire control systems.
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Who Is Who Inside  
The “Troika”?

The complicated Turkish-Israeli relation-
ships should be viewed through the prism 
of global and regional processes. New op-
portunities for both nations opened up 
with the dissolution of the Soviet Union. In 
addition to economic gains, Turkey and Is-
rael have also been seeking to increase their 
political influence in this geopolitical area. 
In this region their strategic interests were 
neither competing nor conflicting. Turkey 
has in particular looked to expand its pres-
ence in the South Caucasus and in Central 
Asia. Over the last twenty years, Turkey has 
transformed into a) an indispensable en-
ergy hub, b) a leader of the Turkic world, 
and c) a source of support for Palestinian 
interests. Its aim was to secure and to pro-
mote Turkey’s strategic interests. 
Seeking friends among Central Asian 
Muslim-majority republics, Israel hoped 
for a legitimisation and improvement of 
its relations with the Muslim world, and 
thereby for their support in the United 
Nations. However, it was also looking for 
new markets for its military equipment and 
technologies. 
In its turn, Azerbaijan was looking for full 
political, military and economic support in 
order to achieve its strategic goal: the res-
toration of its territorial integrity by force 
after defeat in the first Karabakh war (1991-
1994). Azerbaijan did not trust Russia as a 

partner, owing to its close ties with Arme-
nia, and therefore aimed to avoid involve-
ment in Russia-led organisations, and in 
any conflicts with Russia and Iran regarding 
the status of the Caspian Sea. Generous 
Western investments helped Azerbaijan to 
develop its energy sector and to compete 
with Russia as an energy supplier – and 
notably, one that bypassed Russian terri-
tory. Indeed, Baku has gradually become 
an alternate energy source for its Western 
partners, as well as for Ankara and Tel Aviv. 
Azerbaijan has been directing its oil and 
gas revenues toward the purchase of ad-
vanced military equipment (mainly offen-
sive), munitions, and limited military tech-
nologies from Russia, Turkey, and Israel. 
The same financial flows have been used 
to acquire the political support of Turkish 
and Israeli lobbies in the US and, hence, to 
reduce the influence of the Armenian lobby 

on all issues related to the resolution of the 
Nagorno-Karabakh conflict. In particular, in 
October 2001, Section 907 of the Freedom 
Support Act (enacted in 1992) was waived 
– thereby allowing the US administration 
to provide direct military aid to Azerbai-
jan. Since then, US military assistance pro-
vided to Azerbaijan has disproportionally 
increased in comparison with assistance to 
Armenia (in 2019, it was USD 100 million 
vs. USD 4.2 million; in 2022 – USD 164 mil-
lion vs. USD 600,000). 
Both Turkey and Azerbaijan view each 
other in broad terms as natural strategic 
partners. In the course of the first Kara-
bakh war (1991-1994) Turkey proved its 
absolute loyalty to Azerbaijan: in 1993, for 
example, it closed its border with Armenia 
in support of Azerbaijan. Turkey is a di-
rect consumer of and the transit country 
for Azerbaijan’s energy resources. More 

The Turkey-Azerbaijan-Israel Axis:  
Pragmatic as Ever 
Gayane Novikova 

The ties and activity within the Turkey-Israel-Azerbaijan triad are motivated by mutual national and  

strategic interests and/or by coinciding political reasoning. The broader Middle East and the Eastern  

Mediterranean constitute a complex geopolitical area saturated by a diversity of actors. Even though the 

preservation of fragile balance between them can become problematic, these states are steadily moving 

toward closer cooperation with each other. 
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President of the Republic of Azerbaijan Ilham Aliyev has been awarded 
the “Supreme Order of Turkic World” in Istanbul.

Author
Dr. Gayane Novikova is the founder 
and former Director of the Center 
for Strategic Analysis, (Spectrum) in 
Yerevan, Armenia, and an Associate 
of the Davis Center for Russian and 
Eurasian Studies, Harvard University.
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of concern for the last three American ad-
ministrations. All viewed the Turkish-Israeli 
tandem as crucial for dealing with various 
crises in the Middle East. 
A fragile balance of power also contributed 
to the Turkey-Israel reconciliation. In par-
ticular, the Russian-Turkish relationship has 
been deteriorating against the background 
of the Syrian crisis, Russia’s annexation 
of Crimea in 2014 (which Turkey strongly 
criticized), their conflicting interests in the 
South Caucasus, and more recently around 
the War in Ukraine. 
An improvement in the Russian-Israeli re-
lationship coincided with the interests of 
both states in developing relations with 
Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and the UAE; with 
Israel’s silent support of Russia’s involve-
ment in the Syrian civil war in opposition to 
Turkey and Iran. Israel also took a neutral 
position on the UN vote regarding Russia’s 
annexation of Crimea. The two countries 
also share the same concerns vis-à-vis Tur-
key’s Neo-Ottoman ambitions. 
For its part, Iran has been trying to improve 
its relations with Turkey by taking advan-
tage of any tension occurring between Tur-
key and Israel. It has become more vocal 
by articulating its strategic interests in the 
South Caucasus, by strengthening its ties 
with Russia, and by working on establish-
ing an anti-American Iran-Russia-Turkey 
alliance. 
In this geopolitical situation Armenia and 
Azerbaijan have sought to resolve the 
Nagorno-Karabakh conflict from diametri-
cally opposite positions. The Armenian 
side made efforts to prolong the negotia-
tion process under the aegis of the OCSE 
Minsk Group, thereby hoping to at least 
prevent a military escalation in the area. 
Azerbaijan on the other hand was quickly 

A Geopolitical Palette 

The analysis of Turkish-Israeli-Azeri inter-
action on the eve of the 2020 Karabakh 
war should be placed within the context 
of geopolitical interests of external ac-
tors. Turkey has undergone significant 
shift in foreign policy – from “zero prob-
lems with neighbours” to a maximalist 
and often aggressive involvement in a 
broad spectrum of regional affairs under 
Erdoğan’s leadership, affecting Turkish-
Israeli relations. In particular, the Mavi 
Marmara incident on May, 31, 2010, re-
sulted in the suspension of Turkish-Israeli 
diplomatic relations, which to a differ-
ent degree influenced their cooperation, 
especially in the military and intelligence 
spheres. In May 2018, not long after US 
recognised Jerusalem as the capital of Is-
rael, Turkey recalled its ambassadors to 
the US and Israel. 
Several complex issues still exist between 
Israel and Turkey, each of which can be con-
sidered a source of mutual mistrust. Among 
them are Turkey’s negative reaction to Isra-
el’s rapprochement with the UAE and Bah-
rain (the Abraham Accords, August, 2020), 
and Israel’s opposition to Turkey’s continu-
ing support for the Palestinian cause, as well 
as Turkey’s relationship with Hamas.
However, both Turkey and Israel desper-
ately needed to coordinate their efforts in 
order a) to prevent a spillover of the Syrian 
civil war; b) to facilitate the export of Is-
raeli natural gas through Turkey to Europe 
thereby also bolstering Turkey’s role as an 
energy hub; and c) to restore and increase 
full-scale cooperation. A push toward their 
reconciliation came from the US: The Arab 
Spring, the spread of Islamist terrorism, and 
Iran’s nuclear programme were core issues 

recently, Turkey has also been a provider 
of military equipment, and training for 
the Azerbaijani Army. Frequent Turkish-
Azerbaijani military exercises, as well as 
the training of command personnel in line 
with NATO standards have become one of 
the cornerstones of the Azeribaijani gov-
ernment’s efforts to modernize its army 
and prepare it for war. 
Since their mutual recognition of each 
other in 1991, the Azerbaijani-Israeli re-
lationship has been based on pragmatism 
and mutual understanding. Both states 
especially value strategic cooperation in 
defense and intelligence and largely ig-
nore secondary issues such as the anti-
Israeli resolutions periodically adopted by 
the Organisation of Islamic Conference, 
or Israel’s anti-Palestinian actions. This 
modus operandi provides both states 
with greater flexibility and enables avoid-
ance of possible conflicts. Currently, 
Azerbaijan supplies more than 50% of 
Israel’s oil, and serves as a base for Israeli 
intelligence gathering against Iran. 
Over the course of thirty years Azerbai-
jan has gradually become a treasured 
partner for Turkey and Israel. It acts as 
an important energy provider, especially 
against the background of Russia’s war in 
Ukraine, a bridge to Central Asia, a cus-
tomer for both states’ military equipment, 
a supportive member in the main inter-
national organisations. Correspondingly, 
Turkey and Israel have helped Azerbaijan 
to restore its territorial integrity, lobbied 
on behalf of its interests in US, EU, and UN 
political circles. They also provided Azer-
baijan with crucial military, informational, 
intelligence, political, and diplomatic sup-
port throughout the duration of the 2020 
Nagorno-Karabakh war. 

President of the Republic of Azerbaijan Ilham Aliyev has received the Minister of Defense of Israel Benjamin 
Gantz. The sides exchanged views on the long-term military-technical cooperation between the two countries 
and prospects in this area.
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Azerbaijan’s Ministry of Defence and Israeli 
company Aeronautics Defense Systems, 
produced the Aerostar and Orbiter 2M 
UAVs under Israeli license. 
These types of systems significantly strength-
ened Azerbaijan’s precision-strike capa-
bilities, providing its army with both tactical 
and strategic superiority over the Armenian 
Armed Forces. At the beginning of the 
2020 Nagorno-Karabakh War, which lasted 
from 27 September to 10 November 2020, 
Azerbaijan’s Air Forces were equipped with 
36 Turkish Bayraktar TB2 UAVs, as well as 
Israeli Elbit Hermes 450/900, Aerostar, and 
SkyStriker UAVs, 48 Harop and a large num-
ber of Orbiter 1K loitering munitions, LORA 
theatre ballistic missiles (comprising 4 launch-
ers and 50 missiles) and EXTRA guided rocket 
artillery systems (comprising 6 launchers and 
50 missiles). Over the course of the conflict, 
both Turkey and Israel continued to supply 
advanced weapons to the Azerbaijani army. 
Both also coordinated with each other and 
the Azerbaijani leadership, providing intelli-
gence and helping to coordinate air strikes. 

Regional Shifts

The 2020 Nagorno-Karabakh war marked 
the beginning of long-term changes in the 
South Caucasus. For starters, Turkey has 
cemented its military presence in the re-
gion, and Israel has significantly strength-
ened its ties with Azerbaijan. Alongside 
this, the war in Ukraine significantly re-
duced Russia’s ability to intervene in affairs 
in the South Caucasus. 
In December 2020, the President of Azer-
baijan offered his services as an interme-
diary between Turkey and Israel, thus ac-
knowledging the role they played in the 
Nagorno-Karabakh war. His offer was 
combined with US efforts on this matter. 
Turkey and Israel announced the restora-
tion of diplomatic relations in August 2022, 
yet it remains unclear whether the formal 
restoration of diplomatic relations will open 
the door to a resumption of full-scale coop-
eration between these two regional actors. 
However, it is obvious that both Turkey and 
Israel benefit from and value intensely the 
bilateral cooperation with Azerbaijan. 
It is worth noting that Azerbaijan is Turkey’s 
most significant partner on the path toward 
realisation of their regional ambitions, espe-
cially on the route toward the establishment 
of a ‘Turkic World’. Azerbaijan in turn is very 
much interested in continuity and deepen-
ing of its partnerships with Turkey and Israel. 
It recognises that without their assistance it 
would likely fall under Russia’s influence, and 
would possess neither the military nor the 
political power to reshape the Armenian-
Azerbaijani state borders.  L

played a significant role in strengthening 
their capabilities. 
The two states have gradually intensified 
their joint military training – in 2018, the 
two held seven joint exercises, and in 2019 
this had grown to 13, some of which also 
included the participation of Georgia’s SOF. 
The combat preparedness of the Azerbai-
jani Armed Forces was tested during 13-day 
joint Turkish-Azerbaijani manoeuvres span-
ning from late July to early August 2020 at 
various locations in Azerbaijan. According 
to some sources, up to 11,000 Turkish mili-
tary personnel participated in the manoeu-
vres, which were the largest in the history 
of Turkish-Azerbaijani military cooperation. 
They included testing of fire support coordi-
nation, joint planning and joint operations, 
as well as rapid response capabilities. 
Another critical actor on the eve of and 
during the 2020 Karabakh war was Israel, 
which has become the main weapons sup-

plier for the Azerbaijani army, ahead of Rus-
sia. According to SIPRI data, between 2013 
and 2017 Azerbaijan received 30% of its 
arms import from Israel; in 2015-2019 it 
reached 60%, and in 2020 reached 69%. 
The main Israeli partners of Azerbaijan’s 
Ministry of Defence Industry are Elbit Sys-
tems and Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI). 
Azerbaijan’s military purchases from Israel 
are impressive: In 2012 the country spent 
USD 1.6 billion, in 2016, USD 5 billion, and 
in 2017, another USD 127 million. Most of 
this money was allocated for the purchase 
of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), loiter-
ing munitions, and reconnaissance satellite 
technology. The Baku-based Azad Systems 
Co., a joint venture established in 2011 by 

moving toward a military solution through 
a) neutralization of Russia, b) rejection of 
the Minsk Group negotiation format, and 
c) enlarging and deepening cooperation in 
military sphere with both Israel and Turkey. 

The “Troika” and the 2020 
Nagorno-Karabakh War

The balance of power in the South Cau-
casus region has begun to shift gradually 
in favour of Azerbaijan. This has occurred 
as a consequence of two main factors: 
the political will of its leadership to mod-
ernize Azerbaijan’s army, and the deep-
ening of its military cooperation with 
Turkey and Israel. 
The key document which has framed the 
Turkey-Azerbaijan partnership is the Azer-
baijani-Turkish Agreement on Strategic 
Partnership and Mutual Support (ASPMS) 
signed in August 2010, and enacted at 

the beginning of 2011. One month later, 
the allies signed a “Joint Statement on the 
Establishment of a High-level Strategic 
Cooperation Council.” In accordance with 
the Agreement, the two states are obliged 
to cooperate when either country faces 
aggression from a third state or group of 
states. It was an agreement on joint de-
fence, which allowed both to take certain 
pre-emptive measures. Turkey has been 
providing the Azerbaijani army with mod-
ern weapons, as well as military education 
and training, which includes an adapta-
tion of NATO’s compatibility model. Seri-
ous investments were made in the Azeri 
Special Operational Forces (SOF), and 
once again, Turkey’s military assistance 

President of the Republic of Azerbaijan Ilham Aliyev has met with then-
Prime Minister of the State of Israel Benjamin Netanyahu in Davos. The  
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu's visit to Azerbaijan was re-
called at the meeting. The new impetus that the results of the trip gave to 
the development of the Azeri-Israeli bilateral relations was emphasised.
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Canada is currently engaged in what 
could be described as a once in gener-

ation defence modernisation programme. 
For the first time in many years, the Ca-
nadian Forces are moving forwards on a 
range of significant defence procurement 
programmes, and they have the fund-
ing to make these programmes a reality. 
Inevitably, taking these acquisition pro-
grammes from concept to completion is 
a complicated process. The answer to an 
operational requirement is multi-layered, 
having the best solution on paper to a re-
quirement is certainly important, but not 
always enough. Canada, like many other 
countries, wants more from its defence 
procurement spending and that brings us 
to the complicated question of offsets. 
The Canadian Department of National De-
fence (DND) is working to a policy docu-
ment known as “Strong, Secure, Engaged 
– Canada’s Defence Policy.” This was first 
published in 2017 and the objective was 
to deliver: “The most rigorously costed Ca-
nadian defence policy ever developed. It is 
transparent and fully funded. To meet Can-
ada’s defence needs at home and abroad, 
the Government will grow defence spend-
ing over the next 10 years from CAD 18.9 
billion in 2016-17 to CAD 32.7 billion in 
2026-27. The long-term funding commit-
ment that underpins this policy will provide 
the Canadian Armed Forces with the force 
size and equipment required to achieve ex-
cellence across the full spectrum of military 
operations, from humanitarian assistance 
and disaster relief, to peacekeeping, to 
combat. This policy includes long-term in-
vestments to enhance the Canadian Armed 
Forces’ capabilities and capacity.”
The DND states that it is: “The largest de-
partment within the federal government 
in terms of budget and size. In 2021-22, 
DND’s budget accounted for approxi-
mately 7.1% of the total Main Estimates 
for Canada.” Clearly DND procurement 
expenditure is strategically significant for 
the national economic/industrial picture 
in Canada and, as a result, the DND must 

seek to maximise the benefits that can be 
obtained from its procurement expendi-
ture. Added to this if DND expenditure can 
sustain a robust defence industrial base in 
Canada, it would provide strategic, eco-
nomic and industrial benefits. If Canada 
could meet all of its defence needs from 
domestic suppliers that would be an ex-
cellent proposition, unfortunately that is 
not possible and so Canada has to turn to 
foreign suppliers. To ensure that the stra-
tegic and economic benefits of defence 
procurement are not exported overseas as 
a result of buying from foreign suppliers, 
Canada has instituted a comprehensive 
offset policy.

Offset Definitions

The Bureau of Industry and Security of the 
US Department of Commerce, describes 
offsets as follows: “Offsets in defense trade 
encompass a range of industrial compensa-
tion arrangements required by foreign gov-
ernments as a condition of the purchase of 
defense articles and services from a non-
domestic source.”

For those that become immersed in the 
world of offsets, that US definition is some-
what limited. The reality of the situation is 
that offsets are an incredibly complicated 
and time-consuming process, that, over 
the years, have become part and parcel of 
defence acquisition programmes. Offset 
requirements differ from country to coun-
try in terms of scope and complexity. How-
ever, meeting national offset requirements 
is an essential part of conducting defence 
business. Furthermore, failure to meet off-
set obligations leaves contractors open to 
financial penalties and potentially exclusion 
from future acquisition programmes. 
Generally speaking, offsets can be divided 
into two categories, direct offset and in-
direct offset. Direct offset, as the name 
implies, is directly related to the systems 
being purchased. For example, the pur-
chasing country acquires combat aircraft 
and then builds them under license, the 
value of that work is then deducted from 
the seller country’s total offset obligation. 
Alternatively, industry in the purchasing 
country could produce systems or subsys-
tems that are integrated with the combat 

Successfully Navigating the  
Canadian Offset Maze
David Saw 

As Canada undertakes modernisation of its armed forces,  

the country’s offset requirements remain somewhat tricky to navigate.
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Before the end of the year Canada is expected to confirm the acquisi-
tion of the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) to meet the requirements of 
the Future Fighter Capability Project. This massive programme will have 
to comply with the Industrial and Technological Benefits (ITB) Policy, 
Canada’s offset requirement.
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aircraft being acquired, with the systems 
becoming a standard fit for said combat 
aircraft and then exported to other pur-
chasing countries.
For the purchasing country direct offset 
is very attractive, taking our example of a 
combat aircraft as a case in point, the pur-
chasing country’s aerospace industry gets 
work, acquires new technology and exper-
tise, thus improving its defence-industrial 
capabilities. The involvement of local indus-
try also eases service and support of the 
equipment, while also creating a knowl-
edge base that could support an upgrade 
programme at a later date, if required.
Indirect offset offers a completely different 
set of possibilities to fulfil offset obligations. 
The obligation could be discharged in nu-
merous ways, for example an aerospace 
company might award contracts/sub-con-
tracts to industry in the purchasing country 
for work on other programmes. Other in-
vestments in the purchasing country could 
also be counted against the offset obliga-
tion, for example investment in industry or 
even property. Property investment could 
for instance involve building a hotel with 
local partners, with a management con-
tract awarded to a global brand, leading to 
the initial investment and ongoing profits 
being counted against the offset obliga-
tion. Other options include the purchase of 
goods and services, from food to fabrics, 
which can again be counted against the 
obligation.
With indirect offset, much depends on the 
country where the offset obligation is owed, 
specifically what they are prepared to ac-
cept in terms of indirect offset. Another im-
portant factor in the cost and complexity of 
dealing with indirect offset are the diverse 
products that could form part of the offset. 
A defence company is unlikely to have the 
knowledge and skills necessary to market 
and sell foodstuffs or textiles, they will there-
fore need to transfer title to these goods 
to an organisation that can successfully sell 
them, with this activity almost certain to cost 

the defence company money. Offset inevita-
bly incurs monetary costs for the company 
with the obligation, which in turn means 
offset costs have to be accounted for in the 
original acquisition bid.

Changing Times

In an ideal world a defence company would 
happily do without offset, it is complex, 
costly and is not core business. Unfortu-
nately, these days in the majority of cases 
defence acquisition has moved on from the 
supplier and/or their home government of-
fering the foreign customer loans or financ-
ing to fund purchases. Offset has become 
a fundamental part in the mechanism of 
defence exports.
Offset rules and regulations differ from 
country to country, there is no interna-
tional standard in this area. Contempo-
rary offset requirements can vary from 
a little over 50% to over 100% of the 
value of the original acquisition price. 
Differences emerge in different coun-
tries’ offset strategies depending on the 

objectives that the purchasing country 
seeks to obtain from offset. For some it 
is about compensating for the outflow 
of funds to a foreign supplier, achieving 
local industrial participation and acquir-
ing advanced technologies, while using 
indirect offsets for various purposes such 
as the encouragement of non-traditional 
exports. Others see offset as providing 
much more than that, beyond the eco-
nomic and industrial aspects, believing 
that, if used correctly, offset can deliver 
significant societal benefits as well.

The Canadian Example

Canada provides an excellent example of 
a nation that seeks to maximise the ben-
efits of its offset policy covering economic, 
industrial and social sectors. Offset in Can-
ada is known as the Industrial and Techno-
logical Benefits (ITB) Policy, this policy is de-
signed to leverage: “defence and Canadian 
Coast Guard procurements to contribute 
to jobs, innovation and economic growth 
across the country. The ITB Policy contrac-
tually requires companies awarded defence 
procurement contracts to undertake busi-
ness activity in Canada equal to the value 
of the contracts they have won.” 
Thus, Canada operates a 100% offset 
policy on all procurements over CAD 100 
million in value, unless trade agreements or 
national security exceptions come into play. 
Defence procurements valued at between 
CAD 20 million and CAD 100 million can 
be reviewed to establish whether they will 
be subject to the ITB Policy.
Administration of the ITB Policy comes un-
der the Innovation, Science and Economic 
Development (ISED) department of the 
Canadian government. To conform with 
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HMCS Regina, a Halifax class frigate, fires a Harpoon missile on exercise. 
The Halifax class will be replaced by the Canadian Surface Combatant, 
15 frigates are to be built by Irving Shipbuilding in Canada based on the 
BAE Systems Type 26 design, other partners include Lockheed Martin 
Canada. Major offset work is involved in this programme.

A Canadian Forces LAV 6 vehicle part of Operation Reassurance, the en-
hanced Forward Presence Battle Group in Latvia in March 2021. General 
Dynamics Land Systems Canada and other General Dynamics companies 
have made major investments in Canada as part of the ITB Policy.
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the objectives of the ITB Policy, foreign 
companies seeking to bid on programmes 
must also include an economic proposal 
known as the ‘Value Proposition.’ This is 
important, as: “the Value Proposition is 
a weighted and rated element of the bid 
selection process and is scored alongside 
technical and cost requirements.” Follow-
ing this process, then: “ISED determines 
the economic benefit requirements for 
each Value Proposition on a procurement-
by-procurement basis. These require-
ments are evidence-based and developed 
through market analysis and industry en-
gagement.” 
The Value Proposition has what are de-
scribed as ‘five pillars,’ these are: 
1. Work in the Canadian defence industry. 
2. Development of Canadian suppliers. 
3. Research and development (R&D). 
4. Exports and skills development. 
5. Training. 
This translates into supporting the long-
term growth and sustainability of Canada’s 
defence industry, supporting the growth 
of prime contractors and suppliers in 
Canada, including small and medium busi-
nesses (SMBs) in all regions of the coun-
try, enhancing innovation through R&D in 
Canada, increasing the export potential 
and international competitiveness of Ca-
nadian-based companies, and finally, filling 
skills and training gaps within the Canadian 
economy to support increased innovation.
The ITB Policy exists to deliver “positive eco-
nomic outcomes,” but as previously men-
tioned it also has social implications. Since 
May 2018 ISED has amended the Value 
Proposition to include a mandatory Gen-
der and Diversity Plan, in order to meet the 
Canadian government policy of “advancing 
gender equality, diversity, and inclusion.” 
ISED notes that the Gender and Diversity 
Plan is not an evaluated component of the 
ITB at this point. Nonetheless states that: 
“bidders are required to describe their ap-
proach to achieving gender balance and 
increasing diversity within their Canadian 
corporate structures and broader supply 
chains in Canada.”
All of this demonstrates that there are lots of 
moving parts for a company to consider as 
it seeks to win defence business and comply 
with the ITB Policy. From the Canadian per-
spective the ITB Policy is demonstrably suc-
cessful, ISED describes it as “a powerful tool 
for driving economic growth, investments 
and innovation in Canada.” According to 
ISED since the ITB Policy came into effect 
in 1986: “Canada has leveraged billions of 
dollars in investment, resulting in defence 
sector growth and spillover benefits to the 
broader Canadian economy. Prime Contrac-
tors on procurements where the ITB Policy 

applies are obligated to make investments 
equal to the value of their contract. These 
investments benefit Canadian companies, 
post-secondary institutions (note: these are 
higher educational institutions), and chari-
ties/not-for-profit organisations.”

Meeting the Challenge

The ITB Policy is a fundamental part of the 
Canadian defence procurement environ-
ment, there is no escaping it if you want to 
do defence business in Canada. The title of 
this article referred to the offset policy as 
the “Offset Maze”, and there is no doubt 
that the ITB Policy is a complex policy to 
navigate.
However, working under ITB need not 
be that challenging, the key is to estab-
lish long-term relationships with Canadian 
companies that can meet the requirements 
of the Value Proposition for both current 
and future programmes. For Canadian 
companies the ITB Policy is a proven win-
ner, but according to Mike Lewis, Manag-
ing Director of Raytheon ELCAN, it can also 
be a winning proposition for companies 
seeking to do business in Canada. The key 
is making ITB compliance a fundamental 
part of the planning process for a Canadian 
requirement right from the start. To make 
that work, it is critical to identify a credible 
Canadian partner company at the outset 
and then to work with them to develop the 
best possible ITB solution. Putting together 
the ‘best possible ITB solution’ can be a real 
difference maker in winning a procurement 
contract.
By working with Canadian companies such 
as Raytheon ELCAN, foreign companies can 
also take advantage of their Canadian sup-

ply chains giving them access to a wide range 
of small and medium businesses across the 
country. These supply chains include minor-
ity and First Nations-owned companies, ad-
ditionally Raytheon ELCAN itself is deeply 
invested in diversity, equity and inclusion 
programmes both internally and amongst 
its suppliers. All of this contributes for the 
basis for effective ITB solution. 
Mike Lewis added that Raytheon ELCAN is 
much more the just a long-term strategic 
partner for foreign companies seeking to 
meet the requirements of the ITB Policy. 
Relationships that started with foreign 
companies on the basis of ITB issues have 
grown to become long-term commercial 
relationships as Raytheon ELCAN’s optics 
capabilities were discovered and utilised. 
For many, Raytheon ELCAN is known for its 
SPECTER family of infantry weapon sights, 
but the capabilities of the company have 
become significantly broader, comprising 
of a range of precision optics solutions for 
defence, commercial and space applica-
tions. 
To conclude, the Canadian government 
and Canadian industry have long realised 
that to remain competitive across critical 
economic sectors that they must invest 
in skills development and training. They 
must also invest in their educational sys-
tem, particularly in the science, technolo-
gy, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) 
fields. This creates a workforce that works 
on today’s high technology programmes 
and also provides the innovation skills base 
for the programmes of tomorrow. The ITB 
Policy also contributes to education, skills 
development and training, demonstrating 
how today’s offset programmes can have 
a significant impact far into the future. L

Canadian Forces infantry, part of Operation Reassurance, the enhanced 
Forward Presence Battle Group, training at Camp Adazi in Latvia. Note 
the Colt Canada C8 carbine with the Raytheon ELCAN C79 optical sight. 
Canada’s defence industry has been a major beneficiary of Canada’s  
offset policy.
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Viewpoint from
New Delhi

In what is being seen 
as the first major For-
eign Military Sales 
(FMS) deal between 

the United States and Pakistan since 2018, when the Trump 
administration halted aid to Islamabad, the recently announced 
USD 450 million deal for F-16s to Pakistan has annoyed India 
for a variety of reasons. The Pentagon has defended the Biden 
administration’s move by terming the package as “sustainment 
and equipment related” for the Pakistan Air Force’s (PAF) fleet 
of approximately 75 jets. The timing of the deal announcement 
is significant as it precedes the Pakistani Army Chief’s US visit.
The Pentagon sees the deal as remuneration for Pakistan’s am-
munition supply to Ukraine in the ongoing Ukraine-Russia con-
flict, however the massive F-16 sustainment package is also 
being viewed by strategic watchers as a prelude to de-listing 
Pakistan from the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) grey list. 
India has been quick to register strong protests on grounds that 
the upgraded fighters might be used against India. Indian De-
fence and External Affairs Ministers have voiced their concerns, 
recalling an incident on 27 February 2019, where PAF F-16s 
conducted air strikes in Jammu and Kashmir. The brief skirmish 
resulted in the loss of an Indian Air Force (IAF) MiG-21, and the 
claimed downing of a PAF F-16 during an aerial engagement 
between the two sides. India claimed the PAF F-16 was downed 
by an IAF MiG-21 piloted by Wing Commander Abhinandan 
Varthaman in an engagement along the India-Pakistan Line of 
Control (LoC). It is Interesting to note that Lockheed Martin, the 
manufacturers of the F-16, rechristened the fighter to F-21 and 
offered it to India days after this incident, at the 2019 Aero-India 
air show. 
Washington’s justification was voiced by US Secretary of State 
Antony Blinken, “These are not new planes, new systems, new 
weapons. It’s sustaining what they have. We have a responsibil-
ity and an obligation to whomever we provide military equip-
ment to make sure that it’s maintained and sustained.” The 
official Pentagon statement added, “This will sustain Islama-
bad’s capability to meet the current and future counterterrorism 
threats by maintaining its F-16 fleet as well as support American 
foreign policy and national security.”
A retort for the above claims came from the Indian External Af-
fairs Minister Dr S Jaishankar during his Washington visit: “For 
someone to say I am doing this because it is all counter-terrorism 
content and so when you are talking of an aircraft like… [the] 

F-16 where everybody knows, you know where they are de-
ployed and their use. You are not fooling anybody by saying 
these things.”
The F-16s were originally sold to Pakistan to act as a deterrent 
between the two nuclear-armed neighbours, but further sales 
of additional F-16s were suspended by the US following the 
1998 nuclear tests done by Islamabad. This decision was revised 
in July 2006 when the US House Committee for Military Affairs 
was informed of a resumption of F-16 sales to Pakistan, but with 
stringent conditions attached. The George W Bush administra-
tion provided assurances to New Delhi that there was a monitor-
ing system on the end-use and deployment of these fighters.
In 2006, a contract was signed for the delivery of 18 new F-
16C/D Block 50/52 aircraft to the PAF. According to a 2008 
communiqué by Anne Patterson, the US Ambassador to Paki-
stan, obtained through Wikileaks, Pakistan’s F-16 purchase was 
justified as a means of bolstering Islamabad’s counter-terrorism 
efforts in the region. According to three Letters of Acceptance 
(LoA) disclosed in front of the House Committee on Foreign Af-
fairs, the first letter talks about the 2006 contract for 18 F-16s, 
the second one about provision of advanced munitions such as 
500 AIM-120-C5 Advanced Medium Range Air-to-Air Missiles 
(AMRAAMs), 700 BLU-109 penetration bombs and 750 Mark 
84 2,000 lb general purpose bombs, while the third pertained 
to mid-life upgrade of the older fleet. Although Pakistan man-
aged to secure the batch of 18 F-16s, by 2016 New Delhi suc-
cessfully lobbied the Obama administration to block the sale of 
an additional eight F-16s to Islamabad.
Following the 27 February 2019 incident, a damaged portion 
of one of these AMRAAMs was recovered and displayed as evi-
dence by the IAF. The IAF said in a statement regarding the en-
gagement, “Multiple launches of AMRAAM were conclusively 
observed. Prompt and correct tactical action by Su-30 aircraft, 
in response to [the] AMRAAM launch, defeated the missile. 
Parts of the missile fell in an area east of Rajouri in [Jammu and 
Kashmir], injuring a civilian on ground.” New Delhi was quick to 
follow up with the Donald Trump administration, arguing that 
the usage of F-16s and AMRAAMs was in violation of Pakistan’s 
end-user conditions.
As such, India remains suspicious of the latest deal, with IAF’s Air 
Marshal B Suresh (retd) stating: “The F-16s are being refurbished 
and most certainly they will be used against India if the need 
arises. They will use these aircraft across the entire Western 
front, as seen during post-Balakot action.”

Suman Sharma

India Protests US F-16  
Sales to Pakistan
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In order to maintain and strengthen the 
domestic defence production and tech-

nology base, the Ministry of Defence will 
investigate the introduction of a mech-
anism to properly assess the costs and 
profits of businesses, as well as initiatives 
related to strengthening cyber security, 
facilitating business succession, promot-
ing defence equipment transfer, as well 
as maintaining and improving defence-
specific technologies.
In order to increase defence industry 
sales, a project feasibility study will also 
be carried out, in which the public and 
private sectors will work together to 
identify potential requirements in partner 
countries and propose equipment trans-
fers. This response seems to be badly 
needed, given the number of manufac-
turers who have left the sector already.
Shimadzu, a Tier 1 manufacturer of ma-
jor aircraft electrical equipment and com-
ponents for the Self-Defence Forces, is 
withdrawing from the defence industry 
this year. The company produces a large 
number of items, including air-condition-
ing equipment, cockpit displays and flight 
control systems for the C-2 cargo aircraft 
and P-1 patrol aircraft. Similarly, KYB 
(also known as Kayaba) announced their 
withdrawal from the aircraft business in 
February this year. The company's prod-
ucts include actuators, valves, wheels 
and brakes for aircraft. Both companies 
develop and supply components for the 
Japan Air Self-Defence Force (JASDF) P-1, 
C-2, US-2, as well as the F-15J fighter 
aircraft produced domestically under li-
cence. The MoD expects procurement 
and operating costs to rise as a result of 
aircraft maintenance and specification 
changes resulting from vendor changes.
In the aviation sector, Yokohama Rub-
ber has already withdrawn from fighter 
aircraft tyres in 2009, and in the same 
year, Sumitomo Electric Industries ceased 

development and production of aircraft 
radomes and fuel tanks for the MoD after 
production of the F-2 fighter aircraft end-
ed. The company has stated that it would 
not participate in any future licensed do-
mestic production of fighter aircraft. In 
2005, glass giant AGC sold its aircraft 
canopy business to Fujiwara corporation 
a specialist of airframe components. Fol-
lowing on from these, in 2020, Daicel de-
cided to withdraw from defence-related 
businesses such as ejection seats and ex-
plosives, and Yokogawa Electric also sold 
its LCD display business for aircraft and 
tanks to Oki Electric in 2021. 
The withdrawal of these aircraft-related 
vendors has cast a significant shadow 
over the next generation of fighter jets, 
which are being jointly developed by the 
UK and Japan. It also does not help Japan 
with respect to costs of buying and fly-
ing aircraft. As it stands, Japanese-made 
aircraft for the JASDF are already many 

times more expensive to procure and 
maintain cost than comparable overseas 
aircraft. For example, the Cost Per Flight 
Hour (CPFH) of the JASDF Kawasaki C-2 
is approximately JPY 2.74 million (USD 
18,710), while the US Air Force (USAF) 
C-130J has a CPFH of approximately JPY 
618,000 (USD 4,282) and the C-17 a cost 
of JPY 1.51 million (USD 10,457). The 
CPFH of the C-2 is therefore roughly 4.4 
times higher than for the C-130J, and 1.8 
times that of the C-17. 
The disparity is perhaps even more evi-
dent when it comes to CPFH per tonne of 
payload. The JASDF C-2 with its 26 tonne 
payload costs JPY 105,000 (USD 727) 
per tonne of payload, which is roughly 
3.5 times higher than the USAF C-103J 
at JPY 30,000 (USD 208) at its maximum 
20 tonne payload capacity, and approxi-
mately 5.3 times higher than the USAF 
C-17 at JPY 19,597 (USD 136) at its maxi-
mum 77 tonne payload capacity. 

The Sun Sets on Japan’s  
Defence Industry 
Shinichi Kiyotani

In Japan, major companies in the defence industry continue to withdraw from the market.  

Since 2003, over 100 companies have withdrawn from the defence sector. The Japanese Ministry  

of Defence (MoD) has therefore requested a budget for the promotion of Japan’s defence industry 

in its estimate for the next financial year. 

A JASDF C-2 banking during a flyover at Yonago-Miho Airbase  
in Southern Japan. 
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This trend continues into higher life cycle 
cost (LCC) per aircraft. The JADSF’s C-2 has 
an LCC of approximately JPY 63.5 billion 
(USD 440 million), compared to just JPY 9.4 

billion (USD 65 million) for the USAF C-130J 
and JPY 34.9 billion (USD 242 million) for 
the C-17. As Japanese manufacturers with-
draw from the defence sector, these al-

ready high procurement and maintenance 
costs are expected to increase further.
Outside of aviation, similar withdrawals 
from the sector have been occurring. Ko-
matsu decided to cease development and 
production of new armoured vehicles in 
2019. Not long afterwards, in early 2021, 
two more high-profile withdrawals were 
announced, with Sumitomo Heavy In-
dustries withdrawing from machine gun 
manufacturing, and Mitsui E&S Holdings 
agreed to sell its naval vessel division to 
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries. 
A key problem is that the defence divi-
sions of major Japanese manufacturers 
have low sales numbers, which means 
that they cannot sustain their business if 
the scale of their operations declines. For 
this reason, unprofitable businesses are 
often sold to other companies, but there 
are also many cases of companies ceasing 
operations altogether. In the latter case, 
the Japanese MoD’s reaction has been 
one of alarm, since if something is not 
done to stem the exodus, entire design 
and manufacturing branches may wither 
and disappear, leaving Japan dependent 
on foreign imports.  L

A C-17 Globemaster III takes off during the Kaneohe Bay Air Show at 
Marine Corps Base, Hawaii, on 12 August 2022.
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UNBEATABLE
COMBINATION

RAPID RECONFIGURATION 
AND MISSION FLEXIBILITY.
When it comes to humanitarian missions,  
the rapid reconfiguration, speed and flexibility of  
the C-390 Millennium has proven indispensable  
for the Brazilian Air Force. During the height of  
the COVID pandemic, they employed the C-390 to  
deliver vital medical supplies, including ambulances 
and liquid oxygen, to remote communities in the 
Amazon Basin. After the 2021 Haiti earthquake,  
a C-390 was used by the Brazilian Air Force to  
deliver 10.5 tonnes of medicines, food and  
health equipment to help victims and support  
the emergency relief operation. And when a 
devastating explosion occurred in the port area  
of Beirut, Lebanon, the Brazilian Air Force got  
vital medicines and food supplies ‘on the ground’  
in just under 16hrs. Proven in the field and in the 
toughest of environments, the C-390 has now  
been chosen by the Portuguese and Hungarian  
air forces to lead their humanitarian missions. 
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embraerds.com

C-390 MILLENNIUM
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